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Christian Scientists Throw
Their House of Worship
Open; It Is Used As First

hj Carrier or

Washington, Jan. 2:i (by the Asthe insociated I'ross.)
jured in (lie Kniekerhocker theater
were:
iliyasti-Middle Atlantic
Jim. Bntteman Adams, Neddie
Tomasso
o, third secretary of
Spent Sunday in Efforts the ItalianAsset
.Itine
Bergembassy:
to Resume Activities Halt- - man Mines, ll axle Ruehlcr, Mrs. J.
I'.rofs-lcalt,
Mrs.
Bernard
tf, Unwell.
ed Friday Night.
Miss Sadie Bresslcau, Joseph
(
;
Bruce, L'lliott Brumbaugh,
heit Cnplan, M. 10. Caslney, Mrs.
BLIZZARD HEADED
Mary Chalmers, C. C. I.afli. Mis.-TOWARD BERMUDAS Margaret Cole, James A. Curtain,
W. hodson, 1. B. Ilodsnii, ,1. I..
Even With Favorable Weath- Dm land, .Mrs. J. L. Dur!a:;d. .Mrs.

CAUSES ROOF OF MOVING

the Dead,

tNAL
Dally

archbishop cf mm n
hamed as pope possibility

Elirid

Washington, Jan. 2!t (by the Associated Press.) Recovered from
the wreck and horror of the ruined
Knickerbocker theater, a pitiful
stream of mangled bodies, dead
and living, flowed all last night
and today Into the lower rooms ot
a Christian Science church, a few
hundred yards away. At the first
word of the disaster, the place was
thrown open to those stricken foil:
and the hundreds of others who
camo to search for their dead or
injured.
It was merely a first aid station for the injured, who were carBe- ried there on stretchers. Doctors
and nurses and women tenderly
the
washed from the suffering
gray dust of crumpled concrete,
someblackened
the caked blood,
87
times by hours of waiting pinned
under the debris. Bandages were
applied nnd then tho injured were
Associated
the
Press).
Jan.
30,
(By
Washington,
taken to hospitals or home.
In Double Hows.
Head
Official police records early today placed the
But thel.ydead lay long in the
known dead in the Knickerbocker theater disaster
double rows In which
they
stretched across the floor, lay until
at 107. Elimination of duplicated names broupht
husa
or
a
relative
of
tearful
112.
friend,
the final total down from the unofficial, peak
band or wife or father or mother,
The list of injured stood at 134 with 14 listed as
recognized the crushed form.
Some ot the seekers came with
"seriously injured."
tho dirt and grime of the wreckSome had
age on them still.
Washington, Jan. 29, (By the Associated Press).
passed through the theater crash
one
in
dead In
to
the only
leave a dear
Ninety persons are known to have lost their lives
had
tho tangled mass.
They
Knickerof
the
rocf
snow
laden
of
the
collapse last night
worked hours with tho rescuers
bocker motion picture theater. Rescue workers, fighting to find that one only to turn now and
then for a nurrled trip to the
a desperate battle through dark and daylight, had re- chamber
of death.
More
a
hundred
than
covered that number tonight.
Kleven times death struck down
husband and wife seated side by side.
others are known to have been injured.
But many other limes it w.u only
The identified dead in the Knickerbocker theater the
wife or tho .husband who perished. The times when children
catastrophe are ESF.NTATIVK
MARTIN-DALwere taken were few, the storm
MRS. NORMAN E.
FO BM E II RKPR
having kept most of them at home.
V J. BARCHFELD,
formerly of
MILTON.
MISS
Stretelx r S:;uads.
AGNES
Pittsburgh. Pa.
MRS. JEAN MIRSKY.
I'P the long path, trodden
MISS HELEJ BARCHFIELD,
MISS VERONICA MI'RrHY.
through heavy rhow, that ran from
his daughter.
the Impromptu morgue to the
MISS VIVIAN OGDEN.
ARCHIE PELL, formerly of
D. F. O'DONNELL.
the
Knickerbocker,
struggled
stretcher s'luads. Ministers held
MRS. D. F. O'DONNELL.
Yineland, N. .T.
MRS. VIRGINIA FAUKAUD, the doors of the church and witll
C.
C'HAUNCEY
BRAIXERD,
of Minister P.ianehi of Guagentleness and sympathy sHftod out
Wt.Ehf'igton onrrespontlTt .. o the sister
those who sought their dead from
temala.
Brooklyn Eagle.
others drawn by curiosity. There
MISS LO"TIS PITCHER.
C. BRAIX- AIRS. C'HAUNCEY
was quietness at the church in
MISS HAZEL PRICE.
'
j;rd.
MRS. MARIE RUSSELL.
spite of the urgent and never
WILFRED
BROSSEAU, North
SIGOURNEY.
CORA
C.
MRS.
censing activity. The losses In the
Adams, Mass., student at GeorgeKnickerbocker disaster, neither the
MISS MARIE IT. SMITH.
town university.
VICTOR M. STURGEON.
Physically nor the bereaved gave
GUT" S. ELDRIDGE,
Salt Lake
M.
TAYLOR.
TRUDE
MRS.
voice to their sufferings.
of
Senator
City, brother-in-laTRACY.
WILLIAM
Some of the dead were alive
Smont of Utah.
MISS GLADYS THOMAS.
when rescue work began, but died
OSCAR O. KANSTON", Chicago,
CHARLES COWLE3 TUCKER.
before the c(H(ld be reached. Olid
his wife and daughters, Helen and
MRS. CIIAS. COWLES TUCKER. girl, pinned under a bam, died
Anyln.
JACOB
URDONG.
with both hands in those of an
CUTLER LAFTIX, JR., 16, ChiLOUIS F. VALLYNTINE.
army officer directing her release.
cago.
VALLYNTINE.
LOUIS
MRS.
F.
One man, pinned beside his dead
MISS NANTE LEE LAMBERT,
WALFORD.
MILDRED
MISS
wife, was freed from pain with a
formerly of Ashhoro, N. C.
JOHN L. WALKER.
hypodermic needle and survived
JOHN W. MURRAY, The Tlalns,
MRS. JOHN L. WALKER.
tho long night to a safo removal.
Vn.
WARR.
WILLIAM
CAPTAIN
Priest (Jives Absolution.
W. B. SAMON,
of Wyoming, NER, quartermaster corps, IT. R. A.
A moment after the crash, Fathstudent nt Georgetown university.
WILLTAM R. WARNER.
MRS.
er
John
Hoerseh, entered the
W. L. SCOOF1ELD, Danville, Va.
MRS. CHARLES M. WESSON, ruined theater. Knee deep In the.
LAVERNE SPROITLK, 1", Chi- wife of Colonel C. M. Wesson, ord- snow,
ho gavo general absolution
cago, nephew of Representative nance department, IT. 9. A.
and tho final rites of. the church
Elliott W. Sproule of Illinois.
IVAN J. WHITE.
to
tho
dying. . Then he pungod
C. E. STEPHENSON, Boston.
MISS MARGARET DUTCH,
Into the rescue work.
LEWIS STRAYER, Washington
Mich.
Notably was the speed of the
correspondent of tha Pittsburgh
MISS M. C. BIKLE.
Rod Cross workers who
Dispatch.
Howard their way to tho theater forced
of
KNEESI
(son
site,
II. CONROY VANCE, FrederKnees!)
througli tho snow. Scores of suricksburg, Va.
SCOTT MONTGOMERY.
nurses
and
geons
answered
their
MRS.
CONROY VANCE,
If.
VILLI AM A. WALTERS.
summons with instant speed, and
Fredericksburg. Va.
D. N. WALSH.
their succor both baved lives of the
WILLTAM
WALTERS, BrookJACK McKIMLTE.
victims and sustained tho unflaglyn,, N. Y., student at Georgetown
CHRISTINE THOMASON.
ging zeal of tho rescuers.
university.
FAULT'S LAMISY.
MARY ETHEL ATKINSON.
MISS M. E. WALSH.
JOSEPH W. REAL.
K1RKLAND DUKE.
WILLIAM G. BIKLTC.
ESTHER FOSTER.
THOROUGH
THOMAS R. BOURNE.
RUSSELL MAINE.
MISS DAISY GARVET
MRS. RUSSELL MAINE.
MISS CARRIE PARSON.
ALBERT BUEHLER.
ALBERT BAKER.
OP
WILLIAM M. CANBY.
IS
MISS FRANCES BIKLE.
MRS. D. II. COVELL.
DR. JAMES F. SHEA.
W. M. CROCKER.
JCiRlify-scveIdentified.
VINSON W. DAUBER.
Of the dead, 87 had been IdenTHOMAS M. DORSEY.
tified at dark tonight. The large
MISS HELEN DORSCH.
majority of both killed and Injured
A. G. ELDRTDGE.
were
local residents,
although
MRS. A. G. ELDRIDGE.
many came recently from other
K. II. ERNEST.
places. Exploration, of the ruins
MeC. FARR.
went on unchecked after dark, but Senator Capper Will IntroCHRISTIAN FETGE.
those In charge believed additional
duce Resolution Calling
JOHN P. FLEMING.
bodies would be found. Without
MISS MARY LEE FLEMING. regard to their own risk, soldiers,
for Investigation of TheaTHOMAS FLEMING.
marines, sailors, police, firemen
ter Collapse.
and other citizen volunteers had
O. S. FREEMAN.
the
MRS. CLYDE M. GEARHART. fought their
way beneath
(Br The Axunrliiled Proa.)
K. If. HALL.
wreckage over practically the whole
floor space of the auditorium.
DOUGLAS
Washington, Jan. 29 (by tlTe
HILLYER.
Tha exact number in the theater Associated Press.) Senator CapWILLTAM G. HUGHES.
when the steel and concrete span per of Kansas, a member of the
DANIEL K. JACKSON.
buckled
and fell under Its three- - senate District of Columbia comMISS ELIZABETH JEFFREYS.
foot load of snow probably never mittee, announced tonight that
JOHN M. JEFFREYS.
will be known. The stories of per when the senate reconvened he
HOWARD W. ENEESI.
haps a hundred who got out un- would introduce a resolution call,. L. LEITLEU.
injured have been reported. These ing, for an Investigation of the
TERRY LEHMER.
account for a few mora than 300 Knickerbocker theater disaster and
M. LEROY LEHMER.
In the audience that was roaring also of all
buildings conDAVID H. IjYMAN.
with laughter at a film comedy structed here large
since the beginning
WrYATT McKIMMlE.
on them like a of the war.
when
the
fell
roof
JULIAN McKWNEY.
blanket, carrying down the front
Senator Capper said reports had
ERNEST E. KATELLIO.
of the wide balcony in its crash.
come to him that to a greater or
had
the
theater
has
formally
degree the building code of
every Beat filled at that hour and less District
of Columbia had been
nearly 2.000 persons was its capac the
violated during the rush of conThe same unprecedented
1 ity.
struction
following the increase in
snowfall which
death to
war
' the venturesome brought
few, kept tha the city's population after the
many at home. Street car traffic declaration.
FORECAST.
had been abandoned and streets
Jan. 29. New and sidewalks were all but im- THESE ARE HARD TIMES
Denver, Colo.,
'
Mexico: Generally fair Monday passable.
FOR KING0F BULGARIA
and Tuesday, except somewhat unNo Time for Inquiry.
exsettled west portion; colder
There has not been time for of
treme northeast portion Monday. ficial inquiry as to the causa of the '
(By The Amnrlnrv)! Irei.)
Arizona: Unsettled Monday and disaster. The ruins disclose, howSofia, Jan. 29. These are hard
"Tuesday, with rain south and buow ever, that the mass of steel-hel- d
times for the young King Boris of
or rain "north portion; little change concrete that formed the roof had Bulgaria who has been obliged to
come down. The crash swept the sell some of the animals in his priin temperature.
supports from under the balcony, vate oo and a lot of palms, vines
T.OCAT, HEPORT.
apparently, and this hinged down and flowers in the gardens of his
r
Conditions for the twenty-fouat an angle of 45 degrees, adding palace at Varna.
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday, to the tangled wreckage on the
"Bulgaria is poor and so am I,"
floor below.
recorded by the university:
to the correspondent.
said the
The building stands in' an acute "Besides, king
38
Highest temperature
I am too busy trying to
in
corner
the
of
24 angle
Lowest .'.
Eighteenth
my country in the
J 4 street and Columbia
road, north good opinion of men and nations
Itangu
Mean
SI west, the heart of the most favored to give any time to my gardens and
The narrow menagerie.
section.
70 residence
Humidity at fi a. m
40 niche of the stage on which the
Humidity at 6 p. m. . , .
"I am now using the
garTrace screen was hung was backed into dens to plant potatoes palace
Precipitation
instead of
Muxltruin wind velocity
18 the corner angle, while to the left flowrs.
these
lean
In
dark
and
Direction of wind
North from thp shilrn the line of the nuHU day, it is largely a question of
of day ,., . Tartly cluudy
Chant
vCuutinueU ou Pago. Two.;
bread with us, not beauty."
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, January 30, 1922.
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Mldridge, Miss Mary
Miss Ruth Fonts. William A
Galloway, Dr. Clyde M. Gearliart.

ESCAPES UNAIDED BUT
CANNOT SAY JUST HOW

lfngh Glenn. Moo
Gold. Dr. Custis i.eohall and wife;
Ivy 1 a in It on. Dr. H. K. Ilayden

Ducks As a Piece of Plaster Starts to Fall; Men,
Women and Children
Groan and Call for Help.

Guy

S.

Xorntan

Mm.

I.

Gibson,

Ilaby.

and

sister:

(By The ANtmrliilrcl Prcsn.)
and two children: Warren llelph-iii- ,
Mrs. Douglas llillyer, ('apt. I.
29. Hurled
Jan.
Washington,
under from one to more than two ii. Hills. U. S. A., and wife: M.
Pera
Hill, Miss Helen Hopkins,
feet of snow by one of the most
Mrs
In
severe snow storms
several Margaret John, John Kleimer,
(By Tho Atsorlntrd Prosn.)
li'iv;ird Kneesi, Henry T. I.aoev.
decades, the middle Atlantic sec- S.
M. Lee. .louan A. Margnt, Oreste
Washington, Jan. 29 (by the
tion sient Sunday in efforts to
Masse. John T.
Associated
An avalanche
activities supondod Friday Matillo, Lillian
Jlrs. Julius McKinney, of broken Press.)
night when the storm broke.
bricks, snow,
plaster,
Mr.
Mix.
Jonas
nnd
Mertie,
The storm, described
by the
V. T. Monahan, Wake, splintered wood nnd twisted steel
weather bureau as the worst in Michahas,
S"o!t Montgomery, beams catapulting on tho audifield, R.
twenty-thre- e
years, tonight had John
A.
Morgant, Herbert and ence while the orchestra played
passed out to sea and Its center Mildred Nash,
and a
film ground out.
was said by the weather bureau to N'esblt, ClarenceJohn nnd Katherine Is the comedy
description of the KnickNewkirk, Mrs, R.
be some distance
erbocker
Alice I'as,iial,',
disaster given totheater
l'asfUalc,
Henry
of the Bermudas.
Miss Virginia Poole. Mim day by Representative
John H.
Washington, as the center of Pearson,
Ruth K. I'ostley, Mrs. Henry S Smitlnvick of Ponsaeola. Ela. He
the storm's strength, suffered the Powell,
In
was
the balcony when the roof
most severely a toll of nearly 10U Kdolin Henry Wilson and Misse
collapsed under its weight of
Wilson; John Prezioso,
lives having been taken and more
snow.
Hello
He
Ib
A.
nibo.
Rhea,
Edward
escaped unaided Just
than 100 Injured. Tho loss of life Sacks, New York
City; Ilarrv U. how he cannot recall with more
hero was principally duo to the
Mat-tiless
or
serious hurts.
Sacy. Walter I'rd Saey, Mrs,
collapse of the roof of a motion
Plaster Begins to Fall.
Schwab, K. IT. shaughnessy,
picture theater under the weight of second assistant postmaster
"The
orchestra was playing
geninches of snow and this
twenty-si.
eral; Mrs, E.
Shaughnessy. music and a comic film was runcatastrophe also counted for most Myrtle
ning," he said in his bed. hand-age- d
Shaughnessy, Ruth Shaughof the injuries.
A.
nessy, Representative
John
and with his face and hands
Snow lilocks Streets.
of
Sniithwiek
R.
Florida:
Albert
covered
with
cuts.
"Suddenly
Daybreak today found th capi- Sward. Martha
GerMrs.
was a sharp crack. I saw a
there
Strayer,
tal without street car service, its trude Taylor, Lieutenant Colonel
fissure
across
sugreat
tho
its
with
blocked
running
snow,
streets
U. S.
Leonard and celling, right over my head. The
A.;
burbs cut off, deliveries of perish- Taylor.
Elizabeth
'rheunlssen,
Christiana
to
plaster began
fall, all over the
able foodstuffs curtailed, nnd many Thomson, Etta
Underwood, Caro- theater, It seemed to me. While
buildings endangered by the load line Upsaw, Nathan
I. Urdong,
I was looking up a
of snow. Sunday was spent In atgreat piece
von Pouckli, Col. C.
M. right over my head started
to
tempts to restore a semblance of
!'. S. A.: Nancv Wesson, fall. I ducked, crouching, involnormal conditions and though aid- Wesson,
Miss
Mael.ean
A.
Edward
White,
I
sunshine
ed1 by favorable weather
untary,
suppose, down between
Mrs, Juliette Webb, Miss the seats.
with
piece struck ohe
temperature the Williams,
thawing
Inez Woodruff, Edward A. Wil- seat where IThe
of
in
was
had been sitting. The
still
the
grip
city tonight
Miss Marie Young, Mrs. Jo- force was
liams,
broken by the seat, but
the storm.
Younger, Lieutenant Comme down.
Other portions of the middle At- seph
mander Salaski, medical officer of it pinned
con"The
noise was awful. It
similar
section
lantic
reported
Marine Barracks, and wife.
was a great roar. It was sim-pl- y
ditions. In Baltimore the snowindescribable. I never can
fall was almost as beavy as here.
Southeastern Pennsylvania and the !
forget It.
in
about
and
"In
Philadelphia,
the midst of the roar,
region
was covered with a foot to a foot
ing were shrieks and cries of
women nnd children and ti
and a half of snow. New York
few sliout.s of men. There
city and adjacent sections also exwere erics for help, groans
perienced a heavy snowfall along
ABflUT-I.1LEwith eastern Delaware und New
and, worst of all. the moans
of those in terrible pain. Jt
Jersey.
Navigation Perilous.
Has awful. I can't describe it.
The Hampton Roads district exI see It all tho time, those
its
sos.s
along
perienced heavy
poor children and men and
water front, a
gale and a
women crying and groaning.
dense mist of snow and sleet which
"There Were only a few of us
made navigation extremely perilin tho
balcony.
Luckily there
ous to the few vessels moving.
Prave Deeds Renorted weren't more. The balcony gave
All indications here were that M?ny
way and crashed soon after the
even with the favorable weather
Bv These Workinq in the ceiling
began to fall onto those on
forecast it would be days before
the
floor. They were caught
Wreckane of the Knicker- the lower
normal conditions were restored.
worst.
Some improvement, however, was
bocker Theater.
Balcony Falls.
disccrnnble tonight, railroads en"I guess there was a lapse
the
tering the city announcingarrivals
of
(IIv The .Worlalcd rrp.
maybe twenty seconds, hardly
more and morn rrequont
Washington, Jan. 2(1 (by the more, before the balcony fell.
of trains.
but It kind of twisted, as
Associated
Funny,
'brave
theater
Press..) Many
Talcing warning from the
apartment, deeds were reported today by res- Its supports gave way and it
catastrophe,
many
houses and office buildings Issued cuers working in the Knicker- swung down on those below. It
go straight down, just kind
orders today for the removal of bocker theater wreckage, but they didn't
snow from their roofs.
Many said Albeit G. Buehler of Wash- ot sideways and slanting.
"I don't know how I got out
ington, was tho outstanding hero,
porches collapsed.
his own life that others from where I was crouching unAs a result of the tleup of transriving
portation, many thousands of per- might live. He could have been der that chunk of plaster. I realsons slept la.t night in the Union taken from the debris fully an ly believe it weighed 500 pounds.
station in cots sent there by the hour before ho was. hut he di- And I think I moved that plaster
war department.
rected tho resellers to aid others with my shoulders. Anyway, I
whom he declared more seriously crawled out between the seats to
hurt than be. Ha died soon after where I saw a small hole in the
CLEVELAND TROLLEY
ho was removed.
plaster above. I forced myself up
LI ME
IS OPERATED
Lieutenant V. M. Parson of the through -that hole. Then I crawled
who assisted In di- ciif nrni- tha Hnnw Olio Ttlaster.
WITH A SINGLE CAR marine the rescue
recting
work, gave over the tangled debris, to the
graphic descriptions of many in- doors on the Eighteenth street
(Hy The Associate rrrm.)
side.
dividual rescues.
Cleveland, O., Jan. 29. Cleve"Across the aisle when the crash
were digging Into the
"We
of
a
boasts
land Heights
dinkey
he said, "when we saw a camo was a little fellow I never
street car line. It Is manag 'd and ruins,"
and I wonder If he
him
tuft of red hair protruding. We saw
piloted by "Skipper" Jim Moran, uncovered
is dead who laughed and roared
small
boy.
probably
accomand is run mostly for the
funny part of
nine, who told us his lltt'e sister 'at every especially
modation of the housewives.
was beneath the debris. Tho girl tho film. I don't know what beThe 1907 model car, its mile of was
resetted and neither was seri- came ol him or the others in the
double track (only one of which
balcony.
is used) and Its appurtenances are ously hurt, but their mother was
"The plaster fell first in chunks.
Boule- dead.
officially the Washington
"One fellow with both legs It was just, like an ice pond break-- !
vard Railway Company, Inc. ,
ing up. The ceiling didn't give
The trolley Is oblivious to sched- horribly broken, nsked for cigar- 'in
ono crash. It seemed to break
ettes as he was carried out. He
ule. She waits until she has a
the
everyw here. That let in
up
and then goes. It used to joked with tho rescuers about his snow.
sched- mangled limbs, remarking that he
bo operated pn a
Conscious All the Time.
ule, but as one can walk the entire had about six legs now.
queer, but I was conscious
"Two women and a man whom all "It's
length of the line in about fifteen
the
time when I was pinned
dewe were digging out also displaypassengers
minutes, steady
down by that great piece of cellclared an embargo and refused to ed remarkable nerve, talking with ing. My
mind, when I saw tho
the men and directing their reswait.
ceiling falling, und afterward, was
The line fell so low on fares at cue."
as
and collected as now.
clear
just
2
cents a' head that something
I knew I was n rt some, but
had to he done. The company went DR. HUBERT WORK IS
didn't know how badly. It seemed
to the village officials and asked to
time bad come. I lived a year
CALLED TO CAPITAL my
be relieved of the car line In toto.
pinned down between the seats.
The Heights officials dug up a
"It wasn't until I got outside
dusty franchise and pointed out
rueblo, Colo., Jan. 20. Dr. Hu- that I noticed blood falling from
years bert
that It was for twenty-fiv- e
assistant
first
Work,
postmasmy face and, hands. I got out myand had most of this time to run. ter general, leaves Pueblo at 1 1 :i0 self.
N'o
me. I crawled
"You'll have to keep on operat- o'clock tonight for Washington, D. over tho one'helped
broken seats and plaster
ing until we toll you to quit." they
mesin
a
to
and snow to the door. On the way
response
telegram
said. "Besides, you're a public In- C,
sage from Will Hays, postmaster
saw a young fellow lying half
stitution and we can't get along general, who nsked
Dr. Work to curled up moaning and crying for
without you."
en
onco
at
to
return
Washington
help. I leaned over to lift him
By this they meant that when account of the serious Injuries sus- and
then
went black.
hard pressed housewives at the tained by Second Assistant
Post- The next I everything
remember. I was at th-eastern end of the line wanted a master General Shaughnessy, in door,
the
blood
from my
wiping
pound ot butter in a hurry they the collapse "of the Knickerbocker eyes and mouth. I don't know how
would go to "Skipper" Jim and motion
theater
Saturday
I
picture
got out. I didn't see any other
give him the money and a plea for night. He did not expect to return injured
a quick purchase at the stores at to the capital until some time this rememberones as I crawled. I can't
about that part of it.
the other end of the line. When
week.
Anxious to Get Home.
the car camo back the butter came coming
"My only thought then was to
along.
Denver, Jan. 2 9. Dr. Work was
home before I should die. Mv
scheduled to address a meeting of get
chest
me, my back seemed
THEATER VICTIM WAS
postmasters here Tuesday, but he broken,pained
my face was dripping with
notified E. H. McClenahan, stale blood. All
I wanted was to get
AN AMERICAN LEGION
prohibition director, that as n re- homo and tell my wife and little
General Hays'
what
I thought
LEADER IN WYOMING sult of Postmaster
had
girl
request, lie would bo unable to be I was going tohappened.
(lie."
Postmasters in charge of
present.
Representative Smithwick, who '
(Uy The Auauclafrd rron.)
several offices In the vicinity of
theaCheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 29. W. B. Denver were to have heard Dr. lives about a block from the withter, said he staggered homo
Sammon, one of those killed in the Work's address.
out overcoat or hat through
the
Knickerbocker theater in Wash.
snow. Physicians found him sufIngton last night was deputy state
NEGRO SHOT TO DEATH.
bruises
from
and
shock,
treasurer of Wyoming when he rePontotoc, Miss., Jan. 29. Will fering
to attend Roll, 20, negro, charged .trith hav- possibly Internal Injuries.
signed last summer
"I
was a miracle that I
it
think
in
Georgetown university
Washing ing attacked a
white woman
out alive, K he said, "hut
ton. Ho also had been ono of the last night, was young
taken from officers came
of
think
those
poor children and
leaders of the American legion In today by unidentified men as he
this state. He was a son of J. W. was being transferred to Jackson, men and women not so fortunate,
Sammon of Kcmmer, Wyo.
Miss,, for Bate keeping, and was
Two...
(.Coiitluuea on
T

north-northea-

:

st

Ma,-ti-

x

Cardinal Uatti.
Cardinal Ratti of Milan, one of the most
of the church, is mentioned prominently
election of a successor to Pope Benedict.
Pope Benedict had been a cardinal but a
selection as successor to Pope Pius.
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EXPLORER DIES
WHILE

OH

recently created princes
connection with the
It will be recalled that
few months before his

in

TUP

FOUND ASLEEP
UNDER DEBRIS
(By The AHsjp'iiif

1T0

ANTAHCT1G

Ernest Shackleton Succumbs
to Angina Pectoris; Body
Will Be Taken to Europe
for Burial.
(By Tho Associated Prpss.)

ct Pro.)

Washington, Jan. 2U (by the
Associated
Press.) Sleeping
pcnc'.'fiilly iK'iicaC.i the debris
In the wrecked Knickerbocker
theater, two girls, 'our and six,
were found today by rescuers,
ten hours after the iMof lux!
f allen.
Apparently neither was
badly hurt. They were taken
to n hospital without idoutifl-oaficj- i.
1'onr hours earlier a
girl was found
unhurt, seated between the
bodies of two women, Her life
evidently had been saved by
fnllliifjr between the seats and
the protection given her by tho
two bodies. The lust person to
lx taken from the ruins was
of
Dr. Seen Montgomery
Washington, who was rescued
twelve hours ufler the roof
collapsed. He whs pinned by
Ills lefts underneath a beam
which killed the young woman
whom he had esc orted to Hie
theater. His condition was extremely serlcais.

Montevideo, Uruguay, Jan. 2D
(by the Associated Press).' Sir
Ernest Shaclilctcn, British explorer, died January 5 on the steamship Quest, on which he was making another expedition into the
Antarctic.
Death was due to angina pectoris
and occurred when the Quest was
The
off the Gritvioken station.
body was brought here on a Norwegian steamer and will be taken
to Europe.
Captain L. Tlussey of the Quest
will accompany the body.
Professor Gruvel and other members of tho explorer's party will
continue the expedition.
AS
Sir Ernest died on board the
Quest, which was anchored off
South George Island.
Tho previous night he had - been
slightly indisposed, but no- uneasiness was felt.
At 3:30 a. m., January !i, he
began to sink rapidly, and despite
all efforts by his attendants,' he
died within three minutes.
Captain IJussey, who attended
him. said the symptoms showed
that Sir Ernest had died from
angina pectoria. His body towasa W. H. Morris, 63, Hears "a
transferred from the Quest
Sort of Ripping Sound"
Norwegian steamer and. accomand Rushes Out of the
panied by Captain Ilussey, arrived
today. Knickerbocker.
Governmental and military honors were paid the body. The govof
the
ernment will retain custody
(By The Amnclnted
body until it is embarked for
Washington, Jan. 29. Long exEngland, which probably will be perience in coal mines enabled W.
February 11.
H. Morris, a
coal mine
Sir Ernest Shackleton was born manager of Buckhanon, W. Va.. to
in 1874. He was a third lieutenant escape from the Knickerbocker
in tho British national Antarctic theater.
expedition in 1901 and in 1907-0- 9
"I was In the eighth row from
and commanded an expedition the
front," he 6ald, "when I heard
which got to within 97 miles of Ihe
South pole.
He made his third a crack, a sort of ripping sound,
exactly like that which the slate
quest of the pole in 1914.
The expedition In which he was roof of a coal mine makes when It
engaged when ho died was to have is going to let go. It was more Incovered 30,000 miles rf unchar- stinct than anything else 'which
tered sections of the South Atlantic, brought me to my feet with one
my
the Pacific, and the Antarctic seas.n thought flashing through
mind: 'I can beat that fall to the
On board the Quest, a little
outside.'
ship, Sir Ernest sailed from
"As I came into the aisle, I saw
England last September on what
the orchestra leaders' baton wavr
voywas to have been a
ing with the music and a little
age.
The expedition had not only as Its white cloud coming down above
but
quest oceanographic research, for- his head. Then I ran up the aisle,
with the roof crackling and fallthe exploration of a petrified
est nnd the location of a "lost" ing. As I got to the door, the stuff
wa
the fldlaocnt
Island TunnnUI
began to hit me in a wave of wind
ters of which had not been sailed from behind, which literally flung
for more than 90 years. In addi- nfe through the door and across
the lobby onto the sidewalk.
tion, soundings were to have been
"I saw no one else moving as I
taken of the ocean plateau surefan
went
In
up the aisle. The house
Island,
rounding Gough's
re around me was practically empty. '
fort to determine the
garding a supposed underwater
between
connection
continental
FOVR PERSONS KILLED.
Africa and America.
Cedar
Ia Jan. 29.
Sir Ernest for Mi d stlngnisnee, Mr. and Rapids.
Mrs. Milt Williams of
services, was made a "knight in Adel, and Mr. and Mrs. William
1909.
Coffin of Spirit Lake, were killed
The Quest left Rio Janeiro
at a grade crossing nnr Wuthor- 18 for South Georgia island,
la., last night when their
which lies off the east con.j of the vllle,
automooiio crashed into a passenContinued gaTau"Tw'o.)
ger train,
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III IK
OVER WITH GOLD

iGONFEREMCE OF

METHODISTS TO

British Possession Off the
Florida Coast Shows Ac
tivity Since U. S. Adopted
18th Amendment.
(By Tht Asuoelflted - reae,)

Fla., Jan. 29.
Jacksonville,
Federal prohibition officials hero
interested in Himini, the small
British island forty miles east of
Miami which since the outlawing of
John Barleycorn by the United
States has become n meeca for
those whose thirst was not quenched by the eighteenth amendment
and which also is said to lie the
source of much of the liquor smuggled into this country, have ascertained that Rimini was supposed
to have been the site of the "fountain of youth" of which Ponce le
leon was in search when he discovered Florida.
Bimini is not a recently established institution, it has developed,
for more than four hundred years
ago it figured in the news reports
of the day by that name. Ponce de
Ieon heard of it while in Porto
Itico in 1512, having been told by
the Indians there, "of an island
called Bimini, where there was
much gold and a treasure even
more precious than gold a fountain whoso waters
would make
young forever all mortals who
should drink of it," as one chronicler puts it.
Pome de I,eon fitted out three
small vessels at bis own expense
to go in search of the fountain. He
left to the present generation the
discovery of (he gold and potent
waters, however, for after cruising
about the" Bahamas during
the
winter of 1513 without sighting the
island be heard there was land in
the northwest, steered in that direction and on Kaster Sunday,
March 27, landed on the beach a
few miles north of where St. Augustine now stands.
Prohibition officials credit the
Indians of Torto Rico with having
known what they were talking
about when they told Ponce do
Leon what he would, find at Bimini.
"Bimini is running over with
gold these days." said one official,
"and it is certain from the experience we have had with
runners the Inst year or twoliquor
that
the marvelous waters of the fountain still flow freely."

EXPLORER DIES
WHILE ON TRIP
INTO ANTARCTIC
(Continued from Page One.)

southernmost

portion of South
America.
Fir Ernest was an Englishman.
He was educated at Dulwlch college and after graduation went to
sea. It was in 1894 when he entered the expedition which brought
him fame. It was that expedition
that discovered tho south magnetic
pole. He reached a point nearer
the south pole than had been at
tained before.
His 1S90-Hexpedition was prolific in geological surveys. The ship
Endurance, on wKich Shackleton
made the voyage, waa crushed in
an ice floe in October, but drifted
until
when the explorer and his party landed on EleIn
South Shetland
the
phant island,
group. Shackleton. in a small boat
and with five men, left for Port
Stanley, in the Falkland islands,
men
seeking aid for the twenty-tw- o
left behind. Ultimately the party
waB rescued.
Sir Ernest was married in 1904
to Emily Mary Twoons.
B

r,

I'RF.D E. AVHKATOX DEAD.
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 29.
Fred E. Wheaton, 69, democratic
national committeeman from Minnesota, died at
logal hospital today after a long illness. Death was
due to heart disease, brought on
by overwork.

(Ity '.
Memphis),

'

AttMieltitcd

f.
Jan.
Term.,
Methortists from all over the south
will grither here next Tuesday, January 31. for what is said to be one
ever
of the largest
conferences
It
held by that denomination.
expected that 500 or more leaders
will be present. This number will
Include all of the bishons, presiding elders, and many of, the pastors and prominent laymen of the
thirty-seveannual conferences of
church,
the Methodist Episcopal
South.
The object of his meeting Is to
of the
leaders
bring together
church for the purpose of considin
conditions
the
missionary
ering
world in relation to the Methodist
Kplscopnl church, South, and more
particularly in relation to the cen-as
tenary of missions movement
fostered by that denomination,
through which $37,000,000 new
money was subscribed for worldwide missions and relief work. Tills
amount, together with the
coming through regular
channels, set a new record, it Is
claimed for missionary enterprises
of evangelical churches in America, tin the strength of this offerMethodists
ing, Southern
opened
up new mission states and enlarged
work already projected in eight
foreign fields and in America.
In addition to prominent churchmen of this country, there will be
present at the Memphis meeting
missionaries from China, Korea,
Japan, Mexico, Brazil, Cuba, Africa and Europe, who will make reports for the foreign mission fields
maintained by the Methodist Episcopal church. South. Homo mission workers engaged
in special
work in cities, rural sections,
mountain schools, mining and industrial centers, will give an account of their work.
,
Vr. W. It. Benuchamn, director
general of the centenary of missions
movement, will prestdo over the
convention, which will continue
through February J,
n

PADDOCK IS OUT
TO

Ml, WORLD

running decoho
Los Angeles, Jan. 29. Charlie
Paddock is out to cut a fifth of a
second or more off the world's
record of 9 5 seconds for the
one hundred yard dash.
Coaches at the University of
Southern
California, where the
"fastest human," as Paddock has
been called, is registered, believe
that if he can improve his start he
will be able to lower tho
mark, which is held jointly by himself. Pan Kelly and Howard Drew.
Paddock tied the world's record
last spring on the University of
California track at Berkeley on th
same day that he set a, new world's
record of 21 5 seconds for the
d
dash,
Fred Kelly, former holder of the
high hurdles record and now assistant track coach at U. S. C,
points out that Padtiock fllwnys
gets away to a slow start, the
other runners generally leaving
him behind at the crack of the pistol in some races, paddock has
even been behind at the halfway
mark.
His speed, however, has
enabled him to pass the others and
make strong finishes.
"If," sacs Kelly. "Paddock can
h
only speed up his getaway
of a second, and continue to
with
bound along
his usual rapidity
to the tape, he can shave the
100-yar- d

220-yar-

one-fift-

is the subject of
forward in Bavaria, heavy penalties being Inflicted on those who "create a public scandal" by eating too much.
"Onrmandlzing'l

a new bill brought

BUICK
TOURING
F. 0. B.
FLINT, MICH.
Above Is a picture of the Buick
Touring Car.

It

is powered with a Buick

Valve-in-Hea-

Motor.

d

Its mechanical excellence, which has grown out
of'twenty years spent in developing Buick cars, is
supplemented by innumerable refinements, each' of
which contributes its share to convenience and
, performance.
In a test made in Albuquerque recently it
averaged 26.7 miles to the gallon of gasoline.
Its price is $935 at the factory.
Regular equipment includes cord
tires and Alemite grease system.

McCollough-Buic-

k

Co..

C. 'E. Oden, Prop.
Fifth and Gold

Phone 1200

"When Better Automobiles Are
Built, Buick Will Build Them."

(Continued from

rage

HIES

COUNTY

IS TURNING TO

One)

torium wall runs straight for some
200 feet down Eighteenth street.
To tho right the wall follows the
slow ccrve of Columbia road for
about the same distance and at the
far end, paralleling the stage
front, the back wall completes the Numerous Experiments Indiauditorium proper, also about '200
cate That the Fleecy Crop
in length."
This space stood roofless a moCan Be Successfully
ment after the first hissing sound
(if the breaking roof crave warning
Grown in Pecos Valley.
above the music of the orchestra.
Thorp is only one survivor thus far (Special Cnrrespendenre to The Jounal I
who has told of having beard that
Dexter, N. M., Jan. 29. Is the
warning and Been the first powdery recent
history of cotton growing
handful of snow sift down over the
leader in in Eddy county to repeat itself in
head of the orchestra
time to escape. From his seat well Chaves county?
forward on the main floor he raced
An affirmative answer to this
for the doors at the back. A blast most important question seems logof air expelled ns the roof came ical and is being proven by the indown, hurled him out through the creasing interest that the fleecy
doorway to safety.
crop is drawing to itself among the
farmers of that county.
Lpontinn of Hodlos.
Most of the bodies were recovFivo years ago it was thought
ered from the floor of the pit be- practically impossible 'and thorneath the wreckage of the balcony oughly impractical to raise cotton
or from the front of the balcony. farther north than the southern
Persons on the main floor had lino of New Mexico. As a consegrouped themselves Just below the quence throughout the irrigated
front of the balcony. They were district along the Pecos, alfalfa
back far enough to see well and was the principal crop, its growing
most of the front and back rows occupying about 90 per cent of the
were empty.
tillable land.
In some isolated instances a few
At the point they had chosen the
of the alfalfa growers possessed
Few
to
be
double.
danger proved
of those seated there could have stock to which they fed their prodescaped. Even if tho falling con- uct, finally marketing it in tho
crete slabs and steel work of the form of a finished product through
roof missed lhem, tho balcony fat stock, but the great majority of
front came down on the first them sold the raw product in the
wreckngo with crushing weight. form of hay to outside markets
The gleaming brass rail of the bal- throughout the south and thus the
over the treasures of the soli were entirely
cony front lay spread
were shipped
wreckage of the root when res- lost to tothe valley and soil
of other
enrich the
cuers reached the scene.
away
a
at
of
and
toll
districts
freight and
Beams Cliini to Wall.
alwhich
on
charges
the
All those farther back
trutuportation
main floor probably pscaped. The most entirely consumed any hoped
beams that supported the back end for profit.
Then came the great drought of
of the balcony did not let go their
years ago and the flow of
clutch on the wall. The wide a few in
the Pecos, upon which
sweep of seats they supported tilted water
below Eddy county depends almost
down until the wrecknge
for
Water, grew
supported the weight of the front less and less.Irrigation
The question of waend then stood covering the back
so
great that tho Water
rows of the main floor like a tent. ter became
an organization
The front rows of thfl balcony Users' association,
users
who are under the
water
of
were ground to a twisted mass.
irrigation works
There was'no wood in the struc- great government
compelled to leture. It was all steel and concrete, at Carlsbad, were person
from takenjoin any
but the enormous weight of the gally water
from the river whose
balcony was sufficient to wind the ing
with
fantastic rights in any way conflicted
tortured beams into
their prior rights. But even this
shapes.
the
insufficient
and
yield
Here again chance played a part proved
acre fell otf tremendin reducing the number of victims. of alfalfa per
so much in fact, that some
The front rows of the balcony, four ously, had
bo abandoned where
to
or five tiers deep, were known as fields
the lack of. water was felt the
"reserved" seats. They were priced worst.
ahove the succeeding rows. With
this stage the small patches
the small attendanco of last night, of Atcotton
which here atid there
the
a
few
had
paid
probably only
planted by pioneering farmers
extra prices for these sents. And were
who bad had experience with it
many of those behind scrambled elsewhere, or who
had seen it
fallen
tho
up the steep slope of
In Heeves county, tfexas,
growing
to
many
balcony
safety, although
across the state line and noting
were struck down when the roof just
success there wondered why it
came In. Some were hurled down its
would not provo an equal success
into the pit wreckage when the in
Eddy county, where climatic
some
of
even
and
fell
front
balcony
conditions and soil were but little
these escaped with hruises. There different, began to attract tho atIs no record, however, of any sur- tention of others who were casting
vivor among those In tho foremost about for some way cut of the'i
balcony seats.
dilemma in which they louna
falls for Aid.
themselves.
Frantic calls for aid went out as
The experiment station at Mo- soon as those In the double walled silla Park
had also ubout this time
structures which form the Eight- interested themselves in experieenth street and back wall of the ments as to the growing of cotton
auditorium realized what had in New Mexico and the results on-- I
happened.
tained there were, to say the least,
These two three floor wings form highly satisfactory.
They found
the offices, a store alons the Eight- that
an equal amount of irrigaeenth street front, and house the tion water wcnld serve about four
stairways and the approaches and times as much cotton as alfalfa.
exits both on that side and along
found that the growing sea-- I
tho back wnll and they were not in- They
son favored the production of a
volved In tho disaster which was ;r.eml-lonstaple
cottojj rather
confined to the auditorium.
Ijiter ithan a short staple, and this was
this store and corridors became the inn especial advantage since the
first aid stations as tho mangled
in the Tinted States where,
victims were dragged out.
jit is possible to produce it this kind
toads Snowblwkc'nV
brought
!of staple are limited,
Firemen
their way ifrcm six to twelve cents per pound
fought
through the heaps of snow drifts in premium over the shorter varieanswer to a general alarm. Police ties, and found a readier mirket.
This Van Indeed good news for
patrols filled with men churned
and skidded through the white (Eddy county. It solved their prob
muck and in answer to a summons, lem entirely.
Aitaita neius
marines came at double quick time,
cotton fields and the condipanting through the heavy going. tion of depression through which
At Fort Myer, across the river, the they had been passing came to be
cavalry was turned out and started regarded as a blessing in disguise.
In truck loads to thp rescue only to Durango cotton was found to be
find roads snowhlocked. The men the best variety for that section,
shoveled their way frantically, bu. making the heaviest yield and betfinally ronr mule teams from the ter suited to weather conditions
fort and from tho engineer bar- than any other.
A Durango cotton growers assoracks were called on.
At the scene of the disaster there ciation was organized with the idea
was wild confusion for a time. of improving the strain and now
Those who first made their way to the Carlsbad district is noted for
the auditorium doors saw a dim, the purest Durango cotton in the
mysterious heap of wreckage faint- United States. On account of the
ly lighted by Colored electrics on cold winters It is impossible for tho
the stage that still stood intact, and holl weevil to survive and though
by the reflected
glow from the the district is under federal quarleaden skies. The crash had drawn antine against the pink boll worm,
many persons, some of whom had its presence has been limited to a
relatives in the ruins. The clang few dead worms found in unsteril-ize- d
eed imported from the origiof fire apparatus brought other
hundreds and until tho marines nal Durango fields of Mexico. As
came panting up, police were a result of those two conditions the
seed grown in this district brings
powerless against the crowd.
Fiiern.en plunged into the wreck- a high premium over ordinary seed
age with lanterns. Men with elec- because of the great demand for
tric torches came from all aides. planting purposes.
On the Columbia road side the sinHow well the problem of the
gle wall towered menacingly above Carlsbad district was solved by the
their heads, stripped almost bare introduction of cotton to its list of
except for the high exit signs crops may bo judged from the remarking the way out of the bal- port of this year's activities under
cony, now a crumpled mass below. the government irrigation 'project
Xot a window was broken.
by the general manager. U E. Fos-- j
Tiv a nnrnsnl of this rpnnrf.
tnr
Uesuiiors Begin Work.
"With care the rescuers began which wan but recently issued, it
work. Every beam thev touched will be found that cotton Is the
might let another mass of concrete leading crop with a total of 9,200
down if It was movpd too swiftly. acres from which tho return last
There were some groans in the year was J607.500 for lint and
darkness below and no one knew $59,400 for seed. The acreage, of
how many persons had been crush alfalfa has been cut to approxied or trapped there. The huge mately 7,000, which produced hay
slabs of concrete from the roof during the year worth only J183,-76The average return per acre
stood in crazy attitudes.
A touch
of cotton ran J6(i.03 for lint and
might send them toppling.
But against every difficulty the $6.45 for seed, while the average
rescuers tolled desperately
and a return for alfalfa was only $25.63.
In addition to this direct gain
slow stream of dead and injured
began to trickle out. Nearly every there were other advantages by
For one
nearby house and store became a which It was increased.
rescue station. Housewives heated thing the soil is once more growcoffee for rescuers and .rescued as ing richer where before it was losthe night wore on.
ing. There is nearly enough stock
On theKlghtcenth
street front in the district to consume the hay
a row of automobiles awaited that is raised, thus saving freight
owners killed or hurt. They were and also further saving the soil.
hub deep in snow and hindered the More industries are being brought
rescuers.
They were picked up in and more money stops at home.
bodily by men and lifted out of the Gins are humming in all the towns
up to Artesla and Carlsbad is to
way.
Ambulances
and private ma- have a cotton oil mill which will
chines gathered up tho injured. make cheap meal and cake availranchers outside the conFinally a string of army ambu- able to
lances arrived with bandages. Doc- fines of the valley who need It for
tors came from everywhere.
wintering their herds.
With all this activity going on
All through the night the work
went on. It was evident that noth- In a neighboring county and a situation
which, while not quite so
be
could
of
done
for
ing
the
many
victims until the weight of wreck- serious but somewhat parallel, it is
age could be lifted. A call to the small wonder that Chaves county
navy yard brought
blue Jackets, farmers should become investigative with the result that numerous
hydraulic Jacks and
Jets to burn through
the steel experiments running from an acre
acres were underbeams. The Jacks were lined up to a hundred
under the edgo of the fallen bal- taken around Dexter, Hoswell,
Arthur last year
and
cony and its weight finally lifted.
Rescuers took their lives in their and the results wcro found to be
as
almost
hands to creep under and release
satisfactory as they had
proven in Eddy.
people there.
Itoswell growers organized last
As daylight came the task became easier.
officers year and secured a gin. Dexter
Engineer
from the army could see what must growers th winter formed a Du
rango cotton growers association
be done.
and with an acreage around 2,650
will have a gin. llager-maJournal want ads net results this year
and Lake Arthur hope to

C0TT1IISI!

MEET TOES

OFFICIALS:

SAY

DEATH LIST MOUMTS
AS RESCUE WORKERS
DELVE INTO WRECKAGE
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peat, and interest Is growing all up
and down the Pecos as study increases tho individual knowledge
of cotton history in New Mexico.
How much farther north the cotton belt may extend will be deterIt
mined by further experiments.
may be it may eventually reach
the
close to Fort Sumner although
average temperature there runs
several degrees colder than at Itoswell. However far It goes it is going to add hundreds of thousands
of dollars to tho yearly income
of Pecos valley farmers and that is
the state's greatest need just now,
income plus an improvement in
government.

REPRESENTATIVE
TELLS STORY OF
CATASTROPHE

air teat

iContInued from page One.)

I don't see how any who were under that balcony escaped. If those

Q

below could have seen tho ceiling
breaking away, they would have
had time to rush out through the
doors. Those underneath us had
no chance, I guess. J keep thinking of it all tho time, that awful
roaring and crashing of the
on its way down to those
people below. It was all over in
half a minute, I guess, but It seemed hours."
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Radiator In
each bed room
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NOW, in the middle of
RIGHT is the economical time
to make the change. Your Heating Expert has much more time
now- - than he will have later on.

'

By Xorjuan E. lirovvn.
I.I'AD OX, McGIlAW!
John McGraw is preparing to
embark on his twenty-firs- t
season
as manager of the Giants. Which
bears out- once more the well
known belief that McGraw is a
He is
glutton for punishment.
also some leader. 'Since he took
ahold of the Giants the team
has finished in the second division
but. twice.
Ho has won seven pennnnts:
finished second eight times, third
ono year and fourth two years.
His first year the Giants finished
in Inst place.
McGraw was born at Truxton,
N. Y April 7,
873. Broke into
baseball with Olean, N. Y., in
1890. Joined Cedar Rapids team
the next year only to be obtained
by the Baltimore Orioles, with
which club he won his fame. He
played second until Ned Hanlon
shifted him to third in 1892.
The St. Louis Cardinals bought
McGraw and Wilbert ltobinson in
1900. The next year they formed
tho Baltimore American league
club. Following a row with Ban
Johnson, however, McGraw jumped Xo the Giants in July, 1902.
With Javn went Jack Cronin,
Dan McGann and Joe McGinnity.
McGraw drew $5,000 a year
when he began to manage! the
Giants. His new contract calls for
$65,000 a year.
How times have changed.

And you need not hesitate because
the days are cold. Your furnace or
stoves can remain until Arcola
is installed and at work.
.

The three cold
months are

1

coming
The months when chilly

ACUr

There are various symptoms of
kidney trouble rheumatic pains,
backache, sore muscles stiff joints,
and "always tired" feeling.,- Mrs.
Geo. ' Morgan, E. Fairfield, Vt
writes: "My head r.chod and my
whole body ached. so I could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills gave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder nnd help them in their work of
out
filtering the blood and casting that
of the system the impurities
cause pain and disease. Prompt in
action. Sold, everywhere.

Second

Wind Shield

nnrl
St.

What a delight in the morning to come down
to a dining-roocomfortably warm. What
m

a comfort to have all the hot water you want
for washing and bathing.
comforts come with ARCOLA, and
the installation can be made in a very few
days. Telephone your Heating Expert (he
may be classified as "Plumber" or "Steam-fitter"- );
ask him for an estimate

All these

Weldera.
Tel. 1017--

Glass-Lumb-

er

,i. c. nAi.oiurir.E
lcmhek
I'lione
42Z South First Street.

v

hot-wat- er

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermakers

ms

mean discomfort for adults and the
danger of coughs and colds for the
children. What a satisfaction to
have an American Radiator in
every room, sending out its healthwarmth.
ful

HEAD ACIIF.n AND BODY

2100 Soiltu

bed-roo-

co.
0Z.

Do it now

C. H. CARNES

'S

cost is surprisingly
low and the cost icomes back to you.
Thousands of ARCOLA owners
testify that ARCOLA pays for itself
in the fuel it saves.
ARCOLA'S initial

ARCOLA can
b connected
with tho kltch-a- n
tank also,

hot
(ivlnf
water for

i

Inquire

and enjoy ARCOLA

friendly warmth through the three cold
months that are still to come.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
Phone I057-107 8. Fourth.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

today

j

houiehoid

me

Thla la

COLA

ARhand-aom- e

enough

for the living
room but can
be Inatalled in

kitchen or

baaement If
irou

prefer

;

JOURNAL. OFFICE!1;

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Lmhr

So,

COMPAW

423 North First Street

i.

Brilliant Grate $11.50
Excellent for furnace use.
Gallup Lump $11.00
Good and Clean
.Our Fancy Egg $10.50
Long burner, lota of heat

Aztes Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

'

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
for every heating need

402 SEVENTEENTH STREET
Denver, Colorado ,

'
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NOTE
ON

SO, 1922.

DAME MEN 33 PLAYERS

CARLINVILLE

ON

QBE KID BEX ARBiUES FROM

IRE

THE DETROIT

fob

TIGERS ROSIER

ElEIEyTATES

(By Thf Attsorlnled Prf.
Business Manager Says He Detroit,
Mich., Jan. 29.
"Hired and Paid" Them
players have been lined up
for the 1922 campaign by the
to Play Against Taylor-vill- e Detroit
Tigers, according to an
announcement from club headTeam Last Fall.
Thirty-thre-

(By The Associated Prwu.)

Carlinvllle, 111., Jan. 29 (by the
Associated Press). Rivers Anderson, business manager of the local
football team, tonight declared he
had personally "hired and paid
Notre Damo university men to play
for Carlinville against Taylorvllle
last fall," while Lionel Moise,
coach, said, "to his knowledge there
was not a Notre Dame man in the
Carlinvllle lineup." Both assertions
were made in statements to the
Associated Press.
Mr. Anderson cleared John
t,
of

halt-bac-

tho charges of playing in the game
and said several Notre Dame stars
whom ho had expected to have in
the lineup did not appear, although
he hud been led to believe they
'
would come.
"I handled the money for the
team and I personally hired and
paid: Notre Dame men to play," he
said. "I am not willing to say how
much thoy were paid, or who- they
were. We thought we had arranged to have the entire Notre
Dame first team, but several stars
did not show up. Mohardt did not
play, although nearly every one
There
thought he was playing.
were some regulars from the Notre
Damo team, but there also were
several substitutes."
Moise, a star nthleto at the Unidid
versity of the South, 1908-0not amplify his statement.

may
iKscn and mohardt
NOT V.V.

DISQUALIFIED.

Chicago, Jan. 29 (by the Associated Press). Indications tonight
were that Gus Dosch and John Mo-

hardt, Notre Dame football stars,
said to have played with Carlin-vill111., in the professional
game
last fait against Tnylorville, 111.,
which resulted In disqualification
of nine University of Illinois athletes would be cleared of any connect ion with tho collegiate football
scandal.
Developments today tended to
show Desch and Mohardt were
victims of a caso of false
identity which was (he second ing
in the bitstance of
ter rivalry between the two towns
ever the game, cn which Carlinville people bet approximately $ r 0
000, it is said, after hiring ten college players for their eleven, only
to find Tnylorville had learned of
the plan and procured nine Illinois
athletes for its team, which won,
16 to 0.
Both Desch, member of the American Olympic team, and Mohardt,
last
an
night issued denials that they played and today presented evidence
to the Notre Dame heads at South
Bend, Tnd., that thov were in school
that day. When tho Carlinville
people, who thought they had
hired the two players," learned of
this thev frankly declared that undoubtedly they had been imposed
on by some persons using the
names of Desch and Mohardt and
1hnt besides bring beaten at their
own game of "safe betting" they
had been tho dupes of "ringers"
they hired to make tho betting
safe,
.At South Bend. Desch and Mohardt presented their evidence at
an informal meeting of members
of the collego athletic committee
and afterwards these members expressed the opinion that the two
were innocent and merely victims
of circumstances. A formal meeting will be held tomorrow.
The reports
through
spread
Carlinville previous to the game
were that ten Notre Dame men
had been procured to play and
that, the game had thus been
clinched and tho betting made
safe. "Desch, Mohardt and Chester Wynne," whom the townspeople bad been informed were Notre Dame stars, were to play, but
Wynne also has denied participation In tho game and announced
he can prove his assertions.
Notre Dame
Knuto Rockne,
coach, tonight told the Associated
Press that the authorities undoubtedly would take drastic action If
showed Notre
tho Investigation
Dame men played in the game.
to go oft nair
want
not
do
"We
rocked," he said, "but we are
bending every effort toward a
thorough investigation. I believe
Desch and Mohardt are Innocent
but can readily see how the Carlinvllle people might have been
decided into believing Desch and
Mohardt were playing on their
team.
"If any Notre Dame man Is
found guilty of playing professional football or violating the college
rules, we will not be the least
lenient. Wo cannot, for we have
to protect our college and we must
protect college football from the
encroachments
professionalism is
trying to make on it.
"We feel the highest regard for
the Illinois authorities for their
action and I know that Notre
Dame will be Revere if any of
her men are found guilty."

e,

double-crossin-

,

half-bac-

TO

FREE TOWNLEY

TODAY.

Jackson, Minn., Jan. 29. A. C.
Townley, president of the national
league, will consentence for vioclude his
lating tho state espionage act, to-at
the Jackson county Jail here
morrow. It was announced tonight
by Sheriff O. C. Lee.
y

Journal Want Ads bring results.

3m.
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quarters. Tho list includes thirteen pitchers, eleven infielders,
five outfielders, and four catchers.
Fourteen of them properly may
be classed as recruits, although
somo of them previously have apr
peared in Detroit uniforms or
had their major league baptism
elsewhere.
The others, with tho exception
of George Cutshaw, the National Lcagu veteran, aro all familiar to local fandom.
n
Tho
pitching staff
shows eight righthanders and five
portsiders. George Dauss, Howard
Ehmke, Carl Hulling, Arthur
Ij. E. Stoner, Sylvester Johnson, Herman Pillette and Alfred
Kroog are the starboard fllngers,
and the lefthanders aro Bert Cole,
O. F. Johns,
H. B. Leonard,
Walter C. Stewart and John C,
Oldham.
Johns, who is making his bow
from Fart Worth, is the only
rookie among the southpaws, but
of the righthanders ore
five
youngsters. Johnson and Pillette
came from Portland; Stoner, from
from
Olson,
Oklahoma
City;
Syracuse, while Kroog is a product of Boston Tech., and spent
ranks.
last season in semi-pr- o
of Raleigh,
R. H.
Spencer,
North Carolina, is the lone addition to the catching staff, John
Basslen, Clyde Manion and ofLarry
the
Woodall, who took care
backstopping last year again being slated to wear Tiger regalia.
The Tiger management also has
gone in strongly for infielders.
seven recruits and Cutshaw being
duo to display their wares. S. T.
from Kalazamno, and
Barnes,
Herman Merritt, of Cray Bull.
and
Wyoming, second baseman
shortstop, respectively, wereof with
last
Detroit toward the end
fear, and showed enough to warrant another chance. The other
new aspirants for infield positions
are Floyd Herman, a first baseman from Edmonton, Alberta,
John Mann and E. E. Rlgney.
shortstops, from Evansville and
Fort Worth, respectively; D.from
Clark, a second baseman
Wichita Falls, and Fred Haney,
of Omaha, a third baseman.
The list of veterans includes
Lou Blue at first; 11. S. Young,
second; and It. W. Jones, third.
Cutshaw is expected to have the
call at second base In tho event
Young again has trouble with his
fielding.
Robert Fothergill, who was recalled from Rochester, is the. only
newcomer in the outfield, the
"big four" of last year, headed by
Cobb, ami including
Manager
and
Harry Hellman, Ira Flagstead
Bob Veach, again being listed fur
duty.
Ol-se- n,

mm mm
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the
Final Decision
troversy Over Shantung
Expected in a Few Days;
Tokio Heard From.
Con-

in
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Fans Pack Labor Temple to Watch the First
Public Work-OuHundreds Unable to Find
Standing Rcom; Both Boys Will Train This
Afternoon Starting at 2:30 O'clock.
t;

Mora than 400 boxing fans
crowded Into Labor tempo yesterday afternoon to watch Johnnie
Kid Mex and Kid Leo go through
their paces preparatory to their
fifteen round mill which will be
the main event in the boxing card
booked by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars for the armory Friday night.
Fully 200 fansi were disappointed
at not being ablo to find even
standing room.
The bout is the first real treat
local fans have had since a number of years ago when some one
had tho nerve to back a bout here
Kid
between Dundeo and Dixon.
Leo holds tho colored ' lightweight
title and Johnnlo Kid Mex has met
with credit many of tho top notch-er- s
of the lightweight division.
J.) K. O.'s Two Hero.
Kid Lee came Into Albuquerque
through a mistake in schedules.
The fans saw him perform for two
and a half rounds against Boney
GagUardy. Although tho bout was
short and easy pickings tor the
colored lad, tho fans had seen real
class and insisted that the dose
be repeated.

of the "built on the floor" type,
lie's fast, just as fast as Sailor
Gonzales, who sparred three rounds
with him, nnd has a punch which
ninny think will prove bothersome
to Kid Loo but then
has one
of bis own and will have tho adbe the
This
of
will
reach.
vantage
third mooting for the boys. The
first was a
draw and the
second was a split hair
decision for the colored lad. The
s
last bout was full of
but none of them wont for the
count, nor did they hold up the
speed of tho bout.
Kid Leo is looking fine, even
better than when he dropped Kale
a few weeks ago. He has spent
the past few days on road work and
boxed sixteen rounds yesterday.
As the
of the Friday card Insurreeto Kid will take
on Young Sol of Pneldo for ten
rounds. Tho boys will weigh In nt
draw
lis. Sol lioxod a
with Kill Anaya here the other
Insurrecto's
will
he
the
It
night.
first appearance here for a number of months. The onenor will be
a
match between Brady
and Young Bnmson.
knock-down-

seml-windu- p

ten-rou-

d
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Pueblo lightweight as he looked
yesterday afternoon before starting
training hero for his bout Friday
evening with Kid Lee,
lightweight champion.

colored

Not realizing Lee's real class,
the veterans stacked him up
against Joe Kale, former holder of
the Mexican border lightweight title. There are fans who saw the
minute of action who still claim
Lee had a glove on every finger
and a pair on his feet. That's the
only way they can figure how so
and
many were flying around
every ono of them globe sighted
a
for
tender spot of Kale's anatomy. Kale took the cnunt long be
fore the first: round was over ho
had met Lee's left square with his
mouth.
It was then that the fans realised that Lee knew his apples and
that if they wanted to s.'e him
really get into .action they'd have
to go way up the ladder and sign
somo one.
They made their way up onto
one of tile top runes nnd got Fat
Winters' to put his signature on the
dotted line for Johnnie Kid Mex.
"fcx'' lias Punch.
"Mex" arrived yesterday mornnnd
ing
appeared at Labor temple
for his first workout here yester
None of the fans
day afternoon.
were disappointed.
He is (quite a
bit shorter than Lee, being more

CALIFQR

Autoists Load Their Running
Boards With Fleecy Flakes
and Take Them Home to
Their Children.
California tcday received the most
now fall in
widely distributed
many ytais. A cold north wind
in
ocean nnd
off
the
whipping
down over the northern
mountains Into the valleys brought rain
that turned to sr.ow in many localities, some of which had not
had so heavy a fall in thirty years.
Los Angeles, other southern points
and San Kraneisco shared in tho
flurries of flakes.
Around San Francisco Day the
fall was the first in six years
and varied from a trace in San
Francisco proper to two or three
inches In parts of Ilerkeley and
Oakland. There were three inches
or more on the hillside arouncb
San Rafael. Mill Valley nnd Mount
Tho mountain itself
TanKilpnis.
had a heavier fall yesterday.
At San Mateo and other popits
on the San Francisco peninsula
ill San Mateo county, snow was
reported, while at Moss Jaeh
there was a heavy hail storm.
Several int lies fell at Vallejo and
wires
and telegraph
telephone
entering the town wero out. of
commission for some hours.
their running
loaded
boards with snow nnd took it
home so that many children liv
ing where the white Hakes meted as thy touched the ground
built snow me i ju't tho same.
Visitors nnd residents engaged
in snow battles i in tho streets of
Modesto, where there was a two
inch tall, also the first m six

ATTENTION!

NEW POPE CERTAIN TO
BE AN ITALIAN, SAYS
PRIMATEJJF BELGIUM
(Ity The Aanoclutfd Frni.
Rome, Jan. 29 (by the Associated Press.) The next pope is cer-

tain to be an Italian, according to
a statement made today by Cardi-

nal Mercler, primate of Belgium,
to the Assooluted Press.
"There is no need to Indulge in
vain conjectures or to count the
votes in' advance," he said, "but
ono must wait the decrees of Provfor flvo
idence, nnd 1'rovldcnc.B
centuries has ruled that the supreme pontiff should bo an Italian."v

COMMITTEE OF 100
TO ACT AS NUCLEUS
OF POLITICAL PARTY
(By The Associated TrcKR.)
Denver, Coin., Jan. 23. Appointment of a committee of 100
to act as the nucleus of a political
organization was decided upon nt
a meeting held in the municipal

auditorium here this afternoon as
a protest against federal and state
laws governing conditions of employment. Tho resolution providing for tho appointment of the
committee was introduced by a
group of local labor leaders who
were in charge of today's meeting.
The new organization, It was Indicated, will attempt to gain control of ono of the old political
parties in the city and state in the
elections next fall.
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(Ily The Aiiorlulcil I'renn.)

1

INDIAN WOMAN, 125
YEARS OLD, IS' DEAD

Washington, Jan. 20 (by the
Four of the
Associated Press.)
five members of the family of
Oscar O. Kanston, Chicago, lost
their lives in tho Knickerbocker
theater disaster. Kanston, who
came here recently in connection
with some temporary work for
the bureau of valuation of the
Interstate
commerce commission
went to tho play house with his
wife, his two daughters, Holen,
18 and Anylyn, f nnd his son,
Grant, 11. Only the boy escapedl

Combines

(By The AiKorlnte(l rrpRs.i

benefit.

(By Thfl Aiworliitod 1Vp.)
Caldwell, X.
Jnn. 2a.
J.,
from the lop of i look
Mountain today by n gust of
wind,
I'.istniasfcr
of
T,lobskind,
i'inelirook
near here, dropped
over
feet
a
10
cliff
and
nearly
landed, unhurt, in a
snov
drift, lie was nearly suffocated
when dug out. by neighbors who
witnessed his fall. The postmaster was taking a. short cut across
the mountain, lie was examined
by a phy,sielnn who reported that,
no barm had been done by the
mishap.

.Swept

'

MORE THAN 70 TAKEN
IN A CLEAN UP RAID
(By Tim Aimiclalisl

Tress. )

Omaha, Neb., Jan. li'J. Alore
than seventy persona were under
arrest here tonight, according to
the police, following orders of Police Commissioner Henry Dunn to
"clean up" Omaha. The police began
early this evening arresting persons
for vagrancy und raiding alleged
disorderly houses.
Too many rohr.eries and holdups
was tho reason assigned for issu
ing the order, the police said.
TWO l'ATAI.I.Y THKF.I.
Tildorndo,
Ark., Jan. 29. Mrs.
W. S. Winger, wife of a former
government petroleum expert, and
her
child wero
tally burned here last night
when she poured oil upon a fire
and the blaze ignited their
1

i".

WINS OX A IXMX.
Algodones. Lower Calif., Jan. 20.
I.ee Morrissey of Idaho Kalis,
Idaho, won from On ft Neff, of
on a foul at. the end of the
fifteenth round of their scheduled
bout here todav.
They
met nt 1.18 pounds.
New York state hns the largest
National Guard organization, 8.S43
men, and Texan j8 next with about
8.000 men.
Pensylvania Is third
with B.sno, and Wisconsin fourth,
with 5,270.

LEGAL NOTICE
In

iNOTK'j: OF M IT
Court, Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.

the District

No.

Alice Farwell.

Hartwell Farwell of Milwaukee
is said to have confessed that he
murdered Philip Housten, buried
him in a haystack and set fire to
the stack. Farwell says that his
father, dyinfr, warned Hartwell and
his sister never to marry and that
he (Hartwell) shot Honsten, his
Bister's suitor, to prevent her from
disobeying his fatner's order.
TWO BLOWN TO PIKCI'S.
20.
Jan.
Healdton,
Okla.,
Ohnrlea Vandell and Hardy Ogles-boil well shooters, wero blown
to pieces today when tho magazine
of the Independent Nitroglycerine
company, two miles south of here,
exploded.

y,

Officers of tho German army
have been hard hit by the war.
Many of tho 50,000 commissioned
men discharged slnco the signing
of tho armistice have Joined the
great army of unemployed, and a
few huve gone to work at hard
labor.

Don't miss the joy of the

new

WRIGLEY'S
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peppermint tid bit!
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Good for
valuable
premiums

Lennart Long. Plaintiff, vs. Manu-el- a
Nuanes de Chavez, Abrana
Chavez, a minor; the unknown
heir.s of Maximiano Chavez, deceased; Antonio Sanchez, 2nd;
Librada Lopez do Sanchez, Anita
Tnijillo do Garcia, if living; nnd
tho unknown heirs of Anita Tnijillo do Garcia If Rhe be dead;
Joso TruJIIlo, if living and the
unknown
heirs of Jose
if he be dead; the unknown
heirs of Andres Trujillo deceased; Hoard of Trustees of the
Atrisco Land Grant;
the unknown heirs of Francisco Sanchez, deceased;
the unknown
heirs of Jesus Maria Alderete,
deceased; the unknown heirs of
Franciseita Sanchez do Alderete,
deceased; Isaac Alderete; Lucia
Alderete, a minor;
Feliciano
Alderete, a minor; the unknown
heirs of Manuellta Alderete. deceased; Filomena Jaramillo;
Savedra; Augustln Valle-joMiguel Armljo; Ellas Alderete; Solomon Sanchez;
Padilla; an.: unknown
claimants of interests
in
the
premises ndverse to the plaintiff
Hefendantfi.
The State of New Mexico:
To the Abovo Named Defendants:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that suit has been begun
above named
liy tho
plaintiff
against the above named defendants and is now pending in the
abovo named court, and that the
general objects of the action are to
quiet plaintiff's title to, und to bar
and forever estop the above named
defendants, and each of them,
from claiming or asserting any
right, titlo or interest in that certain tract of land and real estate
In Hernalillo county. New Mexico,
more particularly, described as fol
o,

s;

'mM

lows,

Hcginning at a point nt the
southeast corner of the land here-- I
by described, said point being on
the west, side i the public road,
and from which point the quarter
section corner on the west bound's ry of Section SI. Township 10
North, Itnngo 3 Fast, N. M. P. M:
hcara north 75 decrees H mlnutea
west 2198 feet;
thence running
north tilt degrees no minutes west
3 " 1.3 feet; thence south 27
degrees
b 0 minutes
west S9 feet; thence
north r,3 degrees 10 minutes west
133.4 feet; thence north (il degrees
minutes west H12 feet; thence
north 25 degrees 30 minutes east
770 feet; thence south fS degrees 0
minutes cast 101 feet; thence south
Ii0 degrees () minutes east 313 fecti;
thence south 0 degrees 0 minutes
west 75 feet; thence south 73 decast (it.5 feet;
grees 20 minutes
thence south 15 degrees 30 minutes
west
f"0t; thence south 10 degrees 20 minutcM west 131 feet;
thence south 21 degrees 50 minutes
west. 133 feet; thence south 32 degrees 0 minutes west K'2 feet to
tho point and place of beginning,
containing 10.1. acres; nnd sometimes described by a description of
the six smaller tracts composing
the whole, as follows:
Tract No. 1. A certain piece or
parcel ot land In Los lianchos de
Atrisco. county and state aforesaid,
measuring as follows: From east to
(33) yards, from
west, thirty-thro- e
horth to south, two hundred and
fifty-on(251) yards, bounded on
tho north by property of Joso
I.ucero, on tho east by property of Manuela Nuanes d' Chavez
and property of Jesus M. Alderete,
on the south by tho public road;
Tract No. 2. Another piece of
land adjoining the above described
property, measuring from cast to
west, twenty-seve- n
(27) yards. Rnd
north to south eighty-nin- e
(89)
yards; hounded on the north byof
Jose
Ignacio l.ncero,
property
east by property of Andres Trujillo,
deceased, south by property of
Jesus M. Alderete, and west by
property of Manuel Nuanes de
Chavez;
Tract No. 3. A certain piece or
parcel of land situated in Precinct
do Atrisco, and
No. 9, Hanchos
morn partlcultrly described as follows: In length from north to south
( 258)
two hundred nnd fifty-eigyards, in width from east to west
sixty-si(06) yards, more or less;
bounded on the north bv property
of Jose Ignacio
Lucero, on the
south by the public entrance of all
of tho neighborhood, on the east by
property of Manuelita Nuanes de
Chavez, on the west by lands of
Victoriano Padilla;
Tract No 4. Another piece of
land adjoining the last described
property, measuring from tho east
to west 'on the north side, sixty-eig(68) yards and from east to
west on the south side sixty-eig(08) yards, and being one hundred
(100) yards in length; (except the
house and corral and a plaeita, also
an casement forever for an entrance eight (8) feet wide running
along the south side of the school
house yard) ;
Tract No. 5. Also all the following described piece or portion of
and being in
land situated
Fy
lianchos do Atrisco,
mete.s and bounds, on the north
side from east to west ninety-si- x
(96) yards two (2) feet, on the
south side from east to west, one
hundred (100) yards, on the east
side from north to south one hundred seventeen (117) yards, two
(2) feet, on tho east from north to
south one hundred seventeen (117)
yards, two (2) feet. Bounded on
tho north rnd west by lands above
described, on the south ,by lands of
Kilns Alderete, on tho ens: by the
public road leading from Albuquerque to Pajarito;
Tract No. B. A certain piece or
parcel ot land situated in Precinct
No. 9, Hanchos de Atrisco, being in
length from east to west ono hundred and eleven (111) yards one
(I) foot, an in width from north
to south on tho east side fourteen
(II) yards, and ononethe west side
ten (10) yards,
(1) foot;
bounded ns follows: on tho north
by, lands of Lulu and G. V. Fiflher.
,"1.1
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Hartwell Farwell and his sister,

and

pleasure

DROPS NEARLY 100 FT.
OVER A CtlFF; UNHURT

I

TrpRB.)

(By The Aamnrliitrd Trom )

Satisfies the sweet tooth
and aids appetite and digestion.
Cleanses mouth and teeth.
A great boon to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.

922."

FRIENDS I
not It OF
NF.IJ1.
"In the hour of need we quickly
seek our best friends." writes Chas.
Sohridd Ward do Wet, 9.'.7 7.1rd
Ave., Oakland, Cab. "our littlo boy
and girl had a severe dry, rasping
cough without
phlegm, a cough
that chokes nnd flushes the face of
tho sufferers like unto convulsions.
Foley's Honey and Tar was a wonderful emergency remedy." Cases
like this give Foley's lioney and
Tar Its reputation as the host remedy for coughs and colds. Sold
everywhere.

STATEMENT ON THE
THEATER DISASTER

FAMILY LOST LIVES
IN THEATER CRASH

m

XV

Atlanta tin., Jan. 2'J. "It is generally accepted that the Kuropean
economic situation is gradually adbecoming a litjusting itself and
tle more stable, " secretary Hoover
declared in a letter to Dr. A. M.
Sotile, president of the Georgia
State College of Agriculture, mado
public today.
definite policies
are
"I'ntil
adopted regarding German reparations ami other important economic matters are settled," the letter continued, "it wiil bo too early
to make a. prophecy as to how conditions will affect our trade for
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Salt Kike City. ('tali. Jan. 2n.
Mrs. Mojoch Mologan, Indian, said
to be 12r years old, died on the
Washakie reservation near I.ngan,
t'tah. several days ago, according
to word received here today from
Willie Ottocary, reservation correspondent for tho Salt Kike. Tribune. Tho woman, according to
(Utocary, was middle aged when
ltrigham Young led his Mormon
emigrants Into the Salt Lake valA son, said to bo SO
ley In 1SI7.
years old, survives, according to
bay.; the correspondent.
had

hi
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EUROPEAN SITUATION
ITSELF
ADJUSTING
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(liv T1k Akunrliilril Pr
Pan Francisco, Calif., Jan. 29.
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Washington, Jan. 29 (by the AsPresident Hardsociated Press.)
ing Issued tho following statement
late today on tho Knickerbocker
theater disaster:
"I have experienced the same
astounding shock and the same inexpressible sorrow which has come
and which
to all of Washington
felt
be
will
sympathetically
knew
throughout the land. If I sorrow
aught to say to soften sothe
of hundreds who are
suddenly
bereaved, If I could say a word to
cheer tho maimed and suffering,
I would gladly do it. The terrible
tragedy, staged in the midst of thi
great storm, has deeply impressed
all of tis and left us wondering
about the revolving fates."
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York. Jan. "i. Influenza
and pneumoii ia eases continued to
increase today, jiiohniiiy as a
of tho storm viuth covered
tho streets of the city with eight
Inches of snow. Health department officials tinted citizens to
keep the ir feet d'y and take added precautions dining the next
few days.
During the 24 hours ending at
noon, there were reported to the
department 4 7 new' cases of influenza and six deaths, and 103
new cases of pneumonia and 29
deaths.
Now

Tree.)
Chicago, Jan. 29. .Statements of
the railroad labor board as to os- timated savings to tho railroads
resulting from changes In the
rules affecting the Brotherhood of
Railroad and Steamship Clerks. yea is.
Itenicia on Pan l'rancisco
and
Freight Handlers,
Express
Station Employes, gave a "gross- rennrtec! two feet id' SHOV
Idea" of the ro-- ; fallen ti'day. carrying down telely exaggerated
ductiotiN in railway labor costs. phone and telegraph lines and
with wireless transmisSamuel M. Felton, president of the
Chicago Great Western railway sion from the government station
I'.iiena. island by breaking
said in a
tonight. Ro-- ; at Yen, a ml
wires lending to iu
ferring to the labor board's etate-- ! the com arc
at .Mare Island navy
when the rules were made sending
public reeentlv, Mr. Felton said yard.
At Valb'Jo three inches of snow-fel- l
that the board had given the im- in two hours.
tho
that
railroads
pression
In seiithein California tho wind
licved a
in excess of
alomt;
oao.iiod
the was hiiJnr thanl.oselsewhere
result
by
AncelcR harper
tho oast, (iff
board's
while
changes,
the
was
boat
tho
capsized
llesper
pil'd
board's experts estimated
$15.- and one man drowned.
(MiO.auo as a conservative estimate
in
snow
was
the
While
general
of the savings.
'.ruin, there were
.Mr. Felton asserted
no witness northernin the'a!ismith
it
did
that
not;
points
o railroads bad estimated
for
strike. I.os Anireles had a few flnr- savings from tho changes would lies of flakes; Kiversido reported
amount to S.r0,O00.O00 nnd conenough to whiten the cround, audi
tended that tho statistical departf'.an ( r.ernardino's
fall was the;
ment uf the labor board had esti- heaviest
since ISSL',
from;
mated savings that could bo ef- lone to three inches, varying
according to!
fected at $1,823,024.
location. Snow frolics went hel l
in the streets. Tho snow had not
melted tonight and residents had
K0KUMINT0 PARTY
the unusual Sight ot snow clinging
to orange trees.
CALLS FOR CUT IN
In tho valleys around T.os An
ARMY EXPENDITURES geles the fall was general. A foot
fell at Mount Wilson, mar Pasadena, and an equal fall at. nevore
(ISy The Associated Pros,)
L'8
t'ajon pass.
Tokio, Jan.
(by the Associated blocked travel hrotigh
Press I. Tho Kokuminto party has
fall,
Stockton, wih a llirr-incintroduced into the diet a resolu had its first snow since UNO and
era
made the most of it.
tion calling for the "retrenchment youngsl
of army o:;;i(iu!it tires and tho wiser Somo of them n.'ver had seen snow
before.
revenues
to
ion
of
state
appropri.at
The weather bureau forecast is
matters of urgent importance."
The resolution says that tho gov- for continued cold weather
in
ernment should not lose time
submitting a concrete plan for
land armament restrieiions.
Accompanying the bii was a dec- BROTHER SLAYS
laration which said Japan's en-- (
SISTER'S WOOER
vironment had changed since tliei
war and that tho Kokuminto party
recommended a reduction of tin.'
or a reduction
army" by
in tiio term of conscription to one
year.
Th
premier Baron Takahnshl,
in replying ti r,n interpellation,
tho
said
jtnvi rnnient would convoke an extra x.'Sirion of the diet
to reframe the hudcet in case the
disarmament
treaty arranged at
Washington U ratified.

five-pow-

All members of the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the French undertaking parlors Monday, at
2 o'clock p. m. sharp, to attend the funeral services,
of Sovereign Clifton Whitmer.
All members of the order regardless of the where
abouts of their membership are earnestly requested
to attend. Members of the Circle are invited.
By order of
G. I. SHAFER, Consul Commander
A. T. SMITH, Clerk of Camp No. 1

II

INCREASE SHOWN IN
N. Y. INFLUENZA AND
PNEUMONIA CASES

nn-ii-

Washington, Jan. 29 (by the Associated Press). Furtber instructions from Toklo to the Japanese
delegation brought a final agree- ENVOY TO LISBON
ment on the
naval
SERVED IN MANY
treaty one step nearer today, while
moves were developing that seemed
U. S. LEGATIONS
to insure n final decision in the
Shantung controversy within a few
days.
The exact nature of the Toklo
communication was not disclosed,
but it was understood to accept
with one or two reservations the
language of the fortifications article, the only
portion of naval
Tokio is said
treaty incomplete.
to approve definitely the plan for
listing by name the Pacific islands
not to be further fortified, but the
reply is in such form that some
further discussion will be necessary.
In the Shantung negotiations
there appeared no outward change,
although there was evidence that
increasing
pressure was being
brought to bear for a settlement.
Another
factor was partially
overcome when the Italians received instructions from Rome approving the proposal to prohibit
importation of arms and ammunition Into China.
By somo delegates it was predicted that both the naval and Far
Eastern committees might meet
tomorrow.
It also is possible that
the Japanese and Chinese may
come together before tomorrow
night to attempt to clear away the
last remaining disagreements over
Shantung.
In announcing tonight that Italy
has approved the China arms resolution Italian spokesmen intimated
that, they would be obliged to ask
Fred Morris Dearing.
for the same reservations
made
under the arms agreement of PeMorris Dearing, assistant
Fred
king, to prevent the resolution
eecrctary of state, who has been
from being; construed as
selected by President Harding; to
be American minister to Portugal,
has served the U. S. in various
capacities in legations at Havana,
Peking, London and Mexico City.
He has been with the state department sines 1904. ...

loodnten of the World
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''EXAGGERATED." IS
FELTON'S ASSERTION

.
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the south by lands of Benito!
Lucero, on the cast by the publio!
road, and on tho west by tho Old
Contra aceqnla.
You and each of you are further
notified that unless you enter your
appearance in said cause on or be- -:
fore tne 2Sth day or February.
1922, judgment will be rendered In
said cause ngalnst you and each of
von hv ilofntilt
The names anrl business address!
of plaintiff's attorneys are Simms!
& Potts, ltooms
New Armljo
Building, Albuquerque. New Mexon

;

12-1-

ico.

Witness the Honorable Mayo E.
Hickey, Judgo of said Court, this
7th day of January, 922.
FHKD CROLLOTT.
County Clerk.
By HABRY F. LFR, Deputy.
1

NOTIOF..

Last Will and Testament of Alics
Jf. Fagan. Dec(uscd.
To Herbert F. Fagan. Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and to All Others
Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Alice M. Fagan, deceased, late of'
the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and;
read in thA Prnhata Cftii- -t
f v,
County of Bernalillo, State of New
:iexico, on the 2nd day of January,
ana tne day ot proving of said
alleged Last Will nnd Testament,
was thereupon fixed for Thursdav,
the loth day of Februarv A. b.
1022, at 10 o'clock in th forenoon
of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 6th day of
January, A. D. 1 922.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
XOTK'i: OF ADMIXISTKATOH.
In the Matter of tho Estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that W.
T. Murphey. Administrator of the
estate of Elizabeth Ann Murphey,.
deceased, has filed in the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, his final
report as such
Administrator and the court has
appointed Thursday, the lflth day
of February,
922, ns the day for
hearing objections. If anv there be,
to the approval of said final
report
and the discharge of said Adminis1

trator.

Witness my hand and tho seal

of said Probate Court this 21st day
of January, 1 922.

(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
NOTICE.
To R. R. Koblnson and J. Leotl
:
Brogan
You are hereby notified that default having been mado in the payment of your note for $ 1.500.00,
dated June 3rd, 1921, nnd payable
In thirty days after
date to the
order of the State National Bank of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, the
property pledged by you for the
payment of the indebtedness,
Two solitaire diamond rings,
one 2.67 carats and one of 2.35
carats, will bo exposed for sale and
sold to the highest and best bidder
for cash at the bnnklng office In
the State National Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 31st
day of January, 1922. at the hour
of 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day.
STATE NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUEUQI-E- .
,
Dated Ja nua ry2 4 . 192 2
ADM I 'X 1ST R Vl'lli X S XOTK K.
In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of tho Estate of J,
E. Hoffmann, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the twenty-sixt- h
day of January, 922, duly
of the
appointed Administratrix
estate of J. K. Hoffmann, deceased,
Bernalillo
of
Court
Probate
tho
by
County, and having qualified as
such Administratrix,
all persons
having claims against the estate of
said decedent aro hereby notified
and required to present the same to
the undersigned in tho manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
VERA HOFFMANN.
Administratrix.
Dated January 26, 1022,
1
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How We Caught Wilken,
the Boy Counterfeiter,
Who Gave Us a
Deal of Trouble By His
Cleverness in Working
Alone and Imitating Bank
Note Paper So Closely
That Even the
Manufacturers Thought
It Genuine
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Where Fatal Error Came
In Making Small Purchase
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in court prison awaiting a hearing before a Federal Judge, m
oval is a Government expert study
ing a specimen of the product of a
clever bank note raiser.
detected.
Really relatively few of
Iicni came into our hands.
We took several of the bills to the paper
In Dalton.

4

S

1st

9

L 5
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than casual Interest
his activities.
He Is the only man who has ever successfully counterfeited the fabrics on which
we print our paper money. lie did that so
well that the people who make It for the
Government accepted It as genuine. Now
that I'm out of the Government service I
can grin at what happened at that paper
mllL He wag a clever boy and a nice one.
You'd like him.
There have been counterfeiters and counterfeiters. Some were almost brilliant.
Others were plain dubs clumsy lowbrows,
who were clowns at work that required
delicate artistry. Cut here you have a boy
who had never seen an engraver at work,
who knew no more about the engraving
and printing Industry than he did about
paper making and chemiBtry. I assure you
his knowledge of these industries, prior, of
,
course, to launching upon his great
amounted to nothing at all.
In fact, he told me, and I verified it, that
he had never been In an engraving or
printing plant In bis life before be decided to compete with the United States
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despite the fact that he might have one of
his own that was far superior.
There's
nothing so very uncommon about that,
after all.
He was making a rather fair salary for
a youth. He studied in a more or less
abstract fashion. Ho 'ignored books, but
delighted in observing and listening.
His
mind was in a constant ferment. Sooner
or later a mind such as his will make a
Mint.
strike. And that strike makes or breaks
the possessor of the mind.
Had No Snecial Knnwlprlcr
He lived In the Washington street studio.
Merely Love of Adventure He was popular, good looking, well dressed
He didn't have that knowledge of chem- and, so far as his money went, a liberal
,
istry a first or second year high Bchool spender. His parties were not in any
tudent has. All he had was an inspira- sense debauchee or carouses. On the
tion, a vivid Imagination, an amazing love other hand, one did not become bored.
tor adventure and a love for hard work and There was nothing about him that indiassiduous study that should have mads cated the slightest deviation from the
quite a man of him had It not been directed pattern young man you see on the street
by a pathologically sick mind.
every day a snappy lad with a keen mind
However, this is digressing lamentably. and a tremendous enthusiasm for success.
I can't help It. The boy was an amazing
One morning in February, 1910, he came
study of misdirection and a rather pa- across a small item In a Boston newspaper
thetic one, too. Just consider a young man wherein it was stated that a milkman out
who, launching into his first lawlessness, In Dorchester had found a packet of one
defied the Government and half the police dollar bills. The milkman took them to a
departments for more than four years and bank. The bank informed the milkman
then was caught merely because he over- that the billgv were counterfeit, and very
looked a thing go simple as to
obvious counterfeits at that.
But let us go back to Henry Ilussell
And there, on that morning in February,
15
Wilken, who was
years old. Having at- 1910, the criminal career of Henry Wilken
tained to that age, he announced to his was launched. As he told us
afterward, he
family that he was done with schoolrooms. gave the matter much thought. Here he
He would go to work and study in connec- was
earning $25 or $30 a week. There was
tion with his work, he told them. The a girl he liked and who liked him. There
Wilkens live in Boston a most respectable were certain relations who looked
upon
There was a brother who took him as something of a castoff, a misfit, a
family.
honors In his university, and a sister who
a drifter. And there were
took her degree In a New England college. clubs that rich young men
belonged to
own
ideas about education. rich young men who were not
Henry had his
"I had a knack for sketching," he told topheavy with brains, but who particularly
had
ma later, "and I had a hunch that it was and lots of It. There was but onemoney,
thing
not the forerunner of genius. In other for him to do make money.
words. I knew that I wna nof destined to
become a good painter or sculptor.
I Only One Firm Makes Paper
knew that I could use a pencil rather
Used for Government Notes
neatly, and decided that I would go to
There
is Just one firm making bank
ork and study freehand drawing in connote paper for the Government. That firm
nection with my work."
So Henry went to work for the Ringling turns out this paper in one factory. GovBrothers and evolved some rather remark- ernment inspectors are there to check up
able advertising layouts. When he was 17 the product and there is never any surhe went to work for the Hood Milk Company plus. The mints consume It as it is turned
In Boston and was placed in charge of out; or, rather, it is turned out as the
need It.
Its advertising department. He had a mints
This mill is located in Dalton, Mass.
small studio in Washington street where
The firm takes a certain amount of pride
he did a little work on the side and where In It.
Visitors are quite welcome, and
he evolved some clever Ideas for pictorial
there are guides to take callers through the
advertising.
xu one uaicn oi visitors to tnis
But I find that he lacked what we call jjiuni. came Wilken.
plant
scruple. I know of no other way of putting
He was about 20 years old at the
it. He had no compunctions about being I am ready to believe that he couldtime,
see
I
dishonest.
do
not know that more in a given time from a given
lightly
point
he stole money or the material possessions than any man I ever knew. He
had two
of others, but he would gladly appropriate exceedingly
sharp eyes and a retentive
an Idea and work feverishly on that idea memory. He told me tXat he could read
enter-'prise-
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Counterfeiters and their captors

the proper perspective on
Henry Russell Wilken you must go
back to the time he was about 15
years old. He Is about 33 now, and making the best of it In a Federal prison near
Seattle. With any sort of luck he should
be out soon, his sentence commuted, but
assure you that the Government will have
him in mind all the time and take more

1

I
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Former Chief of the United States
Secret Service.

1

ever satisfaction we cared to out of that
I admit that we looked like fearful dubs.
And to think that a raw beginner was
laughing at us all iMa time!
We caught him, or rather he was caught
icr us, In 1916.
Probably I had better put It that he
caught himself. As I have said before in
this narrative, he was too young to observe
the ordinary rules of discretion.
Success
had gone to his head. He was having a
wild lark. He was too smart to be caught.
He had been operating under the very eyes
of the police and detectives.
What a lot
of boobs they were!
Here he was, a kid,
making monkeys of them. And the awful
part of It is that he was going stronger all
the time. He had confounded us by his
He worked In the open, in the
audacity.
daylight. It was something new. I admit
that we were outplayed.
It happened In Santa Cruz, Cal. Into tht
Jowelry shop of L. S. Tumbley, 04 Pacific
avenue, Santa Cruz, In September, 1916,
walked a courteous stranger. He asked A,
M. Orcutt, the clerk, for a fountain pen.
Think for a moment!
If you were to
purchase a fountain pen what would you
do first after the clerk handed you one?
Why, of course. You'd try it. You'd write
your name or something, wouldn't you? To
be sure you would.

1

By WILLIAM J. FLYNN.
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faster than most men he knew and collect
more in his fast reading than the majority
of his acquaintances
could by attentive
study. I don't think he was boasting. His
was a remarkable mind. That his career
was cut short is due merely to his youth.
Youth, you know, is rash. It takes long
chances.
It scorns precedent.
It overlooks important points that the older and
slower mind dwells upon. And often it
defeats its own ends by its speed and scorn
for detail.
Wilken went to that paper mill In Dalton
three times. On each occasion lie went as
a visitor, of course, and spent inside the
mills only the comparatively few minutes
it takes the visitor to be ushered from
process to process and room to room. If
you have ever been conducted through an
industrial plant you will realize how little
you actually see of processes.
He returned to Boston a potential
counterfeiter. He had not started work.
He had yet to take his plunge. But he had
fitted himself wth all the necessary knowledge of the fine art of competing with the
United
It
Department.
is rather a fascinating thing to consider
this young man who, as I have said, was
just about 26 years old, calmly preparing
himself for a life of crime.
He knew of course that to be caught
meant going to prfson. Furthermore, he'
knew that it was just as Illegal to imitate
the paper on which our bank notes are
printed as it Is to print and circulate the
fraudulent bills.
Nevertheless he calmly devoted more
than a year to the study of how to make
counterfeit paper money. He started with
no knowledge of any department of th
counterfeiting business. He made of himself the most dangerous counterfeiter I
have ever heard of.
It seems as though he had been built by
nature for the Job. I have often wondered
whether his talents would Viqv k0
smothered by convention had he been
kept in the straight and narrow path. Tho
most commonplace man becomes sometimes
the most startllngly original crook. The
reformed crook, on the other hand, turns
to honesty and becomes duller than
States-Treasur-

y

Cot a Studio in New York
And Job With Advertisers
Wilken left that paper mill convinced
he was quite ready to start business.
He moved to New York city and set up a
studio at zsu west 125th street. To make
everything appear regular he got a Job
with an advertising firm. He drew pic- tures of soap and suspenders, and so on,
and did rather good work arranging dis- play type for posters. That required only
a small part of his time,
The salary he got kept him in food and

that

'

They declared the paper to be genuine!
We looked back over the production
records and checked them against con
sumption. The two figures balanced! In
other words the United States Mint had
used all that had been produced.
There
seemed to be noting to do but watch the
factory. For six months we hung around
and nothing happened.
Finally one afternoon after he had retired from the factory we received a telegram to the effect that an employee had
left for New York on a train leaving Dalton In the morning.
We had an ample
description of the man and his name. He
was said to be carrying a package a mysterious package.
We spotted
him in
Grand Central Station and followed him to
the Harvard Club.
He was dressed in his working clothes.
An hour or two later he came out of the
club and took a taxicab to a haberdasher's
shop. There he bought a dress shirt. Here
was a new one. Here was something
We stuck to him as
mighty mysterious.
though the future depended upon it. Ho
remained inside the club, where he attended a class dinner, and at midnight
dashed back to Grand Central, where he
took a train back to Dalton.
We followed him to Dalton and there
found that he was merely a young Harvard
man who had rushed to New York to attend that dinner and bad taken his dress
clothes In a package instead of a bag. And
that left us high and dry again.
I personally skipped arou-.ithe country,
taking in all the principal cities between
New York and San Francisco. Every
where I collected the bogus notes. We
called meetings of merchants and small
shopkeepers. Later on we calculated that
we had enlisted the cooperation of 100,000
business men. They all came Into contact,
directly or indirectly, with the counterfeit
notes, but we never caught up with the

clothing and lodging. Whatever was left
over went for supplies. And it was just
about this time the inevitable happened.
He became involved with women. Eventually some of the women found themselves
supplanted in his favor by other women,
and they didn't hesitate to help us when
we were looking up Wilken's record. However, as hard as they worked to accomplish
his downfall, they succeeded in doing no
more than harassing him. He had not
placed himself at the mercy of any one
woman.
First he made the necessary paper. Just
how well he worked will be apparent In a
few minutes. Then he set about utilizing
his book learned etching and engraving.
Little by littlo he added to his equipment.
He never used a camera In this fact alone
he stands conspicuous among counterfeit- So far as I know, he was the only
counterfeiter of any ability at all who did
not first photograph the bank note he was
about to counterfeit and work from that.
But Wilken was original In this, as he
was in other things. He merely took a
dollar silver certificate and started out to
duplicate it. His first productions were
not so good. He fell short of success in
aging the bills. The plates were good, the distributor.
Impressions fine arid the weight of tho Flow of Notes
Stopped
paper was correct. But the bills were too
After Many Arrests Were Made
btlfT; their newness was too apparent.
There was about then a slickness and
Then the notes seemed to disappear. At
cleanliness that attracted attention.
least the flow diminished. There Was
Chemical Solution Made
nothing to do but to wait for the trail to.
For Aging His Bills develop again. We had accounted for all
Within a month or so, however, ha the known counterfeiters. We arrested
struck upon a chemical solution that aged several Buspects and oldtlmers. They all
his bills; that Is, the bills were made to proved their Innocence. We went over to
look like those which had been in circula- England, and France to learn something
tion. He must have been somewhat ner- and learned nothing that would help us.
vous the first time he started out to float
In a month or so Wilken, so we learned
them, but he got away with It.
later, decided it was time to go to work
Within three years he disposed of 5,000 again. He did. He set up a studio in West
of these bogus dollar bills! He worked Twenty-thirstreet, New York city, and
alone. He had plenty ot time. He was began to turn out ten dollar bills that
satisfied with small returns to begin with. passed the tellers of some ot the most imWhen the one dollar bills demonstrated portant banks In America.
They even
his proficiency there would be time enough, passed the scrutiny of experts in the Treas
to branch out.
ury Department. I have samples of them
Long before he stopped making one dol here. They are nTagniflcent frauds. I have
lar bills he started making fives. If you never seen finer engraving.
will study the samples of his work that I
And to think he learned this engraving
have here you will understand why and in a public library!
bow be got away with it They are the
This time we followed the trail straight
best counterfeits this country has ever to California. The coast was littered with
seen. You could pass them in ninety-nin- e
the bogus stuff. It didn't feeem possible
shops and stores in a hundred.
that one man could have dode all this, but
He disposed of 6,000 of these five dollar I assure you one did. It became so flagrant"
notes, and only twice was be detected. that Washington began to grow sarcastic,
But before we get to that, let me explain It looked as though our resignations would
thai all this was. not done without the be called for. But they knew of no nn
Treasury Department being informed, who could do more than we had.
All we could do was to assure the Treas- Eanks began turning In the bills In dis- concertlng numbers. And we started out ury Department that we were certain to
in large numbers to find the maker and cir- - land such a bold one sooner or later. They
rulator of the counterfeits. I must say, to Informed us that sooner or later the man
begin with, thst not all the Wilken bills would die and that we might take what- d

But this stranger didn't. He pocketed
the pen. He didn't even ask to have it
('lied with ink. Indeed, I believe he
dropped the pen into a side pocket. And
that is most unusual. Then he handed
Orcutt a $10 bill. Orcutt gave him the retired change and the stranger departed.
Orcutt Is a bright man. All the irregularities of this particular pen buyer had
impressed themselves upon him. The man
hadn't tried out the pen. He didn't want
any ink in it or at least hadn't asked for
any. Besides he bad dropped it carelessly
in a side pocket of his coat.
That man didn't want a pen.
And Orcutt knew that the Pacific coast
had been plastered with bogus 10 bills
He ran across the street to a national batik
tnd asked the cashier to examine the bill
the stranger had given him. The cashier
examined it ami pronounced it good. Then
Orcutt.iot yet satisfied, tried another bank.
Here he was told that the bill was fraudulent.
Santa Crus Is a little place. Orcutt
knew what time trains arrived and trains
left the only railway station in town. Likewise he knew the police force. They required but little knowing, inasmuch as
there were but six men on the force. But
he told his employer and suggested that he
take a cop with him and watch the railroad
Btation.
Orcutt and Policeman Tom Parker went
to the station and did what I think a heady
bit of work. Instead of trying to find th
stranger in the crowd, they waited until
everybody had boarded the train and It
was about to pull out for Los Angeles.
They arranged to have it held back for a
minute and in that minute they raced
through the cars. In the smoker they found
the courteous stranger.
Police Headquarters In Santa Cruz Is oa
the second floor of a two story edifice.
There are stairs on the outside of the
building, and up these and into headquar- ters they took their prisoner. A large
window looks out upon the street. They
were in the process of searching their prisoner when he leaped through the window.
He took sash and all with him, but scrambled to his feet on the pavement, ten feet
below.

Too Dazed by

His Leap

To Throw Away Bad Bills

The fall or leap had dazed him some
what, and likewise it had wrenched one ot
his ankles. At any rate, they found him
limping down a road outside of thevtowa
and dragged him back. He had not taken
the trouble to throw away the' twenty
bogus bills he had in his pocketbook. Too
dazed, apparently.
Henry M. Moffett, then in charge of th
Secret Service offices in San Francisco,
took the stranger over. Of course, it was
Wilken. Wilken took us to his Los Angeles studio, located at 311 South Hill
street, and showed us av plant that was
warranted to amaze. He had presses that
were models of ingenuity. He was in th
midst of engraving plates for twenty dollar
bills. In a separate room a well appointed chemical laboratory he had all
the necessary mechanism for making tho
paper.
By this time the paper mill in Dalton,
Mass., had come to the conclusion that tht
paper was a forgery. It had to. But th
paper makers declared it to be as good as
the stuff they turned out and that they
couldn't detect the difference. Wilken gav
us his formula. It was different from that
used in Dalton, but the results were the
same.
And, please remember, he had
merely looked through that plant. He had
never worked there. And he had no confederate who ever had worked there.
Various women who had been cast aside
CT Wilken had helped us to
enough infor- mation to induce the man to confess. It
was because of things that they had told us
and which we accused Wilken of that ho
consented to make a clean breast of it He
showed us his entire layout first. There
was a card index that would delight the!
soul of an efficiency expert. He had reo1
ords of every bill be had put into clrcula-- i
tion-r'thdate, the place, the time of day.,
the Incidents attending the passing of the:
bill and even the sort of clothing he wore
at that time.
i
In October, 1916, he went to Jail for fit.
teen years. I saw him to his cell.
You couldn't help liking the fellow.
e

(Watch for our next Flynn Story.)
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RETURN TO PANTALETTES FOR
DANCING SHOWN IN NEW DRESS
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Into it; add 2 cups of tho liquid In
which the chicken is boiling, and
season to suit taste with Bait and
Serve with the chicken
pepper.
pieces arranged on toast or on
and this sauce
split
poured over mi.
To Stew Chicken: Stewed chick
en is made of cooked chicken. Re
move all tho meat that remains on
tho frame-woror on the hones,
of either broiled, fricasseed or
roasted chicken. Add to the bones
of 1 chicken 6 cups of cold water,
also adding any remaining gravy
and bits of pkln. Mince a small
onion and put this In the pot also,
with a few dried celery leaves.
Cover the pot nnd bring to tho
boiling point, then let simmer pen-tl- y
for 2 hours. Strain, remove the
fat, and add 2 cup of brown or
uncoated rice, together with tho
bits of chicken meat which you
removed from the bones at the
start. Now cover once more and
let boll about 15 minutes longer
until the rice 13 almost tender.
Season with salt and pepper to
t!ste, and place dumplings on top
of the stew to cook. Let boil 12
minutes longer, and serve at once.
Here is th dumpling recipe:
How to Make the iwmnlings for
tho Stew: Sift together 2 cuns of
bread flour. 4 teaspoons of baking
powder and
teaspoon of salt.
Work Into this dry mixture, with
tho finger tips, 1
tablespoons
of lard. Then add slowly 4 of a
cup of sweet milk and water in
equal parts. Toss this donch on a
floured board and pnt it out to 2
inch in thickness. Cut into rounds
with a biscuit-cutteput theso in
a colander and set them over boiling water to steam for 12 minutes.

I have reeclved a letter from a
bride, rending: "Please tell mo
through the column how to atew
a chicken. Do you put it In the

nuick-biscjil-

hot or
pot whale, nnd lo you
cold water'.'"
This letter shows
me that brides need "just how"
chats on cooking. I hopo the
ono Will be helpful:
mtivt to Prepare a Chicken for
Prleasf eeing: When you go to your
b.uteher to buy a chicken, tell him
to clean it for you. "When you get
it home you must cut it up, It you
are. point; to fricassee It. This is
not difficult if your knife is very
sharp, liegln by cutting off th')
less at the first Joint. Then separate them at the second joint
(this is ensy if the legs are bent).
Next cut off the whips and disjoint
them.
Sepnrato the breast from
tho back; divide the back Into tour
pieces and slit down tho breast,
cutting it in two. The breast halves
may he even subdivided, as this
makes the white meat go farther.
Now you have your chicken cut
tip and next thine; is to put theso
pieces in a kettle with 4
of drippings;
let them
brown plishtly on both sides, but
do not let them burn.
When
oliphtly browned, add enough boil-in- s
water to cover. Season with
1
tablespoon of salt, 2 teaspoon
of pepper and a bunch of herbs.
Let Fimmer until tender. A fowl
will require three hours, probably,
before it is tender, and a chicken
about 1
liefore it is
hours,
none make a sauce by molting 2
tablespoons of butter over t lie fire
and rubbing 4 tablespoons of flour
u.ne

fol-lo- w
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WILLIE'S TOYS

FOR CHRISTMAS
WILL FIT PAPA
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Lamp shades for electric lamps
offer a new and unique use for
colored handkerchiefs,
and the
simplicity with which these may
be adjusted and draped over the
lamp make them unusually desirable for Interior decoration.
It is
only neceswtry to cut a hole in the
center of the handkerchief, Insert
the bulb with tho grass or metal
shade and tho silk will fall Into
graceful lines. A fringe with tassels at the four corners makes an
attractive finish or the corners may
be folded
back and a motif of
or
bends, flowers
embroidery
added.

Dance for "Springtime" cast at
Masonic temple at 9 p. m.

t,

It
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NOTES
1

Dandy Dozen club will meet with
Mrs. J. C. Hire at 406 South Arno
street at 7:30 p. m.

Si

COOKING CHICKEN'.
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TOTB BOOK
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father

of a

man
And not exter wide or tall,
Hut you awt to sco how quick I

start

The minnit I heor him call.
He likes to smoak with his flippers on
And think in his morris chair.
And then if you stand rito behind

him

Ton can see ware he has the lecst
hair.

Kind's

New Discovery
For Colds and Courtis

Feel Badly? Bowels Sluggislsi
Haven't any "pep" in work or play.
You're constipated! The stimulating
action of Dr. King's Pills brings back
old time energy. All druggists, 25c
PROMPT! WON'T GRIPE

D r.KmtfsPill s

COME TO OUR
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FURNITURE
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Bigger and Better Bargains

H'j

All Around

3
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Furniture Co.
223 South Second
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hates corn beef and cnbbldge
for stake under onions' he

yearns.

to go out on
If It hert,

hates

off his shert.

WOULD-B- E

BURGLAR IS
COMPELLED TO FLEE BY
PROPRIETOR OF STORE

Raton, N. M., Jan. 29. Cornered
upon the roof of the Tomlinson
Hardware company store, an unknown burglar leaped fifteen feet
top of the Miller & Zeller
etore next door and thence dropped
another fifteen feet to the street
below. A revolver bullet
added
wings to his feet. The bullet struck
tho plate glnss window of the
Katon Commercial
It
company.
later developed that the thief took
behind the F, D. Jjetton
refuge
house Ht 321 Park avenue, where
C C. Hidell. who has plumbing
material stored, found him breathless from his run and questioned
him briefly. The fugitive then departed to points unknown and is
still undiscovered,
Mr, Tomlinson entered his etore
about 7:30 Friday night nnd found
the manager of the implement department, h. TH. Irwin, within and
out of sight of the street. It Is supposed that the burglar looked and
found no ono and thought the
coast was clear for action, and
mounted the roof from the rear.
He began operation with a short
handled axe on the rear skylight.
Tho noiso attracted the attention
of Mr. Tomlinson nnd Mr. Irwin,
who secured a flashlight and revolver nnd climbed to the roof. For
some time no one was seen but tho
flashlight disclosed a man crouch- lng at the southeast corner under
a wall. Tomlinson was close to the
man hut tho two desperate Jumps
saved him from capture, Mr. Irwin
fired two shots but failed to stop
the fleeing thief. Many pedestrians
saw the running man and heard
the shots but there was no chance
to stop the fugitive. The night police appeared at once and gave
chase without success.
Two strangers entered the Tomlinson hardware store In the afternoon and looked at several articles,
inquiring among other things for
guns and revolvers. It is believed
that these men planned tho Job.
Mr. Ttidell believes he can identify
the man he found behind the Let-to- n
place nnd tho officers are busy
him. In his haste
trying to lncatowould-be
to depart the
burglar left
all his tools.
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Women
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JSarh morning he goes to th office
And each evening ho promptly

that

To

in

:

4.

Wen ma asks him
Sundey
He makes a face as
And theres nuthlng
to find
Worse than buttlns

Special

'1

He Is married to my mother
And has bin for meny yeers.
And wen ho puts his hat on
His bald spot disappcer3.

But

Dr. King's
get right
down to work, relieving the tight feeling
in the chest, crnieting the racking
cough, gently stimulating the bowels,
thus eliminating the cold poisons.
Alwayi reliable. Just good medicine
made to ease colds and coughs.
For fifty years a standard remedy.
All the family can take it with helpful
results.
Eases the children's croup.
No harmful drugs. Convincing, healing taste that the kiddies like. Ata!l
druggists, 60c

i wednesday, Feb. 1st
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O he

two-gam-

It get a start,
OONT letDiscovery
will

two-inc-

-

My

Louis inajer league baseball teams
look forward to making a better
showing than they did last year
when they finished in third place.
Kven the pennants are not as remote as in former years, in the
opinion of the clubs.
In order to have the Browns
and Cardinals get off to & flying
start, the officials of both teams
have eliminated the annual spring
series between the two nines for
the city championship.
Instead of
e
exhitho series only a
bition will be played before the
2.
season
regular
opens April
Dranch Rickey, manager of the
Cardinals, and Bob Quinn of the
Hrowns, announcing the decision
to abandon the series, declared today that it was done to have the
teams in better condition for the
championship races of the American nnd National leagues when the
bell rings.
In former years officials of the
clubs Asserted that the clubs exerted themselves unnecessarily in
the seven-gam- e
spring series, and
that when the early games of the
season were played the teams were
not In the best physical shape and
their baseball spirit apparently was
dulled.

Toyland has been adopted as an
important province of tho kingdom of science
and wooden
Blue prints, at one time made
blocks and Mother floose games under direct
sunlight, have develhave
been
almost
the
to such an Important phase
by
replaced
oped
4
toy in which Is combined recre- of the building and engineering ination and education. Since the ad- dustries that they must be made
vent of Christmas with its rich with rapidity and without delay.
V?!:: vStfjSfi ii
i
i V.. iV
tl'i
this electricity has been called
array of gifts, living rooms re- In
sound to the eager hum of voices Into action, and today electric blue
those made
young and old, finding amuse- prints are superceding
ment and Instruction In the elec- by sunlight in up to date plants.
trified mechanical toys which nre
as entertaining, almost, to grownIn the Alhambra theater, Milwaukee, tho largest Indirect lightups as to youngsters.
Kvery third boy is wrapped up ing fixtures ever built has been rein his radio device; and perhnis cently Installed by a well known
It Is not ton much to say that Chicago company.
This huge inevery third boy's dad Is running direct unit Is fifteen feet In diamhim a close second in Interest In eter and'eontains lis lamps. The
h
these glorified toys. Younger hoys fixture i suspended by eight
m
feet long
have their own electrical toys in
pipes twenty-fiv- u
and
from
center
of
the
the
Is
hangs
the
abundant supply. There
miniature nutomobilo that may be auditorium. It weighs fi,50fl pounds
taken apart and
put together and Is finished in ivory and gold.
again, giving Willie a sort of
g
"prep" training for days to come. An automatic,
There are motors and electrically-- 1 spotlight, that gives constantly
and
animals.
acrobats
Impelled
shifting color schema in display
There are replicas of bridges and windows is now within the reach
other engineering successes, teach
of every merchant and display man.
ing the principles of sound engi- It is a new and powerful medium
for attracting attention to merneering.
The toys must have, of course, chandise In store windows. This TH
ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
tho same "kid" appeal toys have lamp affords some wonderful efenow scenes,
always had; but recent Christmas fects reproducing
IN NEW HOME SHOULD
riving has demonstrated that the rain, clouds, lightning, ocean waves,
HAVE CAREFUL PLANS
majority of parents have become rainbows, 110moonlight, Is rippling
needed,
of water and
operator
convinced of the desirability
appeal .lust switch on electric current and
utility and educational
The lighting In the new home
tho
along with the childish element off. lamp operates until switched
should
first attention.
receive
in
Instead of the
playthings.
There should be flexibility as to the
brightly-paintelittle Iron "choo-choo- "
a:
The metric system Is now In use
switching arrangements and fix
cars
hauled
along by means
At the lower left is shown n flanio colored frock with diamond
tures of the future are geins to be
nf a sti'lmr there Is now tho elec- - all over Kurope with the exception
Kiniuimu
luir.
lor
r
iinimiiriiro
U
At
(Innc
the
"lit
exclusively
of
Russia and Great Britain.
more flexible. They ha vc- always charnih- i- ami
particularly m tractive, rvoni.i,- - emv.i ,f t,i. c..i trical tram which runs on tracks
been fastened permanently to walls trimmed
with
of
daisies.
garlands
and ceiling, but. the flexibility of
Indicate
Reports from
fixtures has now been made posthat the United States manufacsible by tho invention' of a new
IMS
sold
all
the
tured
toys
virtually
electric washer. Cook and servo
method of connecting wires and !0
The most economical, cleansing and
luncheon, clear up d:;;hes and during tho recent holiday seaIs
of
all
fixtures, so that they enn be congermicidal
antiseptics
1'
II
pbci! iii dlshwanhcr, tidy kitchen. son. Germany is trying vainly to
nected or disconnected vry carlly.
IViUio, dress, market, rest.
Fold regain the trade lost during the
Living rooms must receive 4
of
one
a
in
dealer
and dampen clothes, cook dinner, war, stated
individual treatment and plen'y of
New York's biggest stores; while
near diniiea and place in
outlets must be provided. 1 Uniug
clean kitchen and make Japan's effort to substitute for
rooms offer many opportunities for
toys
breakfast
preliminary
prepara (lermany in tho production offailed
conveninstallation of electrical
for the American market
tions
iences and there i.s no other place
of
Inferior
tho
quality of A soluble Artisentic Powder
PI Tnesday-Bre- akf
wash
all because
where they nre morn appreciated,
to be dissolved in
!(1'!iri in l:hwash. r, mnl;o menu toys produced.
especially when th one maid may
tU;ly kitchen, din- Th
be a minus quantity.
Water as Needed.
provision of power outlets for tho heatroom, living room, halls, bed
Women nurses with tho AmeriAs a medicinal
for
antiseptic
clot
ht'S
iron
on
rooms,
on
tnb'e
can
the.
who
electric
tho
have
for
Rhine,
dining
army
ing anplianoos
ironer and with tlecnio iron. Cook been granted rights ' of officers' douches in treating catarrh, Inflamand for side tables Is a problem Housewife C?.n Ba Standor ulceration
of nose,
nnd fi'ive luncheon.
wear bars of first and sec- mation and
attention. All
lathe, dress,
deserving careful
that caused by feminine
ardized to S've Time arid m.'irlu t, rest. Cook dinner, clea'-'i'ii'- rank,
the power receptacles should be deond lieutenants on their shoulders, throat,
no equal.
ills
it
baa
ten years
For
kitchen, and d's'iea, and also "Sam Browne." belts.
signed to take the rame pin and
the I.ydia K. PInkham Mcdlcin Co.
Labor With Aid of Elsclri-ca- l tdac" i'ifroom,
ii
in dishwasher, make
these should be made to fit only
has recomtnonded Paxtine in their
the power outlets so as to prevent
V
Devices.
The chamber of commerce In private correspondence with wom
.I;
. auu"'''
V,
their connection to lighting circuits
Wash 'TntHn t.nin l
eillier.Oay
ndr.nto.l a rev en, which nroves ibs snncrloritv r a
which are not doslcnod to carry
Midlives, make menu and ma.-ke- t
lution favoring the closing of all Women who have been cure say it f&S
Can housework bo so
Ul! Tien, dining
relative'y heavy currents required
'is,
chops on Sundays, as part of a pro-- is "worth its weight in )i.i." At
nave
that
may
housvkcepo.s
its t room, halls, two
by the heating nnnllances.
OlSht-hogram for improving tho hours of druggists. 6ic. largo box, or by mnll. rirwf
?
T 11n nil rrnr.i
.,Unt olnctrlnHv .111 The eight-hou- r WOl'Mng tlilj'
Cl iin
one
thoroughly
labor throughout the week.
bedroom,
'
The l'axton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
.lay for raid a: broom,
can turn its hand to anything.
11
In;.housekeepers,
scrub
kitchen
or.
indeed, has come In l.ur
tho kitchen with tho oookine. in
ti'-n.
Clear
and
(ir
the pantrv with tho dishwashing. b recognwed pretty generally, put in dishwasher, tidyklti hen ai.dp'ree
dinhas little to do
In the dining room it will help with th' recognition
room. I'etTie, drtss, market,
of the ing
the morning meal bv henting the with a real regeneration
n rt.
P:nner, cl"ar dining room
of tho hoinomnker; and it and
percolator, toaster or grill, in the' work
kitchen, place dishes in dish-w.- "
bathroom it will warm water for fs here that reform Is most serious- make 'breakiast preparatiher,
fhn mr,pnln chavo tn f.nef it fills 'y nceaotl
on-;.
A
Is being recognized!
tho evcry-hou- r
need, of the modern more schedule
Breakfast.
Clear
Thursday
and more as a distinct neces-- 1
home.
lining room and kitchen, wa'-all
in Hi:
in economic procedure
sit
liia'-menu
lies,
and
market
home management.
Under intellitidy living room, halls, ono
WILL APPEAR WITH
gent handling, with the versatility lists,
Thoroughly clean two
of execution without which success bedroom.
IN
bedrooms.
ARLISS
GEORGE
Iiiinrheon, clear dishes,
can scarcely be attained bv any
In dishwasher, clear dining
place
HIS THIRD CINEMA
;,krCIThr'
? room and kitchen. Bathe,
!'L?r,
market, rest. Dinner. Clear dl bbudget for apportioning working ios
and place in dishwasher,
tidy
hours
is
unquestionable.
WW
In homes fitted with electrical dining room nnd kitchen, make
breakfast
preparations.
appliances, the possiFriday Breakfast. Clear dining
bilities of living by schedule beMake menu
come more- feasiblo than those room nnd kitchen.
and
market lists, wnr;h all dishes,
must do all the
where woman-powe- r
work. The possibilities of dish- tidy bedrooms. Thoroughly clean
stairway, living room, dining
washer, clothes wauher and Ironer, halls,
room. Luncheon.
Clear
dishes
range nnd tireless cooker, sweeper and
place in dishwasher, tidy dinand sewing machine, when hitched
room
kitchen.
and
Bathe,
ing
to the "circuit of service" which
has done so much to simplify dress, market, rest. Dinner, clear
dishes and place in dishwasher,
adhousework, lend themselves
tidy dining room and kitchen,
mirably to the task of standardizwe
make breakfast preparations.
ing hours of labor.
Breakfast. Tidy dinSaturday
In an electrical home In this
a
house and a ing room, living room, halls, bedcity, with a
Wash all dishes.
Make
family of five, Including three rooms.
menu
lists.
Clean
market
and
panchildren in school, (two coming
home for lunch) tho housemother tries, cupboards, kitchen cabinet.
kitchen and bathroom
has arranged a budget which Bhe Scrub
says Is decidedly helpful. She has floors. Clean porches, steps, laund-drchildren assist with
(Note:
confined herself for six months to
its regulations, as far as has been Saturday's work, each child having
possible without ignoring the prime deflnlto tasks.) Clear dishes and
place in dishwasher, clear dining
factor in
the com- room
and kitchen. Bathe, dress,
fort of her family.
This is her schedule, upon which market, rest. Dinner. Clear dishis not' a
other women may graft such es and plnoo In dishwasher, make
branches as necessary to adapt its breakfast preparations.
needs to their own households, or
from which they may eliminate In
sale.
like degree:
Monday Arise sufficiently early to sort and soak clothes. BreakClean refrigerator, malt.;
fast.
IS IDEAL- menus for following three meal
and market lists. Wash dishes in
electric
dishwasher,
Including
those from Sunday night supper.
Fnrmmpleft
dust
bedrooms,
halls,
livin;: Sop,OIntm nt .Tulcom ,Wr. wmrtww.
Tidy
and dining room. Wash clothes in unarm' iininiirK uparinrm i'id

a ordnerry size

(By Th AMoclnted Treti.)
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 29. Th8 St.

Heavy Cold? Chest
All Clogged Up?
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BENNY'S
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BOTH ST. LOUIS TEAMS
HAVE PENNANT HOPES

1

ELECTRICAL

By LAVKA A. KIRK. MAN.
A CHAT FOK

Patre Five
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SPECIAL SALE ON

labor-savin-

g
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Pads

5.

For ten days only ending February 8th,
will offer The Universal
tric Three Heat Heating Pad at great reduction price.

Elec-

Our Sale Price While They Last $8.50

y.

home-makin-

Will

Cuticura Soap
For the Hands

j

Ihy I.
Doris Kenyon.
Doris Kcnyon in helping George
Arliss put over his third film production. It Is a comedy called
"The Ruling Passion" from sn Earl
Derr Blggers story. Miss Kenyon
plays the part of the daughter of a
millionaire who prefers to wear out
sooner than rust 6ut. He masIn business
querades as
and Miss Kenyon provides an interesting and decorative
part of
the plot.
Miss Kenyon started her ntngo
career In "Princess Pat" and "Tho
She has
Girl In the Limousine."
played with some of the well
known film companies
and her
most recent film part wna in "The
Conquest of Canaan." Brown hair
and gray eyes and a slender figure
are her notable features.

IYMjEY'S HAS NKVEIt PAIT.KD
January fs a bad month for influenza, la grippe nnd bronchial
It Is unwise to neglect
troubles.
the slightest cough or cold. Foley'B
Honey and Tar gives prompt relief.
gets right at the trouble, covers
raw Inflamed surfaces with a healing coating, clears the air passages,
eases stuffy breathing and permits
g
The Mary Association of the Unisound refresning,
sleep. Mrs. F. A. Gibson, 1"47 Col- ted States, composed of girls and
lege Ave., Racine, Wise, writes: women whose name is Mary, Is
"Foley's has never failed in giVIng preparing to send a letter of greetImmediate relief and I am never ing to Princess Mary, congratulat- (
without It," Bold everywhere.
lng her on her coming marriage.

0.
Fcr

L

NOTE

One of the worst things going is pain that lingers. The Universal Pad
brings ready relief in cases of neuralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, sprains,
strains and wrenches. It is a warm, snuggly
on cold nights a
heater
for
use
on
the
handy emergency
sleeping porch.
bed-fello-

Sri!drc!3.
(

Dairy Ussosiaiitm

health-buildin-

Our Sale Price While They Last $8.50

Eiik Is

NUMBER 1.
It is natural for the human body to resist and
throw off disease. However in combating disease
causing bacteria the vitality of the human body is
reduced. A. D. A. milk ia absolutely free of all
disease causing bacteria and thus saves all the
childs vitality for growth, vigor and strength. Give
them plenty of A. D. A. milk and watch them
grow. No influenza germs to give them cold. A.
D. A. milk is safe, sound, invigorating and
nourishing.

321 North Second

Remember this
reduction on these pads, only a special price and
after the 8th they will go back to the same list price as they were before
the

w

THERE IS ONE FOR YOU.

Our Special Price While They Last $8.50
Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 93

Phone 351

Following this we will state, for the benefit of the public, some sources of milk contamination and means of preventing it.
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THE FIMiFTV RETORT.
The Journal is In receipt of a copy of the mine-tareport of J. R. Flnlcy to the State Tax Commission. It is far too lengthy for publication. As soon
ns an analysis can be made of this document the
results of our study will be given to the public.
We admit frankly that we are disappointed with
the low figures set by Mr. Finley. Tho Journal supported the Taxpayers' Association in its demand
that Mr. Finley bo employed for this work. We
feel bound to accept the values he fixes as the pres
ent assessed valuation.
Tho big political mine operators fought tooth- and-naagainst the Finley employment. Now they
hall him as a great ovaluator. Then they said that
it was impossible to fix a physical valuation of
mines. Now they are sure it can be done and that
Mr, Finley has done It. These owlishly wise gentle
men, devoid of a sense of humor, will cause the pub
lie to smile.
Mr. Finley says that values of mining properties
are low at present and will remain bo for a good
many years. We Infer, therefore, that during the
five years prior to 1021 Mr. Finley would have fixed
values much higher than the rate nf which tho
mines actually paid taxes. He seems to have proved,
without saying so, that, prior to tho slump, the
mines paid too little trxes.
law of 1915
Another thing! Had the mine-taremained unamended, there would have been no
taxes paid by the copper mines in 1921 and a very
low tax, if any, put in the next several years. Under the Finley report the returns from the mines
will be about equal to the taxes paid at the height
So tho state has been
of the mining prosperity.
helped greatly by the ngitation.
If Mr. Finley is right in his figures we are at a
N
loss to understand tho efforts of the mines to control politics and publicity. They have seemed to
waste a great deal of money in a useless policy ot
domination.
He is
Mr. Finley is an expert mine appraiser.
Some of his theories
not an expert in taxation.
along this line of taxation seem weird. He would
not tax unproductive property. If he is right about
this vacant town lots should be untaxed.
Tho Journal feels at liberty to discuss freely the
taxation theories of Mr. Finley. We also feel at
liberty to draw deductions of our own from the
data he has compiled.
Men who entertain the views held by Judge B.
S. Rodey will, refuse to accept tho evaluation made
by Mr. Finley. Judge Rodey persists, with irritating
reiteration, upon multiplying ret income by six ami
as they do in Arizona. This capitulation
of income is the correct basis of taxation, according to the Judge.
The income of copper mines in New Mexico in
s
times nothing
Six and
1921 was nothing.
We fail to understand Judge
Is still nothing.
Rodey's insistence that his method would be any
solution to our problem.
The suspension of copper mining, with its consequent entire stoppage of net income, proves clearly our theory that the only consistent and sensible
system of mlno taxation is on tho basis of the actual
Otherwise the state
going value of the property.
can never know how to plan its expenditures, ns
there will be a high net Income in one year and
nothing In the next year. There is no way under
such a system to fit expenditures to income with
any degree of certainty.
The Journal has established, by Its fight, that
an ad valorem basis is possible, in spite of the denials of mining officials. Now the Bole problem in
to raise the values from time to time, as facts and
conditions justify. So we are making speed toward
equity in taxation, in spite of all resistance by the
special interests.
Whether or not we must fight further in order
to let go their strangleto forco the
hold on New Mexico remains to be seen. If the
will trust the machinery of government which the people erect, the Journal will do
all it can do to prevent any injustice being dono
them. If they persist in nn effort to run the state
for their own advantage we will quarrel with them
to the bitter end. Contributions by them to political
campaigns must end.
Mlno taxation, now and rn the future, should be
The peoplo have no powerful
settled on merit.
political lobby to protect their Interests and the
must cease to have one.
x

ll

x
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The safety first campaign initiated a few years ago
has been helpful in reducing accident.
Gratifying as the Improvement is, the maximum
of safety has not yet been reached by any means.
There are wooden coaches still in use on some of
the railroads which at the earliest possible date
should bo supplanted by cars of steel. The wreck
on the Reading road near Philadelphia lately, In
which more than a score of peoplo lost their lives,
would not have been so terrible in Its results if the
cars involved had been steel; for, when wooden
coaches are smashed, the wreckage often catches
fire, thus adding another peril to those imprisoned
in the cars. Such was the case in the wreck referred
to.
It is to bo expected that the improvement which
has been effected during tho past three decades will
continue, and that three decades hence the number
of fatalities now occurring on the railroads will
appear large in comparison with those then recorded.
What has been done on the railroads to make
travel safe should be encouraging to those who nr.?
striving to cut down the toll of lives taken by

size.

THE ANSWERS

AVE

LIKE.

Asked whether they dressed for men or girls, or
for their own satisfaction, sixteen fiouoher college
girls replied for all three; eight admitted appealing
to men and six for the sake of the approving glances
of their fellow
But of them all we like best the reply of the
student who, when asked: "How do you dress?"
"As well as I can afford."
replied:
There is a lot of common sense In that.
Any girl who dresses poorly when she ran afford a good grade of clothing is apt to be as lax
about a lot of other matters, and the girl who
dresses beyond her means is headed straight for
trouble across lots. But she who "dresses as well
as she can afford'1 has tho makings of a good wifo
or tho elements of success along many another line.
s,

RAIL TRAVEL MADE SAFER.
Figures compiled by the Interstate Cornmerve
Commission show in a striking way how the safety
of railroad travel has gcen increased. In 1SS9 one
out of every 1.523,000 Passengers carried lost his
life; last year there were carried in safety 5,673,000,
ot nearly four times as many for every one that was
killed. A much smaller number of employes and
of trespassers lose their lives on the railroads now
than twenty or thirty years ago.
The improvement has been effected through
tottering of the roadbeds and equipment, through
the installation of cars in which the vestibule doors
are closed While the train is in motion, through the
elimination of grade crossings, and In other ways.

Book

Corner-Abo-

Writers and New Volumes

ut

RGUSSOII IIOMEL CONTROVERSY
US CONTEST

COiES TO

UNSOLVED

A CLOSE

Great Local Interest in "The Blood of the Conquerors," a Book of the Southwest Written
By a Former Albuquerquean; Contest Conducted By Journal and Knopf, Publisher,
Closes This Week.

W. L. George) and the Tost-WWoman Problem.
"Ursula Trent,"
Olarpprs Href,)

by

W.

L.

SHORT STORIES

AT THE LIBRARY

George.

en,'.'

Maxwell Burt Orfcrs Eight of
Them.

The Americanization
of Edward
Bok, Autobiography.
This is the autobiography of the
of the Ladies' Home
Journal and in it Mr. Bok has done
more than merely carry the reader
along the pleasant paths that he
has trod. He has thought deeply
upon the problem of the immigrant
and the result is a valuable

Kncminters," by Maxwell
"Change
Strutlicrs Hurt. (Charles grrlbnors' Suns.)

In "Chance

well

Encounters"

Max-

Struthers Burt has brought

of his own short

eight
together
stories, which, for the most part,
are of a more or less unusual character.
The general tone of the
volume seems to be placid. There
is no attempt to create
striking
situations or amazing incidents.
Mr. Burt tells bis stories in a
calmly personal way which requires no art. He has nn occasional
excellent story, for example "Each
Several
in His Own Generation."
of tho stories are humorous. ,,
Blood-red
The story called "The
One" Is an account of an incident
in the life of tho former kaiser. It
brings In a somewhat supernatural
atmosphere which is rather poorly
handled. Another story with a
ghostly air is "The Scarlet Hunter,"
which, perhaps, is the best one In
the book.
For one who enjoys short Stories
eight at a time, the book isO.Just
II.
P.
what he needs.

-

Knopf-Morn-Jin-

n

ul

Crabbscrawlings

BOSTOXKSE.
and Jack ascended nn elevation
For the purpose of procuring a receptacle of water;
Jack stumbled and in so doing injured his cranium
And Jill was precipitated in much the same manner,
But apparently suffered no ill effects.
.Till

O O o
You have noticed, of course, In the classifieds,
that west of the tracks every advertiser desires n
maid, while east of tho tracks Just a girl will do.

o o o

Pants, tailored uniforms for army
cruits. Journal Headline.
Added proof that the world Is getting more
feminate every day.
Near-pin-

k

o

o

O

O

reef-

o

Here's to the ehigre that isn't much bigger
Than the tiniest point of a pin,
But tho bump that it raises Itches like blazes,
And that's where the rub comes In.
O

(A telegram from Atlanta.)
Sir colon equilibrium of the gold dust twins lias
seriously and contagiously nonplussed stop
made fruitless efforts to stay the gnawing tribe
comma but without avail stop we poured fay do
buss back into bottle and shipped contents new
Orleans comma, but we comma being surrounded by
Scottish friends dash three cheers and tiger dash
STEVEART.
accepted the nomination.
Which, being decoded, means, "Were drunk
again."
been

o

o

o

The boy who stood on the burning deck
Was burned from head to toe,
And ate his breakfast standing up,
'Cause sitting hurt him so.

o o o
per cent of hooch is free from poison,
Headline.
Journal
says Haynes.
Only

2

That's an improvement.

was all poison.

O

O

They used to tell us it

O

Mr. Jimmy Cox says that the dlmmycrnts are
standing exactly where they did in 1920.
If our memory serves us correctly, that was in
the extreme rear.
O

O

O

Are you following the second Arguckle trial with
the same zest that you did the first one? Neither
are we.

o

o

o

Sir: I note in the last and final number of the
Well Country Journal there was published what was
called your "masterpiece." Do you in any way feel
that the discontinuance was due to
well, Just
tell the customers In your own way what you think
about the matter.
PEG TOP.
Your insinuations the unjust. The coughers of
the Well Country Journal were never in better condition, but the paper could not stand the absent
treatment practiced by the business manager.

n

o

o

SAXATOnil M DISTRACTION'S.
I've tried all day to write a rhyme,
But it so seems that every time
T find a
thought that has a kick.
The guy next door starts up his Vic
And blooey!
This morn I thought I had a gem
More brilliant than a diadem,
It was so dignified and staid,
Rut at that moment came a maid
And piffle!
At noon T reached up In the air
And grabbed a beauty hanging there.
With it I knew the town I'd sway,
But in walked Lizzie with my tray
Adios!

mine-owne-

The treasury's statement that per capita
of money is $6.09 less than a year ago
that pockctbooks are being deflated to

ftflY ESSAYS ARE RECESSED 19

In "Crsula Trent," W. T,. George,
"the man who understands womthe problem of the young
woman who has served in the war
and been left at loose ends is presented. In fact in the ease of Crsula Trent, her end promises to be
quite too loose for polite fiction.
The- daughter of a country famWith but one more day remain-- ! Who Is the Mexican governor who ily, that is, people of wealth, Tho Mirrors of Downing; Street, hy
of
since
office
the
has
held
A.
g
days
o
a OcnlU'inan with u Duster.
the
Alfred
ing
breeding, and dull conventionality,
The "gentleman with a duster"
Journal essay contest on the Mexican rule?
Ursula serves as a nurse during the
be
what
It
asked,
purpose war, gets inured to suffering and attempts to wipe clear the mirrors,
may
'iHncd of tho Conquerors," by Harin
has
with war dust, political
clouded
Fcrgusson
writing
Harvey
flood
a
has a somewhat revealing experiof essays is
vey Fergus-penas you allege, to satisfy ence with a married
On dust and the breath of public men
doctor.
coining to the Rook Corner of the this book,animosities?
I
Frankly,
personal
account of unfounded gossip con- whose principles are crumbling, so
'journal. Dozens of Interested do
not know. I merely judge his
see themselves as
readers are eager to get in their
cerning him she is requested to that they may
by his actions. Tho main leave tho hospital. Her fiance has others see them and thus be able to
last word, either for or against the purpose the
sole purpose, apparent been killed in
theme,
honk.
battle, and while tho servo the state better. Hence these
any Intelligent reader, is to ridi- loss seems to mean little to her, studies of British statesmen, writIn accumulating a deficit the league of nations
interest has been keen through- to
cule
libel
the
native
and
people.
many an illuminating Inis unhappy
and restless at ten with
has an accomplishment to which it can point.
out the month of January that the We have plenty of Delcasars in this she
cident and a sincearity which saves
nom(?'
contest has been running.
The state; we have also
Maoof
plenty
Finally a silly church squabble his candor from harshness.
feeling bus been intense in the case Dougals, but we have
also other
Moonlight may be romantic, but moonshine Is of piaetit.-alldisgusts her utterly and she flees Tho r.riiirj-Husevery comment, the types. We have worthy descendby Floyd Dell.
tragic.
me ants of the conquerors; we have to London with a couple of hunicaueis enei;tuy uunKing
affectionleisurely, intimate,"Moon-Calfbook wholly good or wholly bad.
dred dollars in her purse and not ateA chronicle
of
the
"
descendants
of
also
the
worthy
a plan In her head, except that she
mar
In planning a visit to the United States, Spain's A few of the best essays submitted
and
conquerors.
venture
into
Why
journalism
have been printed each week. The feature only the faults of the na- has learned to be a mediocre stenChicago, tie is rainy mur- A couple of Jobs as sten- riage in nt
king probably hopes that not many Americans will prize awards will lie announced tive
ographer.
its
while
hnth. ihonirh the
Ignoring
population
next Monday in the Book Corner.
hold his kingship against him.
Is it the truth that the ographer convince her that only rinira Knprrw threatened With failure
virtues
when meeting men is a pretty girl now and
Some of tho recent essays fol- blood of the conquerors is degenagain. His wife is a dear;
low:
erated morally and intellectually. getting on, so she goes in for mani- Felix himself is nn engaging youtn.
A lot of folks are criticizing tho "peace do'.lnr"
m a Newcomer.
irt
as Harvey Fcrgusson has told it? curing. Quite readily she adopts only twenty-thre- e
when the story
I arrived in Albuquerque
from the artistic standpoint, but there is no noticethree
I deny seuh a lie. I condemn and tho standards of the trade and ends.
weeks ago and found one of the every
in tnis eventually becomes the mistress of
able unwillingness to own a few.
person
intelligent
chief topics of the town to be Har- state will condemn this infamous one of her customers. The stupid This Man's World,
by Will L. Comgay life she leads is enough to
vey Fi i'iuissou's "Blood of the Con- falsehood
fort.
spread broadcast satisfy
almost any young woman
A
querors." This was to be expected, throughout this land.
A thrilling story of the east.
that a nunnery is the place for her. white man tries to help the natives
for how many novelists have taken
A. GIMIERTO ESPINOSA.
tho trouble to write about AlbuFinally George seems to weary of a small Island in their last vain
ofs, his task.
Having set himself
querque ?
his
Sees Cynicism.
against exploitation by and
tho
But the comment
"What is to become stand
heard wasn't
own countrymen.
Has magic
Fergusson's "Blood of the Con- of a question
who
been
all
has
all complimentary to the book or
girl
stirred atmosphere with action and danger.
accurate
is a
to my Judgment.
In substance querors" Tho distressingly
by the war and doesn't like
descriptive parts are up
picture.
home?"
he
writes
ot
a
it
was:
most
a
"What
then
quite
book,
black
eye
Is
and
A
merciless
Gold, ly Ernest Poole.
rather
R. PERRY SCOPE observes:
change for the Forenoon has given our town." fine. He
suddenly gets tired of the whole Roffgar's
How Peter pot the dream of gocow Is also good for the pasture.
obviously dislikes the people he thing, brings on a young architect
si ill thin book was instrumenAnd
O O O
ing to China, how Kate shared it,
writes about. The development

mine-owne-

mine-owne-

January 30, 1922.

At eventide tho setting sun
Saw nothing started, nothing done;
My muse lost heart and flew away,
And left me nothing more to say

Nighty night!

o o o

THE HOTEL NAME CONTEST.
Tiie Scrawllngs has again covered itself with
nroves without doubt thnr ft to tho mnci
and
glory,
widely read column in this paper next to the edi- torials. and even runs thermometers a close second
for state honors.
This was shown conclusively by the answers we
received in our Hotel Name Contest. The answers
were written in five languages, namely, good, bad,
mediocre and quaint English, as well as hundreds
In limpy liquid Spanish.
We regret that we were compelled to throw out
the Spanish proposals, as we could not pronounce
them, and even if we could, we would have had no
idea what they meant.
In submitting things to newspapers, it should
always be kept in mind that you must write on one
side of the paper only.
Many suggestions were
eliminated because the sender wrote on both sides
of the paper, while a tremendous number failed to
write on either side.
It Is rather difficult for us to do
without having something to say about anything
it, but in this
instance we restrain ourselves by the greatest effort, and give you, without comment, a few of tho
names suggested.
Chnntontlta kicks In with two suggestion, favoring "The Dawn," and explains that with all of our
money invested in it, we certainly want
the project to be "prophetable." The second choice
of this contrib is "The Public Well."
Mrs. A. K. R. thinks "The Atlasta" would not
only be beautiful, but appropriate, while Peg Top
Insists upon "The Pears." parenthetlcallv
that this is a tribute to Mr. Weil, who will stating
not be
happy till he gets it.
Three Star Hennessy believes "The Lazarus" hits
as the rich gave only crumbs, and M.
the bull's-eyT. Head likes Washburn-Crosb- y
for two reasons,
the first of which is that eventually we got it, ani
the name is already nationally advertised.
The winner of the contest will be announced as
soon as the Judges get together and reach a decision. This is not expected much before the Barelas
bridge is finished.
hard-earne- d

e,

O

O

o

"AIN'T IT 1)E TROOF!"
Tn speaking of American politics, the Manchester
(England) Guardian says: "Party is rather a matter of geography or family tradition, rather than
principle. Whence a cheery Indifference like the
aged widow who said she would be glad to get into
Absolam's or Abraham's or any other bosom."

'O

O

)

Dislike our state if you will, it must be admitted
that few eclipse it in qualifications for kite flying.
"T. IS. C,"
Particularly from about now ou,

in bringing me to Albuquerque.
A New Vork specialist advised
me to go west for my health. When
asked hint where, ho said anywhere in Colorado, New Mexico or

tal

who is conventionally
acceptable
from every point of view, and marries her to him in a hurry. . . . And
so the problem of the age is still
unsolved.
Tho most amusing character in
the hook Is Isabel, Ursula's married
sister. During the early agonies,
Isabel's only advice is, "Don't be
a fool. Get married first, and then
see." When Crsula finally settles
down with her architect,
Isabel
comes on with more definite advice
as to "how tn be happy though
married."
"It comes in a rule of
three." she says. "One, be ready,
two tie steady, and three be off
but not too fast."
K. M. F.

talking to himself, for, all at
once, he hard a voice, saying:
Oh,
Oh, dear!
"Oh, dear!
dear!
Caught fast Just as if I
1
can't get
was in a trap! And
I
out! Oh, what shall I do?
out."
can't get
"Hum!" said Uncle Wiggily to
"This sounds like tho
himself.
start of- an adventure. Some one
is caught fast somewhere.
Maybe
it's the Fuzzy Foz or the Woozie
Wolf.
If K is I can laugh at
them, for they have caught me
fast many a time! Yes, I do believe I'm going to have an adventure! Hurray!"
and
Uncle Wiggily listened
again the voice cried:
Oh, dear!
Wl)at
"Oh, dear!
shall I do?"
Tho bunny rabbit gentleman
hopped softly through the bushes,
and looking down toward a little
frozen lake he saw some big
animal sitting on the ice.
"It's tho Fox!" thought the
bunny. "He's caught in a trap on
the ice!" But when he lookeil a
second time, the rabbit saw it was
not the Fox. "It's the Wolf!"
But it
thought Uncle Wiggily.
was not tho Wolf. Then, taking
a good fourth look, Uncle Wiggily
gave a Jump of surprise as ha
cried:
"lfs my Idear old friend, Dog
Percival!
wonder what has
happened to him? 1 must run down
and see!" Hopping down the hill
to the frozen pond, Uncle Wiggily
went close to Old Dog Percivai.
"Are you caught in a trap, Percival?" asked the bunny.
"Almast as bad!" sighed the
kind Old Dog. "1 sat down on
the ica to rest, with my tail
sticking out behind me. Now my
tail is frozen fast in the ice nnd
I can't
If I pull
pull it loose.
too hard I'll pull my tail off, and
I don't want that to happen."
"I should say not!" cried th
bunny, "i'ou don't want to lose
your tail! I must help you! But
how can I? The ice needs thawI'll blow with my warm
ing!
breath and thaw it that way!"
But though he could thaw a little
of the ice this way, and loosen a.
little of Per eivat's tail, the Ice was
so cold that soon tho tail was
frozen fast again.
"1 know what I must do!" said
Uncle Wiggily. "I must chop the
ice looso all around your tail.
Then you can get up, run home
with some of the pieces of ice
still frozen to your tall, and thaw
them off at home."
Do that!" bcerged
"All right!
Foreival.
"But, alas! I have nothing to
chop the ice with'!" sighed the
bunny. Then ho put his paw in
his pocket, and felt of what Nurse
Jane had given him to take to
Mrs. Twistytail. The napkin had
come off nnd Uncle Wiggily found
what do you think?
A can
I can cut
opener!
"Hurray!
your tail out of the ice with the
can opener!" cried tho bunny.
And he did. The can opener
soon made Percival's tall free,
and the dear Old Dog could run
home to thaw off the little pieces
of ice. Then Uncle Wiggily took
the can opener to Mrs. Twisty-tai- l,
telling her how useful it
was, and what an adventure he
had had.
And if the parlor lamp doesn't
go outsida to play tag with the
ash can, nnd leave the piano all
alono in the dark, I'll tell you
next about Undo Wiggily and 'the
Cold Jay.

how everyday life with its petty
cares and Joys intervened between
them and the fulfillment of their
dream and how llofn Chao brought
it all bark and showed them that
Arizona. About litis time literary
the dream was tho only reality,
critii s in daily papers and someone
that in all the years they had been
In Smart Set began writing
about
"blind beggars sitting on bags of
Mr. Fergiuisrm's book. The Smart
gold." An interesting story with a
Set writer said that it made him
summing up of what the war has
want to see ew Mexico. Because
done to the spirit of America and.
I was
r
in an analogy, a 'suggestion for its
for
information about
(agc
plateau states I purchased a copy
improvement.
The book shop proprietor, upon inTim GirK by Edna Forbor.
quiry, said that he'd learned from
a reicw reprinted from an AlbuChicago of the conservative ni
sotithslde families with three genquerque paper that the book was
about Albuquerque.
erations of girls, one who brazenly
defied conventions and bade her
Dread of wasting a year in ft
r
lover goodbye before
dreary, uninteresting
place had
hocked elders on the front "stoop
delayed my trip. The "Blood of the
BOOK
'ENDS
en Wabash avenue: a second, who.
Conqueror.-;changed my opinion
late in girlhood returned from netgleaned from my school geography
work In France a happy mother,
books of New .Mexico.
It, even
wiped out. the drab impress-ioDonald Ojdon Stewart is nt pres- and the third, an irrepressible
and
your chamber of commerce bookent writing a humorous "Hook of youngster, thoroughly modern
iovabiv free In her attitude toward
let made on me.
Manners," which will prescribe the life.
To me, Fergu:son
a
proper conduct In all crises of marpictured
ried and single life. After this no
spot, rich in local color, where the
world's oldest civilization merged
one need ever feel humiliated by
Willi its in west. Ills picture of the
anything, Mr. Stewart says. Mr.
Fiction.
Now
Western
Stewart's "Parody Outline" is sell-streets, where the eastern tourist
After the din and clatter that
brushed elbows wilh picturesque
have raged in your columns for ing better than tiefore the holidays.
Indians and almond-eyeSpanish
IT. L. Pateman, who has become
sennrltns was as vivid as his sketch some weeks I dare hope that a
of the mountains east of town. voice may be heard in protest, a famous through his drawings for
By Howard R Gttrl
New Yorkers think that the native voice loud and clear raised in de Punch, tho Bystander, the Tatler,
of Harvey
Fcrgusson and etc., may be seen in America. His
population is sullen, treacherous fense
Copyright, 1921. by MoCIure
"Tile Blood of the Conquerors."
and dirty.
have Just been brought
Fergurson
pictured
Newspaper Syndicate.
It is indeed, encouraging tn find drawings
them as a proud people still cling-in- ?
out in book form by Henry Holt &
to the chivalry of their noble one writer honestly and fearlessly Co. in a large attractive format
WIGGILY AM) TIIE
I'XCLE
In
fiction a bit of the with nn introduction by G. K. Chestrying to put
Spanish ancestors. Incidentally
CAX OPEXElt.
told me that Albuquerque Imt other side of life in the southwest. terton. It's 'a book that is chuck)
a Harvey hotel, a country club and For yonrs we ,,av" bron frl1 "P on full of mimfin nature and rich in
"Walt a minute, Cncle Wiggily!
l,nn thriller written by fourth-rattwo daily newspapers
both extravagant and subtle humor.
called Nurse
Wait a minute!"
As the object of this contest fs!iuthors who knew nothing of the
1;ost (!('"pl's
to find out whether or not For- - wost at first han'1Margot Asquith is coming to Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy, as the bunny
was hopping
Rtisson accurately pictured Albu- - thry havn Produced, but ot the real America! America is to have an rabbit gentleman
mcy navi onnnrtunitv to see for itself the away from his hollow stump bunquei que, and not a discussion of ,lt."'"H UI :VW
l
To
have tol ofjin1thor of the most startling auto
no,nln5-morals, as some of the "contestants tl,,.,i
one very cold morning.
seem to think, I can only aav that "lsIlnfr con,lltlons
mignt nave biography that English society ever galow
l
wno are read. Mrs. Herbert Henry Asquith "Wait a minute, if you please!"
to me Albuquerque lives up to Fcr- - s
weaiungs
tho matter now?" ask"What's
morally too unstable to trust them- rls Bhe is known in private life, the ed Mr.
T
gusson's picture.
Longears. turning around
questioned said that the "Blood of selves beyond the shadow of a wjf, of the former prime minister and rubbing
a little snow on 'his!
of England, arrived In this country
tiie Conquerors" is an accurate pre- church steeple.
"The Blood of the Conquerors" is on Jamiarv !3. Her trin will be1 pink, twinkling nose to keep it!
sentation, but that it might hurt
from
freezing I mean to keep
an earnest attempt at realism. Why primarily confined to a series- - ot
the town.
freezing; of course,
All I can say to this,ls that P should we wink at the trickery ofhcotures in various parts of the his nose from sno-was already!
the cunning
and it is to be supposed becauso the
brought me here.
whorountry
"Do you want me to!
is trying to rob the Spanish-Amo- r
the same wit and clever insight frozen.
PEVTOX C. RHODES,
a
loaf
of
molasses
from
you
bring
ican of his holdings and to supplant will again be prominent.
"Apartment in t he Highlands."
the store, or a quart of bread,1
his language and ideals? We know
Jane?"
about this, and the author no doubt
12,
Little, Nurse
Pnblislied
Calls It Libel.
August
"Neither
one." answered
tiel
could have used different names, Brown & Co. have already printed
My fil'St thought Ulllin
muskrat
lady with a laugh. "Rut
232,000 copies of A. S. M, HutchHarvey Fergusson's novel was to names that are well but unfavorare
while
around.
you
Hopping
In
and
known
dismiss the thing as unworthy of ably
Albuquerque
inson's novel, "If Winter Comes,"
for adventures.
please
(lie time spent in answering it. Cp-o- n vicinity. Why shut our eyes to the now the best selling novel in the looking
at Mrs. Twistytall's for;
further consideration I have as- abuses of tho church, and to the Fnited States. Over 100.000 were leave this
and
Nurse
handed
Jane
me,"
sumed the task of expressing my awful practices of a secret order sold during the month of
opinion of tho book, Impelled by a that Is a survival of the Dark Ages?
If wo wish to remedy such things
desire for fair play.
author of
nnd we surely do, but most of us .....Nina Wilcox Putnam
do not wish to be considered as
l
j ..,
in m Tmfin
west . liroaoway,
resorting to abuse for lack of ar- lark the courage of our convictions
'
.
.1
i.
to
is
face
the
facts,
tho
best
1' la.,
way
nHw
wnere sow uuianio tn' annnft
gument. Tho book, as I read it,
contained a clever plot, fairly well Few, however will risk their popu- tho balance of the winter. Her new
iiil"' im.pi'iiik
ill
executed, but at the same time a larity by saying what they think book, "Tomorrow We Diet," will
series ef untruths, a malicious libel nnd feel. Harvey Fergusson lias bo published shortly by George H.
upon the native population of this done that!
Doran Co.
It is hardly to he expected that
state; a clumsy attempt to satisfy
Stewart Kldd Co., In connection
personal bias instead of gratitude. the secretary of any local civic orIt has been said that Harvey ganization will n,sk tho publisher with tho Cincinnati Enquirer, has
The first train robbery in the
be
to
or
two
thousand
the
copies
United States occurred near SeyFcrgusson "saw
story, and had for a
lust closed a contest on the questhe guts to write it as he saw it." sent out broadcast, inscribing on tion "Is Booth Tarkington's Alice
mour, Ind., May 22, 1868.
Ves, he saw what he attempted to tho
"The town referred to Adams true to life?" The winning
Asch
For essayist,
Rosiland
To us who know Albu- In this book is Albuquerque."
write.
Mrs.
querque tind New Mexico, "The that, chambers of commerce and Schwab of Cincinnati, offers the
Blood of the Conquerors"
is such like do not exist. On the con- unique criticism that the warm
more than
somewhat
an or- trary, if the necessary funds were hearted and simple greet the book
d
is
novel.
nlso a story available they might even consider
It
dinary
an an exquisite bit of
of what we saw, as well as the au- stopping any proposed printing nnd warmly life, but the cynical and
MAJTRESSRE N OV ATI NG
thor, Probably we saw if
a buying up nil unsold copies and worldy wise receive it with a shrug.
11AVJUKSS KKNOvTrrNtr,j3!6ljuiTJp!
different angle. Ramon Delcasar, consigning
them to the flames.
Hug cleaning, furnllur
furMacDougal, and the other charac
The discerning and discriminatniture packing. Phuue 471.repairing,
Ervln Bed.
ters, you know them as well as if ing reader will welcome the ap- trust This would not convey the
n'ng
Cnmpinf.
their true names were given. I pearance of the novel. Written in Impression to the above reader
is frozen,
have no defense to offer for In- a style that is approved by the that the entire population was of
TYPEWRITERS
dividual memfiers of the descendmodern school, we can take In at this type any more than the acT V Ji w K X EltS All" niiikie overhauled
ants of the "Blood of the Conquer- a glance without being burdened tions bf the Archulera girl would Uncle
and repaired. Klbbom tor every maors," who have proven failures In with the usual sickening slang of cause the reader to think that all in a Wlggliy something wrapped chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
clean napkin.
life. I have as much contempt for the cow puncher and the plainswomen were immoral.
122 SnUh Fminh.
phene d03-Spanish
wantis
"What
the
bunny
Ramon Delcasar (I might use his man the working of tho minds of
of the country ed to know. it?"
The
"
descriptions
true name) and for men of Ids the native and the newcomer in and climate are excellent and the
IrALJSIOTICE
"Oh, just something I borrowed
type as the author has. I have as New Mexico. The book is to he hook will benefit New Mexico by from
the pig lady last week," ani:.F.( i ;tisixs noticeT
much contempt for MacDougal (I recommended to the serious-mindeawakening a new interest in the swered the
lady house- In tho Probate Court of Bernalillo
might also use his true name) and
who wishes to gain some state. Judging "The Blood of the keeper, "and muskrat
person
I
to
New Mexico.
it
County.
men
for
give
of his type ns Mr. Fergussouthwest as it is. Conquerors" by the standard of back. You leave forgot
it for me like a In the Matter ot the Estate of
son has. I have nothing personal knowledge of the
Mr.
think
I
"CRITIC."
fiction
"
Douiso
day
present
It's only a
Favorite, Deceased.
good bunny.
against either of these, as I am
Notice is hereby given that the
Fergusson has written a book that
But just then the telephone
forced to believe Mr, Fcrgusson
should rank with the leaders.
Everyday Life-and
Nurse
in
undersigned
Jane
hurried
was, on the twelfth
rang
has.
A. M. V.
In "Tho Blood of the Conquerthe bungalow to answer it, not day of January, 1922, duly appoint.
I certainly will oppose and cona
tala
tells
ed
ors"
Executrix
Fergusson
nf the esfata nt Lnnlia
Harvey
demn the attempt, here carried to
telling Uncle Wiggily what it was
she had handed him.
everyday life in plain language. RATON AND DAWSON
(Favorite, deceased, by fie Probate,
conclusion, to satisfy personal bias of
over tho
n.
rt llarnnlllU I.UUHLJ,
"Well. I don't suppose it makes Court vu
and hatred by picking out individ Hn does nothistry to gloss misdeeds
HI1U
characters'
much difference to me what it having OUallfiert ns such Pveentrlv
BASKETBALL SQUADS
uals of Spanish descent and mold- ugliness of
or
trite
words
phrasflower
nil
with
said
the bunny, as he put the
persons having claims against
ing a frieze of "the last struggle
SPLITD0UBLE BILL is,"
of a degenerate race," and placing es for his hero does not suffer
"I reckon me estate or sam oec.dent are
napkin in his pocket.
it's a little ptckle or ollvo dish hereby notified and required to
this before the American public. from remorse for his wrongAs a story of Ramon Delcasar, 1 doings, but like the average man (Special Correnpondcnee to The Journal.) Nurse Jane borrowed
for the present the same to the underhave no criticism to offer. As a who has been guilty of the samjj
Raton, N. M., Jan. 29. The quilting party she had last week. signed In the manner and within
busihis
on
about
ho
n
goes
I'll
leave
libel
at
thing,
Mrs.
it
the
teams
aive
upon
poppersonal
Twistytall's the time prescribed by law.
hoys' and girls' basketball
for her."
WEINANDE A. FAVORITE,
ulation, as an unjust accusation, ness as if nothing had happened.
school
of
Colfax
the
high
county
of
"The
frankness
the
revile
So the rabbit gentleman hopped
It is to be regretted that the book
Why
Executrix.
came from- tho source it does. H. Blood of the Conquerors" and came back stronff Friday night and along, looking here, there and
Dated January 13th, 1922.
B. Fcrgusson was a great roan. He praise "The Four Horsemen of the walked off with the boys' game by everywhere
for an adventure.
ADM IX I ST It ATOH'S VfVTlftlJt
was honored timo and again with Apocalypse" or "Mare Nostrum" a score of 44 to 10 while the Raton But they seemed to be very scarce In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
the highest post this state and ter- with their glowing descriptions of girls lost to Dawson by one point, that day, perhaps it was hecause
New Mexico,
indulged In the score being 18 to 19.
the weather was so freezing cold. In County,
ritory could offer, and it is fortu- the licentious pleasures
the Matter of tho Estate of
nate he is not live today to learn by their respective heroes?
"Anyhow I'm having a good
Beatrlz
C. De Baea de Martinez,
of the contemptible abuse his own
Ramon Delcasar Is typical, not CUT THIS OtT IT IS WORTH time," said Uncle Wiggily to himDeceased.
blood has cast upon this same peo- alone of, the Spanish race, but of
MOXEV
self, and hopped along a little
Notice is
given that the
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be faster, pausing now and then to undersigned hereby
ple whom he loved, and who loved all races of the present generation.
was, on the twelfth
him, "for his own satisfaction and Any daily newspaper carries items and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835 toss a snowball up in the air and day of January, 1922, duly
appointamusement," as the author says.
showing things nre transpiring dai- Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., writ- watching it drop down.
ed Administrator of the estate ot
Are all the descendants of this ly that are ns sordid as anything ing your name and address clearly.
"Well, I guess I am not going Beatrlz C. De Baca de Martinez,
You will receive in return a trial to have any adventures," thought deceased, by tho Probate Court
"degenerate race" ot the tvpo of Ramon was guilty of.
of
Ramon Delcasar?
Are all the
One critic takes the view that package containing Foley's Honey Uncle Wiggily after a while.
"I Bernalillo county and having
d
Catholic priests of tho tvpe of the
residents of Albu- and Tar Compound
for coughs, wouldn't mind even being chased
as such Administrator, nil
Father Lugurdo? (I am thankful querque are pictured as robbers colds and croup; Foley Kidney by the Woozie Wolf or the Fuzzy persons having claims
the
I do not
In sides and hack; Fox If I was sure I could get estate of said decedent against
recognize which ot our and rogues. But the average read- Pills for
are horeby
Old Town padres tho author re- er will keep 1n mlrul that the story rheumatismpainsbackache, kidney Rnd away. If they chased me it would
notified and required to present
fers to) Who was the delegate to Is told from the Spanish viewpoint bladder ailments; and Foley Ca- be an adventure.
But I guess the same to the
in
who woro
congress
penltonte and that the older Spanish settler", thartic Tablets, a wholesome and they are safe In their warm dens the manner and undersigned
stripes? Many of us can tell of by being tricked out ot their land thoroughly cleansing cathartic for today. It is too cold for them prescribed by law.within the time
politicians who wear by some few unscrupulous Yanhead- to be out. Still if they were out,
biliousness.
KUTEMIO MARE8.
these same stripes and ,who ere not kees, look upon the "grlngoes" as constipation,
"
and they chase me
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
Administrator.
' ol the blood uf the
"
Uncle Wiggily suddenly, stopped
conquerors.' a whole, with suspicion and dls- - everywhere.
uatco.
13th,
and nnalyris of tho principal character is photographic in its accuracy: but. there isn't a single
character in the book who is not
"exposed."
He dwells on the weaknesses and
faults of all his characters and
touch
not with a sympathetic
cither. He is merciless and cynical
and though on the, whole the thing
is very well done, most of u.s prefer
a little more humanity and forgiveness for the frailties of human
nature than Fcrgusson seems to
feel.
Weakness, of course,
down in the struggle against
and greed and vulgarity,
tn "If Winter Cornea," Mark Sabre
went down before tbe.se things, but
one loved him for it. "The Blood
of the Conquerors" leaves simply
a sense of hiitenioss without a reason for forgiveness or understand
ing.
cannot help feeling how much
better Fergusson's public, will like
him when time lias mellowed him
i little and softened down his cyni
A.NU.N 1 JHH M.
cism.
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CAREFl'OA'
extra well built pressed

UF.T
An

TO)

brick house, located close In
on corner lot, east front; 192
feet pood
slflevvalk, besides
sidewalks In yard; shade trees,
lawn and an extra well built
This house nontalns
garage.
seven rooms, modern in every
respect; large basement; extra
good lmt water heating plant;
two bath rooms, and is in perfect condition. This house was
liuilt for a homo by tho present owner and is easily worth
The owner is leav$11,000.
ing town and $8,500 cash will
buy It if sold before he makes
other arrangements.
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also have several other houses
for rent.

to loan on good first

FOR RENT
LOOK AT 'EM
house in Fourth ward,
completely furnished, only four Dandy lot and adobes for"
house
f
blocks from Central avenue.
adobe
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.
Five-roo-

Realtors.
120 South Fourth.
Phono 414.

SALE

white stucco bungalow,
"SOME BARGAINS"
hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, Karate, fine location on Six-rooframe, lance sleeping
paved street; Fourth ward,
porch, corner lot, 100x142, $2,750
fs.500
modern residence, hard- Six
rooms, corner lot 84x125, will
wood floors, hot water heat, laundry,
double parage, corner lot, close In; take light car la on first payBond value.
ment
$2,600
$4,750
double house, compete-l- y
MrTONAT,I & WORSIIAM,
furnished, occupied by two famiReal Estate, Insurance.
lies, Income $:)Q per month;
High214 W. Gold.
Phoho 442-W- .lands.
$3,500
brick, modern, partly
furnished, large porches, large lot;
North Eighth street.
$8,000
modnrn,

RANCH

On Old Town boulevard, must be
A. FLEECIER, KeaSter
Owner leaving on account
Insurance tn till Its brunches. Loam, sold.
of health. Good houses, garage,
Surety Bonds.
fruit, alfalfa; either with 13 or
Ill South Fourth Street, Next to P. O, 22
acres. See
I'hone 674.

HOUSE WANTED,
We have a party with $300 to
make the first payment on a
house, furnished or unfurnish-

ed. What have you to offer.
WM. SHAVER CO.
300 S. Edith.
Phono J 005,

FOR SALE

Houses

FOR SALE i3yrmner, four-rooInquire 1015 West Fru 1 .
VOll BALE
brick

KttrtriEdith.

Phin

hotut.
house,

on

2401-R-

house" ptrictly
FOR SALE
modern, ono block from street car llns;
term a. ll'iij South Walter.
FOR SALE Brick, fS.OOv. nine large
S0 income,
rooms,
unfurnished; owner
lives in two. 124 Pouth Eflith.
FOR 8 A LB On easy tern-ig-,
modern bungalnv ; will take jroofl lota
or real put.it ft paper. Phone 2040-FOR KALE By owner, new modern
house, near Robinson park,
cash, t50 per mnnth. Phone 182B-FOR KALE Five-roofnvne, modern,
convenient for two families; larRe l"t,
enyt front. Highlands,
Phone 1889-FOR PALE A five- - r oonT" at u c o o
. modern
improvements;
leaving town; good location. Call
Three-room

st

Pouth

Arnn.

FOR SALE By owner, 7l tVesc Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
larjre porches, newly decorated, vacant
Terms if derlred. Phone 1803-W- .
FOR PA LE Ey owner, new bungalow,
modern. 510 East Panta Fe. A
Fee owner at Crockett's Electric
West Central.
piudio, 302
FOR PALE Two room adobe house:
good outbuilding ; larpe lot; city and
irrigation water; 1 1,800, on easy payments. W. C. Thaxton, 705 West Moun
tain road.
FOR PALE Five-roofurnished house;
front porch, living room .bedroom,
dining
rinm, kitchen, sleeping porch and
,
bath-- with water and lights; price $3,200.

Knat Copper.
OR RENT s
brand new
corner Ninth and
houses,
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. Pee P. H. Strong, or L. C Bennett. Phones 75 or 145.
brick
FOR PALE Five-roohouse;
modern; well situated on car line Jn
has hot air heat,
highlands; house
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, and Is .completely Varnished. Trlre is very reasonCall

130S

FOR PALE
four-roo-

able;

gnncl

terms.

Phone

1523--

1200 down or htghest offer
SALE
takes my equity of over $100 in a com-

Foil

bungalow;
pletely furnlited plastered
larpo lot, shade treea and good neighbors;
on
balance
$30
month,
per
payment
interest; house rents for $.10.
Phone 1400--

AUTOMOBILES
KOItl) SliIMN'.
Wpst Cnpppr.

1UJD

FOIt

KALF3

K-- 5

condition.

first-cla-

E. Ii. ilootli,

401

Bulck touring car;
Bond-Dillon

Co.,

city

A real bargain, for $35. Indian motorcycle, with good rubber.
West Fruit.
FOR SALE Some cxtia good used cars;
Mcintosh Auto Co., 08
easy forms.
W"t Central.
FOK SAI.K Furd ton trunk, good condition. f:!0". 007 West Mountain road.
phnne 19'1-V- f.
FOIt SALE Or will trade for well loIn excellent
cated vacant lots, Cole-ear.
Address Box A-condition.
Journal,
FOR PAI.E Kurd llRht truck, $160; E--one-to- n
Ford truck. $300. worm drive;
light Btilrk, $590; Ford touring. $125;
111
$250,
etudebaker,

FOK SAI.K
T12

West Gold
BAVB HONEY

ON PARTS and accessoand
ries; slightly used batteries, tires Maxfor
Htudebaker, Chalmers,
parts
Mcintosh Auto
well Jind Overlnnd-80- .
Company, (MS Vj'os Central.

FOR SALE
i'OH tiALKKorl'y-acl- e
four mil s from city.
Oold.

Ranches
alfalfa ranch,
Inquire 400 TVesc

ranch, cheap, with new
1303
Inaulre
house of three rooms.
South Fourth.
FOR BALK Small ranah with house and
north
out building, on ditch, closo-lof town. Fred Zlckert, phone S417-Jranch; will take
FOR SALE Seven-acr- e
Ingood Ford car as part 'payment:
South Broadway, phone
quire 61214
FOR SAI.K

A

1830--

Nine-acr- e
ranch one and
miles west of Barelas brldjia,
main ditch; new adobe iouse and
mile from school,
garage;

FOR SALE
one-ha- lf

on

rhone

8404-J-

FOH SALE
Country home, stucco house,
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; on ten-acorchard. Adsrees Postofflc bog 177, or

'

MoMITXION & WOOD.
Or Phono Owner, 2117 R--

l.

nished

and porch
and porch,

).

'. rthToe
Islam! rnrlcorpl!. (523 North Sopnml.
FOR RALE .Setting hens, Rhode Island
1218 South
Reds, price $2.
Apply
SAI.B

ThnrouKhbreO-!-

fur800
3,900

'

a good one

Shelley Realty Co,
Phono

450--

-

i

' spm
4SrA
ft

ff

i

'

-
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Prosirtrrlly Is At Our Threshold
Now is tho time for you ami
all of us to decide, our future,
whether it he fur a home, business or what
not. .Markets,

like.

0
i 0

.

-

-

TX

5 -

W

?

stock, bunds, etc., are all advancing. Mines, shops, etc., aro
resuming operations. In fact the
nd progwheels of commerce
ress are sending forth their
hum throughout our
Joyful
v, hole
land.
Tho above statements are
facts. Wo know whereof
wesponk. Furthermore we want
tho public to havo absoluto
confidence in us, otherwise we
do not want your business.
If you want to buy, sell or exchange any tiling in Keal Estate (1KKAT or .SMALL, communicate with us. It Is our
pleasure to serve you.

'inrrx

J'JKi

816

J.

'

W. Gold.

niGHXANDS.
path, largo sleeping porch, furnished; now rented, $45.00 per month; present
tenant retain possession or
move If desired. Bargain at
$500 cash,
$2,800;
$50 per
month.
brick, dandy location
lawn, large shade trees. Price
erms.
$4,750.
DIKCKMANN REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
300 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

VACANT HOUSES,
List your vacant houses with
the lient Department in thjs

office for prompt and efficient
service.
207

REALTY

W. Gold.

CO,

Phono

667.

Edith.
WILL IlL'Y POULTRY of all kindn; will
J, H. F00TE,
call for and pay top prloes.
S02 Snuth Broadway.
Contractor and Builder.
FOR RALE
H. C. R. Ittrts and lilaok
First class work Guaranteed.
Mlnorc-ns.
$1 per sel- hatching
809 South Walter .Street.
7Q!
North
Second, phone 1SU.-R- .
tng
FOR RALE
sixteen
v hit oTeirhorn
Phono 2318-pullcta, $1,60 each; elrht hens. $1 each,1
now laying. Phone li!7-R- .
1222 South
.
Broadway.
FOR RENT--Roo- mi
SUNSET "RANCH S. C. nfuTdo Island
C.
P. Hayes strain; breeding FOIt iiL.N'T Lovely furnished room. 120
Reds,
pens and singles; also bronze Turkey
South Walter.
ggs.Plione 2410-JFOR RENT Furnished
room,
TO MAKE room for my young chicks.
heat. 307 South Walter.
will sell a few of my
lUC.NT
FOR
Room,
south
and east exnow laying.
M.
E.
pullets;
Ely, 623
posure, fill West Copper.
South- - Eighth, plione IKS.
FOR KENT Several unfurnished rooms
FOR SALE-D- uff
Orpington eggs for
liko new. lSSnuth JBdlth
hutching; blue ribbon winners in Aconnected
lbuquerque poultry show. ln21 and 1922; FOR RENT Sleeping room,
with bath. Gil West New York.
Buff cockorrls and pullets: also three
White Leghorn cockerels. Phone 1472-FOR RENT Rooms to women only. 322
51S West Krult.
South Seventh. Phone 721-RED POfLTRY YARDS
Thoroughbred FOR RENT Front room furnished. Gray
Ringlet Ilarred Rooks, S. C. R. I. Reds;
fc'tone Rooms. 218'4 West Oold.
pens and cockerels for breeding; $3 and
Brothers of my blue ribbon win- FOR RENT Two clean housekeeping
up.
ner. Boy now. while you hav the pick rooms; dose in. 403 West Iron.
of the flock.
YVm. niotz.
3
West NICELY furnished room. bTh adjoining;
Atlantic, phone 14S3-telephone; no sick. 417 West Silver.
FOR RALE A vFgorouiTlot of purefhred FOR41ENT
Three furnisr.ed houstkeep-In- g
S. C White T.OKhornx, bred from sires
room s. nil) Nort h Fourth street.
and dams of 275 to
strain: eight FUHMHHED rooms, ho, water heat; no
hens, IS months old; twenty pullets, and
414 West Silver.
sirk; no children.
three cockerels nine months old; also a
FOR KENT Two nice clean front rooms
few Aneonas of same class: an exceptionNi-tf'T noun ekpeplng.
Th rd.
al chance to get the winter lnyers and
good breeding stock reasonable. Inquire Full RENT Two furiushed room fti
J. C, Largent, 1038 East Ceptrsl.
llKht housekeeping.
1727 West Central.
BARRED ROCKS WHITE
W YA NDOTTES.
F 0 1 1 RENT Nice ly furnished room "for
At the show Just held in Albuquerbath adjoining. 423 South
(Tontleman,
'
que we entered 19 birds. IS of them Third.
were under the ribbons; of these 2 were FOR
Room
RENT
and plassed-l- n Bleep-In,- ?
all others were, FIRSTS and
seconds,
224 South
a limited
amount of Walter.porch; gentleman only,
SPECIALS;
breeding stock for sale nt reasonable FOR RENT
c
furniihed
room,
Nicely
prices, J. D. Notgrasa, 004 North Second.
603 North
heat. I'hone 2042-DAY OLD C II I C K S From fr ee range Sixth.
stock that are strong, vigorous and
full of pep. Years of experience' have FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room. Hteam heat. Close In. 317
taught us how to hatch chirks that are SouthThird.
satisfactory to our customers. We have
confidence In onr stock and know It will FCR RENT turnlshed rooms; also canplease you with results'. If you want
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
the best we have them: all pure-brephone 1667-J- .
The two most profitable varieties: S. C FOR RENT One
large room, suitable
White Leghorns, Ion. f2(t; soo, 95; i.ooo,
for two; tio sick. 725 South Arno;
190.
H. I. Keds. 100. $22; 600, $105; via
If desired
board
parcel post prepaid. Orders booked upon
Two nice large clean well
receipt of 25 per cent. Hatching eggs FOR RENT bed
ventilated
rooms; furnace heat.
half price of chicks. We are the largest
and oldest successful hatchery In the 108 South Arno.
southwest. Circular sent upon request. FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
Mesllla Valley
Mrs. H. V.
Hatchery,
sleeping porch- - for two; no children.
110 South Walnut.
Bundy, Las Cruces. N. M
S.
C.
'.MOUNTAIN
VIEW
R. I. REDS," FOR RENT Two beautiful clean, rooms
make big winning at National Western
fur housekeeping, newly decorated, rent
Stock Show at Denver, January. 1922. reasonable.
02 Kent.
This show wns one of the largest held in FOR RENT Nicely
rnm with
United States this year. We won second
In, two blocks frvm
outside
(Joor,
eorkerel class of 68; sixth pullet class of poHtoffice. 417 close
West
49; ninth young pen, class of 20; fourth
Light .housekeeping
Reds.
Our second STATE HOTEL
display, class COO
rooms for rent. Under new manageDenver cockerel was valued by experts
at $350; also champion winners at Al- ment. Fourth and Central.
unfurnished rooms,
buquerque, 1922, winning first, second FOR RENT Two
and third cock, first, second and third
with sleeping porch; water and telehen, first, second and third cockerels, phone paid. 704 West Coah
first pullet, second young pen, first old IMPERIAL ROOMS
rice, clean rooms;
pen; specials for best male American
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
cock
of show,
class and champion
211
Centra!.
Wst
Theater,
Breeding birds for sale; hatching eggs
and baby chicks from fifteen of the FOH RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
room, private entrance, furnace heat.
finest pens mated In the west. ORDER
CHICKS EARLY. C P. Hay, 236 North 517 West Marble, phone 2101-.
High, phone 2530-JELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
nousekeepitiK
uparimtiito. by tne 4iuy
West Central.
WANTED
Position
week or month. 602
AND
WASHINO
IRONING
to take FOU RENT Nicely furnished front room.
,
1343-Jfurnace
heat, private entrance; emhome. Phone
SI 9 North
gentleman preferred,
TRAINED NURSE wants confinement ployed
Ninth.
cases.
Phone 1207-houae- rooms
Two
for
light"
FOR
RENT
WANTED
Nursing by practical . nurse;
Use of bath
keeping; also garage.
Phone1251-Jprices reasonable.
1SS6-203
Phone
and
telephone.
WANTED
Washing aid Ironing to take North F.dllh.
1601 West Mountain road.
home.
WOODWOUTH
furnished, nice,
Newly
WANTED
ilousework or chambermaid
clean rooms rd housekeeping apart1306 South Walter.
work, half days.
ments, by daj, week or month. 312
WANTED
Washing ana ironing to take South TMrd.
105 East Coal, phone 1C05-home.
FOU RENT Large room, furnished for
WANTED Stenographlo or clerical polight housekeeping and front sleeping
sition; can furnish references. Phone porch, In modern home, clean and airy.
2194-1223 South Edith.
WANTED
Position by graduate nurse; FOU RENT Nicely furnished front room
1207 East
will assist with Housework.
with or without sleeping porch; suitCentral, phone 1950-able for one or two gentlemen; close In.
Housework and cooking; 41 South Third.
WANTED
would
Address FORItENT Nicely furnished front tnd
help convalescents.
I. A. K., care Journal.
room, nct to bath, large closet, private
WE AUPIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and entrance, near filfi--good board. 119 North
&
waiter,
books.
WILLIAMS
ZANO,
phone
keep
FOU RENT Nice furnished front room
room8,Mollnl ulldlng.2hone701-W- .
with private entrance, on first floor;
CAPABLE WOMAN wants light house-keepiladles
and cold water;
work or cl nlng; must go steam heat, hot
'
only. I'hone S359-home nights. Phone 165S-to
employed
WANTED Gentleman
heated
share large front furnace
WANTED
Private pupils; teacher la ex- room with gentleman who Is out of
perienced and specially trained for town halt the time. No sick. 400 South
primary work. !19 North High, phone Seventh.

y59NAL

I922.BV

phone 24A7-RFOR SAI.n Kour-acr- e
ranch, two miles
from postoffloe, on main ditoh'J do'inle 1193-milk
house,
house, chicken
garage,
MONEY TO LOAN
houses, thoroughbred chlckena. and tur- CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT at their homes,
S5c; ladles' ahampoo, mens hnlr cut MONEY TO LOAN On watches, diakeys, tools and furniture; t corns. Phone
rm-.T1- ;.
and shaves at their home, by Perkins
monds, guns and everything valuable,
1987-- R
Mr. B. Marcus, 113 South First.
FOR RENT Storeroom Brothers, phone
MONET
TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
ts
FOR RENT Ranches
i'Ult RENT Store room, living
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, conIn connection, in the 1400 block
M.
FOH JtKNT
Ranch.
Mumlwll, fidential. Oottlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st
Apply
on East Central; splendid location Irr
ll Writ Contrn!.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry,
drug store. Phone 777-- J.
Ten-acre
FOR KENT
irrl sated ranch,
wntchos, Liberty bonds, pianos,
close In.
AUdreui postoffice box HZ, automobiles. Lowest ratei. Rothman's
117 South First,
fionded la tie stale.
Journal Want Ads bring remit city.

INT'L

FEATURE

SERVICE,

j'ljfl

INC.

RANCH
Let

show you this
ranch, equipped with a
furnished house, an abundance
of
fruit trees, and
alfalfa. Is on ditch. Owner has
gone from tho state and is
anxious to sell.
A. L. MARTIV CO.,
Realtors.
and Auto
Real Estate,
Fire
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

.
i

Only Two Lots Left North

us

Fourth Street,
few ehoiea ones on Second
and Third streets, Anderson addition. Select yours now.
A

$20 Down,

14

$10 a Month.

$725.00

$925.00

Realtors.

the

$500,00

Ill

TXO. Ml.. INVESTOR.
How would' ynu lilio to learn of

shingle roof adtibe,
Inside and out, new, easy

FOR
FOR

SALE

FRUIT

SAI.K

Fino

Miscellaneous
piano,

Wist Kuma,
fRYllb'tPT-- MILK, BEST

d!5

cheap.

IN TOWN.

Phono M13-RFUR SALE Angora cats. Phone

1300-W-

.

1023 North Sooond.
FOR HALE Alfalfa, for cows and rabbits. I'hone 2121-RFOU RAl.i-Howard healer, almost new.
9(1 North S. vonth.
"
New
SAI.K
): "'ItADH
.
Phono 4'.'').
FOH .SAI.K Beautiful
piano,
sweet toned. Phono 2 TO.
DENVER POST Ce:n-frtyour dour,
BTic
per month.
FOR KALE Corn
Phono 2409-R-- l.

Phone 1H49-fodder. $9 per ton.
ictz.
Robert E.
FOU SALE rhiluK'.luiii pups, nix months
I.
iVJl
Knxt (Vritml.
old.; reason.'! lr.
HA LI-FOK
Elect rio Hoover sweeper;
good, as new. I'hone 1111.
WOMAisT'R"Exeh;uiKe." Y.W.cTa.. for homo
cooked goods, fancy work. Saturdayp.
Full KALK A Ktainer violin, with1M4S--case,
Over hundred years old. I'hone
"

OA

KK

V11

Mrs.
(."has.
Phone 1 "ft J.
Weau'lev. finn North Semnd.
t7sed""
trart"orsT
f6TTPAtTk
and
56
1
Hardware
with gnntr plows.
Pepartment, J. Korher & Co.
JtlST R KCEIV KI a lurKe conmnmeiit
of pinotis. 15n the pound. Robert Mac- phcrson 1114 W'fPt Central.
Frn'tsXl si'rh ri'enprtHT"au nlla f y volt,
WeBt
907
to fit.
bed mattrcFKes
Mountain road, phone 1 'J77-v
PoVffWtrr
a
h
u
LK
FOlTpa"
yfeeifi g nine
of one ton of porghum Is worth three
tons of corn stalk. Phone 2400-R- .
FOU SALE Cofri'B urn. hulp range,
cash rpplstpr. tables, chairs anil counters. Ktnr runilure Co., phone 4'19-FOIl SALE Fresh buttermilk nnd
cheese; also fresh milk In fallen
lots. Swnyne's l:i ry. phone lr15-M- .
5 ft ' a i A', "pi ; ill? vi i i oTTk m i lk
with all the cream, delivered tn vui ns
It comes from the cons. HICK'S DAIRY,
'
phono 2;0.
FOR BALE 203 Vnssar avenue, Ivers
Kitchen
and Tond piano,
cabinet; othr household articles; also
turkpys and chickens.
FOlWXl,!; One small Munriy I.ee Incubator;
capacity; also one alfalfa
I'hone
cutter and one. Krnlit (grinder.
1H80-.T- .
North Arno.
WEt.DlMl ASP CUTTINO of metals,
nlso welders' supplies: also for sale car:
"Union." IS.75. N.
bides. "Sunllte."
M. Steel Co.. Inc.. phone 1IM7-M- .
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, tl. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 40S West Central.
P"rk ; whole
FOR S ALU Fresh, corn-fed- "
or half ho;-- ; half will average about
seventy pounds: 1HO a pound. W. B.
Hicks, phone 2r.n. J. O. I'rnney Store.
FOR SALE 12,500 real estate note on
residence, Fourth ward; payable $50
per mnnth. Including 8 per cent rJn'.er-pt- t.
A d d rcss A. B. J., ca re.Tu r al.
FOR SALE Young pet coyote, about
fifteen months old: have raised this as
a pet since two weeks old. and Is very
tame. Applv at 1123 South ccond, or
phone 1866-THE MAnXzlNK SHOP, 105 South Cedar. Is prepared to hnndle yearly subscriptions on all leading magazines. Your
order will receive prompt attention. Miss
Florence Fleming. Phone 157S-M- .
ROOF PAINT
AEilESTOS
per gal-toGOOD for art kinds of roofa.
South
Co., 110
The Manr.ano
built up
a
1S34
J. Try
Wninut. phone
roof, will last as long as the building.

kinds.

Five hundred shares of City
Railway, below par. Dr. R.
L. Hust. N. T. Armljo building.

FOR SALE

E.eclr

FOR SALE Hotel range, butchers' ice
box, steam table, Fairbanks scale,
candy stoves, candy slabs, tray wagon,
electric,
work table, Ford truck,
fans and miscellaneous Items. College
Inn.
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. ETfecto Auto Enamel. Vals-paVnlspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Cottnge Paint,
Plymouth
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. SatLeathKeleher
F.
isfaction assured. Thos.
er Co.. 408 West Central, phone '.057--

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

Lilack lace Bpunish scarf; good
Miss
Call
Mellta Chavez,
reward.
41 n West Tljeras.
phono 1504-1LOST
Small brown bull dog, with white
head and shoulders; answers to name
of "Jerry:" 15 reward If returned to
White Oarage.
LOST
Oold locket, monogram E. L. 13.,
mother's picture Inside. Valued as a
Return to Miss Drown, Journal
gift.
Office. Reward.

FOR SALE

Real Entate

FUH KALE Fine iU foot Jot on Easi
Silver nt reduced price, J. A. Ham
rnond. L'4 Kast Silver.
FOH HA LE Level lot ono block from
Central with cement foundation. 22xi!fl.
only $435; $R0 cash, $15 per month. Call
J. yV. Lu trull, Anselua hotel, morning.

home on

splen-

In

modorn
University Height,
t
hflat. Completely furnisheil.
P.nilt for health seeker. A Ihtkb
sleeping porch, four rooms $,1,(501).
cxr-pp-

Terms:.

J, L. Phillips
I'hone 351--

Real

Estat3

110 S. Third

FOR SALE

CHEAP

-

pressed brick
with
two
bnth
rooms nnd Inrscei Rloip-Inporch. All modern and
In good condition.

cash,

D. W E I N M A N

limine,

TKEES

r

t. orx(i
j.Albuouemue.

ORNA-J!i:.TAT,- S

& co.
N. M.

V

ALL GOOD BUYS
StuepT

balanco

J

I'l ret Ward.
tvLd.i',
JTO

4

rooms,

$1,000

p.--

I'ltiverMty Heights,
frame. Karaire and other nut
In Heights;
buildings: beat location
VjUD down nnd H' m r month on balunce.
Secrnd IViird.
Four-roo-

FOR RENT

dui-in-

Second and Gold.

tf

TREES AND
R () M ALBU-- .
QrEUQl'E XUitSEP.lES .
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

SITAD13

unfur- -

II.r.UVAKY KIGHT.
Invest 10 per month in University Heights lots. Tho moderate prices of $275 to $400
makes it easy to own your own
home. Call or plione our office
and wo will he glad to show
you the many new homes built
tho last
on the Ilaizhts
year. We can also state some
facts to you about things that
havo been done by these easy
payment Investments that will
surprise you perhaps.
Look this addition over today.
We are penerril apents.
Our aim is to serve the public
thereby help make a Greater
Albun.uero.ue.
Phone filO.

A

CASH

nou.iv r. ciTirrtmoK.
311 W. iold.
I'hone 1023.

new

did street in Fourth ward. Move riRht
a dandy
place,
In nnd pny the balance whenever yoii
with fine porches, splendid lot,
Ktinv
wish.
Prlcp only $2.0T,O.U0.
nice shade, close in, that you can
tTnii and rllit prices nn homes .Mid
handle on lenient terms. Price vacant lots Jn nil parts of the city.
to sell quick at $5,750.
.1. P.
J. I. KrXF.IIKK, Kealtor.
(UM,, IIKATj ESTATE.
ll: South Second. Phone 723-- J 211 West Oold.
Phone 410

And balance like rent will take
this six room modern house, completely furnished. Accommodates
two small families If desired. A
real bargain at" $3,600.
We have an excellent building
site for sale tn the Luna Park
district.

A

FOIt KENT.
and
Soma furnished
nlshed houses.
STAKT

BEST LOCATION

Immediate prSFefl"n
of thl
home In the lowland,
und
tho
of
balance
porches
as rent. A snap.
fS.Bno.Oi)

$G!)0 00

EIGHT nOOM.
Modorn house for sale near University. Ftirnnoe, paramo, cement
drivp nnd walks, lawn and shades.
and
Nearly new,
only $6,500.
I'art terms.
J. A. HAMMOND.
821 F. Silver.
Phono J522-R- .

sleephigh-

Three-roo-

plastered
terms.

Phone 657

In

cottage with
water, South

Two-mo-

ing porch, city
lands.

Franklin & Co,
Third and Gold.

25.00 Desirable building lot
Fourth- - ward, easy terms.

$450.00
new
fine,

FARM LAND.
11 A. i'"5,. on North Fourth street,
good land, fine for cutting in
small tracts. Price only $175 per
acre.
R. MrCLVGITAN,
Realtor.
204 WW Gold.
Phone 412-J- .
Real E:".ate, Insurance, Notary
Tublic.

roit SALE.
feet, on
Dandy lot,. DOxl-llWest Kilver avenue, also an
extra well built, almost new
brick bunsalow, glassed-isleepinff porch, front and back
screened porches, lawn, sidewalks, trees, Kai'ase, etc., located on West Silver avenue.
Triced to sell and good terms.
n

I

Now

CITY
FOR

650
850
1,150

w

r

m

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Th Red Arrow (all over tho Wnt) render, sudden service on Kodnk finishing
Work'
to people wbo demand qusllty.
in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
B. Las Venae
Albnquerque
want
(We
representative la YO'JK
territory.

T, KINGSBURY,
REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
V. Gold.
Plione 907-F01R

i

YOU COME.

Oh?

& CO,

Realtors,

HOT WHEN
40T A COOD

2
'

D,

210

-

STAND

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

:t

completely furnished house;

mortgage.

TTJ

V

T777l
6
CCS"

'

six rooms; hot water heat and
modern in every respect. We

$20,000.00

(

ff

FOR RENT
A

I

-

m
'

George McMamu

By

kooovm
foot
U ALL POLLEN-

there ppf54!

Q. iCfcyf

?

DON'T

1

ZK

1021 by tho International News Service.
Registered U. H. I'ntent Office.

Page Sven.

hi

l k,

cIosh

In,

modern.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
OK Nhs.
A I I

JOHN

W.

WILSON,

Attornrf .
II, J7 nnd 19. Cromwell Bulldlm.
Phona 1153-V
I'llYSK IANM ANO HltKORIIM.
I.
- Ul It ION,
lleatii ef til Rtnmarh.
For Rent-Room- s
with Board
Pulte. 0 Harriett Fultdln.
MI'.Al.H witTi pnvato r.imtty, .No
Pit. s. c. r.AitKi:,
N "irt h
llr t ft
Kvk. f ur. None and Throat.
oma witli 'loaril; f.osa in.
Phons ?.
Koit ltw.vr
BariHtt liulMliiif.
PIS W.sl. Iron.
Office Itnurs
9
18 a. no. and 2 to I p. in.
Fill! RHS'T l:.nTm", with board. SIS
Sf.it h Pr'inrlwny.
wkioiiT,
im MAiHiuVi'
Phona 871.
TAlli.M it A Hl."lnl nienia nrvcS; UcBidenco 1123 Fast Ontral,
I'hone F)71.
home c.mkiriff. ,11 North 'i'enth.
Uass(.(l-lr- i
Ft 'It KKNT
vorcti. iniKuMf
SHERIDAN, M. D."
f.if IWM. wrthtii.iir.t. lH.N'nrth Mapl".
70S

Went

Copper,

City.

ro- m

$ t.nnn,
terms.
largn poreli.'
A ben u'i fnl hojnn, p. rooms, furnace,
i'td; K K.N i Imndy nice
houue. fire pl ire, hard wood ' floors,
lots of
closet f, pirro basnuii'tit
with stationary
)n.'l."'r" nt 1411, South Arnn.
rooms; grtrnifn for
ItK.N'T
st"i;'e
i'hree rooms. buckleVpTng tubs nnd extra
two cars. t a prici pevernl thousand
fornlsh. .1. 1201 South Walter,
It. mnl-lu: built for.
dollars 1(hs tb-FUR LENT- - Fioir-roomodern house,
Fourth M urd.
large screened porches, only 35. I'hone
will lu ilouMc house 5 rooms,
JLRO
410,
;
threo
buy 't. live in one, let the
F'R I'.I'INT Two-roofurnished h'uno other pay for both tn r. nt.
will, sleeping porch. 1"18 South
$l,0fo down nnd J n pvr month on
modbalance of js r.m iviJ bti'
rractlci" Limited to
Canvas sl.-prnpuruh. with
brick with three lors; better see this FOK Hi;N
Felt Itl-:.furnished noinse ern
- I ltlNAKY DISEASES
120 7 Fast Central, fiFNITO
honiM. ?b a Ufek.
one.
t 1 or, Knst Silver,
7S per inonTli.
umaci-T.e'tt'OF Till', SKIN
14,700 for
hnme, modern, firn fort
frent AND I)ISEASE!S
Phono lr.CS-W- .
i:i:nt
built-i- n
.iihor:'ferv In Connectin,
hardwood
Uh
i:07
features,
it
dpHlred.
iiNHprmnn
niiim
Eat
place,
garage
line-rooIIF.N'T
For
Turnlshed enrt front, fuM Riz" lot; $!.no ami $(10 per
HHB.
j
lioii-('jtlwns Bank Hldir. I'hono
porches; keys at 7o4 month vfi! ii db-'sening
Prl-y- ;
tn: .Ish(il!ro"inw h Ib'iaru.
NP'i:t.Y
Fe.
f
&
IOV
Mel!!'
.r.yj:
no sk-lt10J7 Forrpatcr.
vato fanil
Fi '!i R KA'T
?fH XvHt
mod
Phone SIS.
Furnished four-roos
ern buDRn low adults, no sick. Inquire
Fcli I;t 'T N'tccly f urnishil ronm wi'a
first chips table buff.rd. 110 Seuth Arno.
On
(tilrnprnrtor.
rh Second.
U57-W- .
Mulldlmg.
1t
nn4 5U Arm
FOR RENT- Throe new furnished houses,
HELP WANTED
three and five rooms each. 216
lt(oM ANI HOARD, alt aeromni'tilatwins,
RENT
FOR
four vacancies.
fL'3 nnd
602 South Arno, phone
Apartment.
Mnln.
2324-Four-rool'Oil RENT
houpe, furnished
FoH KKNT Furnished apartment; a'so
11KAK E.dEN. btjfinnpra
lr.o,
Fblf"r.BXT
room wlthitlerp-tt- i
riifnlhe.l
with lights and garage, $25 month. FIREMEN.
lr.im-R- .
Phona
KJraffe.
Write Railway,
Inter
monthlv.
11 South' Elm, phono 17
porch; first claH board. 410 East! '( M i
:N T
Fn rnlsli' d threo rooms and
rare Morn ins Journal.
central.
FOR It R N'T New four-roohouse, $:'5 TV A NT ED
Blrnplnj
t
fire.
porrh. 4 9 North Edith.
Bullet
ti
man
("apnl'le
JtKXT
nmm
Kult
with
bnard,
fr.mt
per month. Pee F, H. Strong: or L. C.
Ni'p
It K XT t i
Insurance: good companies. Apply in
Hpartment.
Hfnnntt, phoma 7 5 or H5.
K"ntttrn;in. preffrretl. 605 South High, Foil
'JftfiU "West field.
person.
(I!Srithrtroadway.
partly furnl'-hedFOIt KKN'f Brick houafT fuur roomi W A N'T El
of- for
furnished
Kr7lllt
rooms,
and
Three;
y,
smatt
wiih or without board, in privatn
hath and Bleeping- porch, nicely fur- no sick. 423 Wst
flcfl man.
i;rnt)lovnint Office, 110 ..H.f
liht
family; npNntlld f ort; reasonable rates. Iron.
nlheil 718 South-- Arno,
:i.H-Third, nh'-nrinlil.
FOIt KENT Thru" f..ur und'livproom
apartFxc llt iit opportu- t2'iKjM;
nii'iM ANI)"ruA ItlX larH front rnnin i'uit RKNT Wry niceif furnished
hnusns and Apartments, some furnished. EE A OK
dtsired. i'done
with KiuafTH
nity: travel earn larse salaries; hit;
with
dd.
McMlJHon & Wood. 20(1 Went
pi'panite b Ms, all convenlenc'is. irtifl-R-ment,
,
free. Texas Informarewiirds;
particulars
r.ll H.inth Hrmilway.
four-ronFOU
KENT
Nlc
cottaff. tion Bureau, box h'?., Austin. Texas,
: rT tr
V A NT F.I
pliare apartment with
i
uv i
Rpniri mid board in private
in itxuinine.
t'dll
IJICJCIB WANT I'D A ynumr man tn art us comtwo ot her
Inquire Y.
good location.
nod modern convn-IrtKSouth
9- '
736.
family of two;
Second,
phone
W. O. A.
nnd do chores nround trading
panion
21s
Kh.
LTST ytur vacant hniiscg with the Ci'.y po.it: i'fnvn lescrnt would do; more for
furnishM "b rn three-rooK NT
I'l U
Hcnlly Co.,
pmmpt and ffficlnt companionship than work: li per month, JAoIK.hiN'S Ji A NH Infill locatloqfor
apartment. J3U a month. 635 South
hoalt hseeltprn; few reservations' now R red
service. 207 West iod. phono fi67.
hoard and room. Address A. B. C, earn
"aHway
Phone
V ck
avajlablp.
FOH
HEX
Fi n
m
hous p Pturgrs Hotel.
Two-roufurnished apnrt-mi;F R RKNT Hoom nnfr Bleeping poroh. Ft ill RKNT
ur.i'Lr- hath. Bleeping po.cn.
1023
West
Frmnle
for housekeeping-- .
a lth
board for convalescenti ; Rentle-mp- n
nlffhed. $4r,. water free. zzo North High.
New York.
Experienced salesladies. Aphnrno. Phon 2148-W- .
only;
private
corfaRt' WANTED
FOR RENT Furnished mnalt
N
Tho
w
K
o
Economist.
plv
Rr: T i furnifTied rooms,
with sleeplnfr porch; llKht and water
STRriA h (Uliehtful room nrtfl porch In F OHkM
housekeeping; adults; no lck.
f u in ri
or call 1203 East WANT E fiOS CiTr I for g eneraiho u s e w o r k ,
h'nrp( hnmn. for lady conva- - 7? tiintith
paid. I'hone 21S5-Kecornl.
Nort h Second.
IfS'-- t nt.
Apply
Price f 53 per monih.
Phone
RKNT
Kar
FOR
unfurnished apirt-men- t;
FOR RENT Three-roowith WANTED Waitress. American preferred.
house,
hot water and Metim, heat, 1313
Apply Presbyterian Sanatorium, phone MUS. UK KM lis moved to 30 S'.uih West
glassed-i- n
porch ; furniture
sleeping
Roma, phno
can he bought. Call at 301 South Edi'li,
and
IJro.itlwny and has lovely room
apartment t r
WANTED
Girl for tight hourework, aleoplm; porchf-with board for c nvu- - Ft 'R ItKNT Two-roophono 1.140-.hiiuseket'pinir,
complete; very reasontwo or three hours each nnrnini;. b sc nts. Plo ne fil't).
FOH RENT February, 1, modern
Cold.
able.
Wept
20G0-furnished hoiu! In Fourth ward. Phone
FOU ItKXT Rooni and Kassed'"w","ilpep-trif- r
three-rooi"ii furnished
RKNT
Fult
Pp
Mr. Coulston,
at Morning Journal WANTED School girl willing to work
porch, with (rood board, tray servofffce after 4:30 p. m
apartment. 401 West Lead. Apply New
for room nnd board in good hnmo. ice, also tabto board. Phone 20SS-J- .
122
.
West
Ontral.
jrm-Mf'afe,
Republic
Walter.
Mrs.
South
Knnrr.
Phono
FOR- RENT Three-roofurnished
rooms;
P.Mible apartment;
with fdassed-t- n
WA N'T 111) To room find board one or FOR RKNT
sleeping porch, WA NT ED Woman for genera houseKlnssed
renovated
sleeping
newly
at 822 Pouth Walter htreet. Inquire 6H
two business school (tlrls or work-In- p
work: one that will keep work up;
l?tfc$-J- .
n.
Phone
2399-R- .
elope
East Santa Fe.
poreh;
No
in
furnaco heated home.
wages $'i; steady JnbCall
giris,
i'Ult RKNT Threp rooms and canvassed-I- n
FOH RENT Five
room
two EARN BOA RD Tloom and fib month sick, 4'") South Seventh.
house,
sleeping por"h; completely furnished
M I it A
scremed porches, closets, modern exwhile attending school; catalogue frie.
4
West Marquntt.
South A SANATOFilUM-lIOTEL- .
cept heat; no children; good neighbor- Maelcay Business College, 906
for tubercular for huueekei-ping'
hood.
"
con va iescents; sra'luat
nursa In at FuR RENT
furnished apartInquire Mrs. Frets, 414 West Gold Main, Los Angeles,
cold
hot
and
and si earn
water
tendance: rytes by the week or month.
ment,
MhIp hihI Ffnmlo.
Call IMOfl-J- l
BUSINESS CHANCES
heat; liffht and telephone paid. 4l!l South
f ir FOU TtRN'T Room with porch, suitable Rroadway.
FOR BALE
Garage, best location in WANTED Young men and women
Room's
In
for two healthser kTs,
with sleeping
modern FuR RKNT
Armstrongs dancing classes; also priJnwn, Phone 879.
207
vate Instruction.
eon
West flold.
for lUht housekeeping; bath
porch,
home; pl 'y milk and fresh eys;
inw
b
s
FOU 8 A E E On e of the
u
est
t inn ;
a.
con
t
nee
lied
lent
care
and
por
per
Ikht
(riven
water,
phone fur- pat
$;
YOUNd
men, womerl, over 17,
?sirmg
properties In Albuquerque. ilS
Til West J.ead.
includinir
trays, clse to street
government position, 1130 mouthy, month,
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotal of
care
car.
Box
200,
Morning
Write,
list
now
two
for
Two
clothes
FOR
free
of positions
write
RENT
rooms,
opifp,
flee,
Journal.
R. Terry, (former Civil Service examclosets
larpe pantry, bath adjoining,
FOU SALE
Good
paying garage, In iner, 2fi Continental llldg., Washington, RKSKK VATIONR
for
furnished
housekeeping;
may now be had at St. completely
splendid locution; or will trade for city
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal ) : rates, desirable location. 618 West Coal.
or trench property. Investigate. Address D. C.
WOULD
YOU PROGRESS?
Enroll In $17.50 to $5 pr week; includes private FuR RENT
Nice, modern, close-in- ,
care Journal.
seven-rooour school and receive training by ex- room with sleeping porch, connected to
apartment, with furnace
FOH HAEE Improved ranch among the
In Secretarial,
Stenographic and hath and toilet; medical care, medicines, heat. Ions' term tenant desired, S r. per
pines; many kinds of fruit; fine for perts
You will general nuru'wr; excellent meals, tray month. 421 South Third, phong 1751-courses.
Business
Complete
dairying and poultry; would be Ideal for then be placed in a responsible position. service; no extras. All room have steam
Two-ron.,
FUR RKNT
a sanatorium.
apartment, furcare Journal.
Individual Instruction.
Day and even- heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
nished ft r unfurnished ; tw-porches.
FOH SALE At $. Darn aln, five secondPhone i garage,
Superintendent.
ing sessions. Western School for Pri- W. II. Zlegler,
near ear
never
bath
occupied;
hand pool tables and rnc billiard table, vate Secretaries, Eighth and Tljeras, 491.
119
$30.
line; no sick; no children;
twelve-foofn first-clas- s
t
one
also
901
J.
condition;
phono
Harvard. 1'ni varsity Heights.
soda fountain, A-- l condition. InSALE
FOR
Livestock
FUR RKNT
FuniiKiied apartments, conMiMrellaneous'
quire at 120 West Silver.
venient to .vinaiorlunis, four rooms,
FOR HALE Fine pair of Angora rah- INVEST YOUR MONEY where It will WAN'i ED-- -1 neu outer. Bell
glassed-i505
prebath,
Second.
City
sleeping porches, gas, on
North
bits,
cheap.
grow; our $10 down, $10 a month plan
En st Ontral car line.
rail 1321 East
ferred. Phone 1032-W- .
Is an unequalled opportunity for ihe
Buck
FOU PALE
and does; also fry- Ontral
206 West
or W H.
acor
or
near
W
ANTED
One
more
in
710
Lend.
lots,
small investor; safe as a savings
West
ing rabbits.
lf,7S-M- .
or
'told,
phone
count. For particulars address P. T,
University Heights. Addres C. B., care FOn"FALE Mare, well" bred, suitable for Fii'lt
of
RKNT
Kuril
ish.d
cave journal.
Morning Journal.
apartment
lady or children, 1301 North First,
two front ronnis and kitchenette; bath
FOH SALE At
Belen, one block city CI.KAN INtl, kalsomine and paper, wax- phone Hon ne, 1826-. .in r'MinnK
km.-nuimue,
yin.ii.'
ing nnd oiling floors; work guar i.iteed. FOR S A LE ur
n
property on Main street, one
ade
f o r bogs,
vacant February 7. Will
outrhly clean
brick building, store, rooming house, gar- John (loodson, phone C.H-work horse, weight about 1100; an be not rent to sick or children. Call after
age and large warehouse and several WANTKU
Some second-hanfurniture, seen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north end lt a m brick bungalow, corner Gold
other business buildings. Mrs. Hortense
also cook stove or range. Phone 81I0-Rio Orande blvd.
;rd Arno.
Didier. P. O. Box. 170. Belen. K. M.
from $ p. m. nntll 10 a. m.
FOR SaTeTwo Tfosh'Vowlir pure-bre- d
FOH SALE Old established new and ti C A ' ! N QER AND G K N K R A L HAULCan be
of very high tjuality.
Jersey
second-han- d
furniture combined vkh
ING. Reasonable rates, fc). A. Griffith. seen nt .Tacobon ranch, Boulevard road,
FOR SA LE Or will
trade fur cattle.
excellent location; 72 Kast Iron, phone 2899-groceries business;
Phone William Wilcox, 14S1-- J or 900.
good Improved land In Fort Pumner:
reasonable rent; guaranteed to make WANTED
1,000 suits, ladies' or gentle- FOR SALE
three
more than a good living; good reason
cow.
acres; will trade for property In
Hienp
very
Young milk
each.
to
clean
and
men's,
press. Jl
If taken ot once. Cull nt Harvard avd Las Vegas tr Albuquerque.
for selling. Address postoffice box 6116,
Writs J. E.,
Duke City Cleaners, phone 44fi.
Nortfi Tweicth.
HI Kb land streets, between the end of
Lss Vegas, N. M.
A car of old furniture, ru.h, university
WANTKD
car line and Falrview cemeFOR
TIME CARDS
stoves, clothing; any nnd everything: tery; must sell at once. Chester Brewer.
cHsh. .Address Hox 400, caro Journal.
SA , E Ra h b tsi"bre d d p s7" L50;
FURNITURE REPAIRING and uphohjte.r- - pay
FOK
ri1
Se
G""fur
n u
and
uundhan
lnir Phone 471. Ervln lieddlng Co. W AN f ED
docs with voting, $2.ri); one pair extra
trunks. We buy everything tn housenice Flemish Clants, three months old,
FOR SALE A few plecesof good fur- hold
Id ax's Bargain, Slore, 316
six pounds each, Jl for the pair.
weigh
niture and new rug, cheap; kitchen South goods.
First.
i'hone 8f8.
12S
Vassar, University Heights, phone
utensils and dishes. 413 East Cromwell.
2133-BARGAIN
MAX
South
315
STORE,
at
FOR SALE Hand-powwashing maFirst, will pay the highest prices for
TTO if? E s!m"aR V, S A N r MULE3
chine; also wringer, wooden bed, steel
second-hanclothing, shoes and HAVE fifty head of good young Colorado
cot; all In good condition. 830 North your
'
Phon 858.
furniture.
Fifth.
WESTBUI.N ) Dally.
horses, mares and mules for sale; now
It Is Is your chance to buy your team for Train.
Arrlv..
Pepart.
FOU SALE Cook stove, kitchen cabinet. BETTER KODAK FINISHING
some
on
Return
mail
I
better.
a
have
Nu.
nt
postage
The
paid
bargain;
Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:30 pm
spring
fanning,
dressers. $12.50 and up; large amount
213'.i West good matched teams that will weigh No. J Oallt. Llnilted.lu:30 am H:00 am
of good used furniture, reasonable. 3115 orders. The Bainuin Studio,
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
from ten to fifteen hundred; have some No, 7 Kargo fast. .10:50 am ll:J9 am
South First.
unhroke, but are all gentle, young No. S The' Navajo. .12:.15 am 1:00 am
OUR SPECIAL SALE of Furniture starts WILL PAY, spot cash for lot In Universisecond-han- d
horses; also have some
be
must
close
SOUTHBOUND.
In,
ty Heights;
cheap,
nn "Wednesday, February 1; bigger and
east front; quote lowest price and lo wagons, harness and saddles for sale; Nc 29 El P.iao Rxp
10:10 pru
better bargains. American Furniture and
a look. 310 North Broadway No. 27 El Paso Exp
takf
com.,
In letter.
Cl.
care
11 :S am
action
Address
ii.t
Co., 223 South Second.
Athuquoruue. Scott Ridenour.
Morning Journal.
EASTEOUND.
FOU SALE Furniture nt factory prices
2
No.
2:40 pm
2:10
The
pm
RFO CLEANERS
Navajo..
which makes It cost less than .econd
4
No.
Calif. Limited. 6.u0 pm &:40 pm
5x12 Rugs Cleaned, $2.00.
hand goods. Come and see for yourself.
S
No.
S.
F.
7:25
13
bu and up. BXt'KUT
Eiisht..
pm 1:10 pm
rnnvaud.
I'hum 1825-W- .
American Furniture Cu., 223 South Sec MATTHIASES
No, 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:90 am
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin WTtfrED SKlnK. Mm.
COl
end.
Foster,
SOUTH.
FROM
Redding Co., phone 471,
North Fourth. Phonw 1239W.
No. SI From El Puo (I 35 pm
WANTKD
Careful Kodak finishing. DHKSS.MAKI.N'e By th
CARPENTERING
day or at home. No SO From El Paso 7:00 am
Twice
service.
satisRemember,
dally
5102-HQS South Fourth,
No. $n connects st relen with M. tl
phone
PET T t FO R D
HE
ODD
JOB MAN. faction guaranteed.
Send your, finishing
for Clovis. r'eca Valter. Kana- - Cltf and
AIJ kinds of work. Phone 1673-.pirailnS
Ttlllamr
to a reliable, established firm." Hanna
Cl
Coast.
Uroe-'wny200
J
Pnuth
l'T-M
rC
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, house & Hanna,
aster Photographers.
at Tleln with No, il
No. 29 connectEA'l'KHlBM'KU WtiMAN Will msit Kith
painting and repairing, at reasonable aTh ifiiv k rqii'b w in do
leanTno
Clovls and points east and sojth
tii
(r
1456-R.
home .pwlng, tl.50 pur atternoA 212
prices. Phone
CO.
Windows
floors
cleaned
and
Nontn
wide.
Mtitn.
ioutn
UUILDINO, alterations, repairing, ,arge scrubbed; stores,
offices and houses
jobs or small; work by contract or by cleaned; reasonable
rates and honest PI.EAT1XG, acoorillon,
ilda nix imtj
the day: reasonable prices; work guar- work.
A. flranone;
mall orders. N. Orane, 215 North
leave your calls
anteed; estimates free. Call J755-Seventh. Crane Apartments.
American Grocery, phuita 362
bona

Dwelling.
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We want to keep you reminded that
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HOMER H. WARD

313 Marble Avenue.
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Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

TODAY

Ohe paid the penalty

'

of a discontented

Hie romance

woman

Topics of the Day
HAROLD LLOYD in "THE TIP"

Also "FOX NEWS"

REGULAR ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co I'hone 4 and 5.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Webster and
son of McGaffey are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Webster and fam-- (
ily, 600 West Lead avenue.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician,
Woolworth Bids., phone
Born, Sunday, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fluke, 1323 North Virginia avenue, a daughter.
Mineral Lodge No. 4. Knights of
will meet at S o'clock to- Pvthia
night. The rank of knight will be,
conferred.
Factory wood, fun truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

PRICES

T IK SHOWS

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

NOTES

SCOUT

FOR IEAR 1921

Troon
scouts were present
Twenty-on- e
at the reorganization meeting held
Carl
Lovitt was elected
Saturday.
treasurer of the troop.
The patrols were reorganized as
Buffalo
follows:
patrol, Clltton
Howell, patrol leader; Jack Clark,
Lucian
Rice, John
Music and Jewelry Store .Sam Blair,
Phone 91,
Ready. Ed Klckett, Kenneth Ball.
Mrs. G. S. Easterday lias reLuis
Hawk patrol,
McKean, patrol
117 S. First St.
Phone 017-.- I
the
ceived 'a telegram announcing
leader; Everitt Walsh, M. Kliott,
death of her father, li. C. Uronk-fielLuis Stevenson, W. IX Gravitt,
Mr.
In Long Beach, Calif.
Richnrd Arlage, Neat Fox. Wolf
been a frequent
Brookfield hn
patrol, Lee Van, patrol leader; Carl
Glen Gaskell, Ned Elder,
visitor here.
! Lovitt,
Dorin Broomes, Bob Nordhaus, Jr.
Matson.
ALINE CAIRE OF THIS
Everitt Tienfro Is senior patrol
"IS"
CITY TO PLAY LEADING
Theater Charlie Chaplin leader. The troops will go on a
hike next Saturday and many of
ROLE IN FEATURE FILM was at the "II" theater yesterday. the bovs will
pass their tenderfoot
and ht' surely brought tho crowd test.
JACK CLARK.
theater was
Scribe.
An announcement given nut here with him, for the
j crowded nt every show yesterday
Saturday by Edward LnZar, repre-sentative and director of the T. H. afternoon and last night. He and
Marshall Film company, states that his picture, "The Idle Class," arc
IS
the leading role in the super film being repeated today. The manplay. "The Love or a Navajo." will agement is also repeating "The
be acted by Aline Cairo of this city. Ruse of the Rattler'1 and the "MirMiss Cairo Is expected to be most acles of the Jungle."
successful in this role and she ha."
Lyric Theater "The Girl in the
signed a contract for twenty weeks. Taxi." with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
The picture will be made at He Haven, is being repeated today
Shiprock, N. M., on the Navajo In- for the last time at the Lyric. It
About 1,000 Indian reservation.
ii a good picture. The manage
EBRASKA CITY
dians will be used in the film, ment
is also repeating the picture,
which Is to be nine reels long.
two-re"I
a
Torchy,"
at
be
will
film
The
company
nest Torch,)' comedy.
Shiprock about four months
Pastime Theater Repeating tosummer and special accommodathe picture "Any Wife." with. National Guard Troops Are
tions for supplying strong light day
Pearl
White as the principal star;
are
being
entire
the StreetS
day
during the
Patrolling
built. Vnon the film's completion also repealing the "Fox Now" pie-- !
"Tiie
Harold
with
and
and the Packing House
Tip,"
it will probably be released through! j"1'1
the Fathe exchanges In New York. Lloyd as the star.
Arrested.

Roth man's
Theaters Today

BEING

ORDER

MAINTAINED

II

I

e

.

uiiiiuiiiMi.
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Till: CAUTF.lt

1)H IIAVF.NS IN
KOI.l ICKIMi SCKF.F.X FAKCF.J
.NOW AT l.YI'lC THFATFi:

the latest
A little road dragging on Silver farco comedy production mado by
avenue from Yale to Carlisle ave- Mr. and
.Mrs. Carter LeHaven for
nue would surely delight the hearts First National, wrwch opened an
of the autoists.
of only two days at
An eftort is being made to In- engagement
being
repeated today,
Lyric,
in
new
homes
of
builders
duce the
of farce comedy that is
the
district to at oncetype
Hie higher restricted
wholesome and rollicking
follow a line of Spanish architec- in its humo.'. It isj devoid of the
ture of white concrete finish which elaptrnp that is usually inherent
will have a most pleasing effect in the averago farce picture. Her.;
when a good growth of green trees wo have the li. Havens in a capital
has been started.
with the situations arising
Several owners of lowland prop comedy,
with rapid fire action
naturally,
In
lots
week
purchased
erty this
keeping the spectator on
the Heights, where they expect to .'always
edge with laughter.
build homes abovo the smoke aud
line ot the best situations In the
city dust.
picture reveals a policeman quite
unexpectedly discovering his wife
DEATHS AND FUNERALS as one of a party of gay rounders.
But it will have to be seen to be
La"i!:li
cafo
sets,
SANCHE&
The funeral of Blasl appreciated.
X. Sanches, who died
Saturday hi autiful interior scenes and snap-nigaction with a well
at his residence on North
Fourth street, will be held this- defined plot and an excellent cast
resisupporting players round out
afternoon from the family
denre. Burial will be at. Santa one 01 toe oe.-- t iarce pictures seen
a
time.
Barbara cemetery, Crollott will in Mr. long
and Mrs. Dellaven are seen
have charge.
respectively in the roles of Bertie
MOYA
The funeral of Andres: Stewart and Mignon Smith, the
who died Friday morning; at tpr being the girl in the taxi. Des-hi- a
residence on Nortli High street,! rite the fact that his father has
will be held this morning at 10 dubbed him a mollycoddle. Bertie
o'clock from the family residence. proves himself anything but one.
Burial will be at Santa Barbara He hides in a taxi In older to evade
will be in his father, when In comes a young
.cemetery., Crollott
iady (who hired the machine) and
charge.
the taxi speeds off.
Tho ca t of supporting players
funeral of Mrs.
HUN PC K- - ..
.Tusto Hunick, who died Saturday and their resprotivo characterizaAltions
is excellent. King Haggott,
ut
residence
old
night at her
buquerque, will be held this morn- the screen hero of over 300 picing at 9 o'clock from the family ture plays. Is seen as the stern parresidence to San Felipe de Neri ent, and Grace Cunard, the queen
church. Father Weeks will offi- of serials, plays ih part ot Mari-ttlthe wife of the Jealous policeciate. Burial will be at the family
plot at San'a Barbara cemetery. man. "The Gn l in the Taxi" Is an
Crollott will have charge of the
adaptation of the musical comedy
stage success of thp same name
written bv Stanislaus Strange and
ZAMORA
The remains of Mrs. directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Juan R. Zamora, who died at GalN.
last
M.,
Friday morning, ar- PEARL WHITE'S M:V
lup,
rived yesterday morning. The body
PICTURE "ANY WIFE."
LS A f RE.YT SUCCESS
will lie in state at the family resiFuneral
dence at Old Albuquerque.
announced
be
will
arrangements
"Any Wife," Pearl White's latest Fox picture, scored a success
later. Crollott has charge.
at its first showing yesterday at
SALAZAR Miss Louise Salazar Ihe Pastime theater, and it is beged 12 years, daughter of Mr. and ing repeated
Its story,
today.
Mrs. Porfirio Salazar, died Sunday written by Julia Tolsva. shows
morning at. their residence. The jthe cumulative penalty paid by a
body was taken to Crollott funeral wire who. giving way to a spirit
of discontent with her uneventparlors pending arrangements.
home life, finds herself sudFuneral services ful
WHITHER
in the midst of conditions
for Clifton Whltmer, who died nt! denly
that
pass from bad to worse, until
his home on Last Coal avenue Fri- she becomes
overwhelmed with reday night, will be held this after-- ) morse and desperation. The situnoon at 2:30 o'clock from French's, ations
leading up to this point arc
chapel. The Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
and the
dramatic,
will rnniliift flip services fit t Ho exceedingly
''"
performance throughout is
woodmen of he,
i,
v,..r,i
a
marked
histrionic
skill
which
by
the
at
World will be in charge
readily explains tho enviable place
grave. Burial will be In Fairvicw she
in
tho regard of
occupies
cemetery.
The Girl In the Taxi,"

a,

--

Zone; Tyo

Br Tk A4torfnted l'rrfi.)
Nebraska City, Neb., Jan. 2D (by
Nebraska
the Associated Press.)
City was quiet today with Nebras- -national
ka
guard troops patrolling tho streets and tho packin
house district. Only two arrests
for minor offenses were made
da), according to Lieutenant Col-i- s
0nel Douglas, in command of the
troop here.
Colonel Douglas said tonight
that he expected no trouble and
that nothing of consequence had
happened with the exception of a
report to military headquarters
that a number of houses had been
stoned last night. '
Citizens are .apparently
taking
but little interest in the situation
created by proclamation of martial law In Four Mile precinct yesterday hy Governor McKclvIe, folColonel
lowing strike disorders,
Douglas said. The guardsmen, COO
In number, bean arriving early
afternoon.
iterations
yesterday
are being directed from military
headquarters established In the
county court house.
Orders have been issued closing
pool halls and other loitering
places. Gatherings of every kind
have been banned and warning
has been (riven that loiterers on
the streets will be arrested.
Colonel Douglas Faid that orders
would be strictly enforced in an
effort to prevent nny disturbances.
to-t-

work has Increased
steadily during the past year of
financial readjustment, according
to A. Bruce Minear, interstate secretary of the Y. M. C. A., who
spoke at the "Y" Fellowship
luncheon yesterday evening. The
membership has increased 3 3 per
cent, Mr. Minear stated and educational classes have shown a 20
per cent inereaso while Bible
classes have recorded a 14, per
cent increase.
During the year new buildings
costing $5,000,000 have been erected and there are now $8,000,000
worth of buildings in the process
of construction
throughout the
country. Plans for 1022 indicate
that at least $13,000,000 worth of
buildings will be started this
year.
T. M.

C

A.

HAYS' ASSISTANT AND
INJURED .IN
FAMILY
THEATER DISASTER
tlly The AMnrlatrd TrMS.)
Washington, Jan. 2! (by the As- If.
sociated
Press.) Edward
Shaughncssy of Chicago, second
Mrs.
assistant postmaster general,
Shaughnessy and their daughters.
Myrtle and Ruth, were injured,
Mr. Shaughnessy seriously, in the
Knickerbocker theater disaster. At
the Walter Heed hospital, where
Mr. Shaughnesxy was taken after
',iH ''esene from the debris several
...'
said that he was suffering from a
broken pelvis and internal injuries.
sustained a
Mrs. Shaughnessy
IlOLlin .lllW

LJItl

NEW YORK RECOVERS.
New York, Jan. 20. New Y'ork
had recovered quickly tonight from
tno interruption
to its railroad
schedules, particularly the Pennsylvania road's service to tho
south, resulting from an eight-Inc- h
snowfall.

IUUI

U

ll ill,

exists among the
groes of the West Indies that the
color of coral is always affected by
the state of health of the wearer,
becoming paler in disease.
A belief

ne-

LOST

Phone

FOGG,

1261.

,i

FI.KCTHlf

Phone
C.

Stern

r,67--

Free

C

SHOE 8lOP
213 South Second.
all and Kellvery.

If. CONNER,

T.

M.

Phone

Postoffieo.
Opposite
.

122 S. Fourth

90R-J-

--

324 S. Second

A striking point In the story,
however. Is that it ends with
some delightful, hilarious comedy
any comedy which comes as a complete surprise to the audience.
Co., And
In this Miss White demonstrates convincingly her versatility,

Malone Taxi & Transfer 153
We dellrc any size
where. Henry Transfer
Phone 939,

Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00

A

WHY?

TON

Johnson Coal Co.
BOO

N.

F

irst

Phone

388--

ALSO
A Western Drama of Thrills

STAGE
am
am

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:46
4:00
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

TAXI
SINGER
Office
1nr
210

Htore,

Singer

IVefl

Central

THE IMPERIAL

"MIRACL

J.P.McG6Wan

the Ruse Or

In Iho mountains,

per week.

lor

Phone

Tuhcrenlurs
Rates $12.ftO
Reservations.
450-- J

GO GET IT
5x7 Folding Camera, complete
with tripod, extra lense equipment, and other accessories.
Phone, call or write, TUB ART
SHOP, opposite postoffieo.

mull

FROM

1

nut

in mi

TO 11 P, M.)

STEER HIM CLEAR OF

"

tfVW

to

4

t

Bit

V'OV?a

Vti-J- .

"The Girl
in the Taxi"

She'll beat him, cheat him, eat him out of a
year's
pay in one hour.
She's Broadway's wickedest vamp with a pile of
style and a mile of guile.
She'll run him right to Reno and use your
certificate to start a bonfire with his marriage
bankroll.
The license, plate doesn't mean the number of the
taxi, but the number of happy homes she's

f--

Elm Breeskin
Russian Violinist
Brunswick Artist

busted.

HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM

BRING YOUR SHOCK ABSORRRRS
You'll need 'em on this
e
mile-a-minu-

ir.

te

ioy-rid-

and Mrs. Carter Bel

with

aya

ADDED ATTRACTION:

Thursday,
Feb. 2 at 8:30

"COGGOKE

TORCHY"

A Two Part "TORCHY" Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.

Last concert of the series offered by tho Fortnightly Music
Club for the season of 1021-22.

ADMISSION $100

AUTOMOBILE.
Co.

All tickets exchanged for
-eservations
at Matson's.
Records may be heard at
Albuquerque Music Store.

Albuquerque.

63."(

After 0 p. ill. 13B8-Pleasure to Call and Explain,

prepared to

MILK!
deliver

Fresh Pure Hlk and Cream
To all parts of the city.

Satisfaction

GALLUP

BEZEilfEEfS

COAL

The Best for Domestic Use

mi SUPPLY

and LUMBER CO.

4 Phones 5
Let Our

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home

guaranteed.

DAIRY

1902 North Fourth St.

FREE

Well Country Camp

i w nr

Irs. life, Kan? on to Your Ilubbv!

LOANS

Phono

PRICES

The Rattler
mi

Co;

Investment

REGULAR

LAST TIME TODAY

water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With hath $2.B0 single anu
double $3.00.

Gold.

THE .JUNGLE"

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

ELMSHOTEL

W.

quick-shootin-

And

"THE LAINPRY
OF QVALITY"

Finest rooms In the state
steam heat, hot and cola

National

hard-ridlii-

l,

pm
pm

Phone 690

ALBVQFEKOl E TRANSFER
Phone 512, 401 North First St.

206 H

dare-devi-

NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWnERS
Returns on Real and Personal Property must be
made before February 1st. Penalty of 25 per cent
will be added on that- date to property not returned
-

AUCTION SALE
Wednesday, Feb. 1st, at 411 S. Sixth St.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
j

Five rooms of Afurniture to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note tho following articles to be sold: Two oak dressers,
one mahogany dresser, dining table, buffet and leather upholstered dining chairs to match, rockers, two 9x12 rugs, same as
new; beds, springs and mattf esses, cots and pads, small rugs,
library table, Moore's coal range,
refrigerator, range
and refrigerator are like new; dishes, cooking utensils and a
big lot, of other house furnishings not mentioned on account
of space.
Now, it It la house furnishings you want, or going to need,
don't fall to attend this salo; these goods are all sanitary and
In Acondition. Don't miss this opportunity, be on hand
promptly.

Felipe

Hubbell

BERNALILLO

ASSESSOR

COUNTY

-l

"

.

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

g,

bud man. A brave girl.
A clever villain or two.
Soino
chuckles."'
hearty
Spectacular
A real plot that keeps
thrills.
you guessing. Gorgeous mountain
scenery.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton

The

I

Suspense, Action, Romance

TT'

INSURANCE

pi
flffSv

an i

A

PHONE B78
UH West Silver
C. A. HODGES, Prop.

FT RE

ifcsvra
ifCBk

91

PIIONF,

I

ESTATE

DOUBLE IN

ism

HAHN COAL CO.

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

toll

n

and
For Economy
Use
Satisfaction
CF.KKILLOS EGG COAL
Costs Less, Burns Longer
Makes More Heat

Phones 148 and 449.

Phone 1046

pictur-

e-goers.

En

HIM

Critics all say this is Chaplin's Best Laugh Producer

CERRILLOS
GALLUP
ANTHRACITE

EMPIRE

Fannie S. Spitz. Tel 802, .123 N.
Tenth St. Send for mall order list

For Convalescent

Phone 371

YOU'LL SEE

COAL

Dry CIcaninc, Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked. Rugs
latest process.
elenned
by

We are

Machine

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

GUYS TRANSFER

..9

!()t NOPJTl SEVENTH.

MILK! now

Shelled Pinon Nuts

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

To replace

If

HOMES

Until January 31st.
Extra Pair Trousers with each
123,50 Suit of Overcoat Sec
E. B. BOOTH
At BontrU-'h- t
Ruhlicr Company

Let Us Send a Man
I

Largest
specialty.
grown, all colors. Your garden
is not complete without them.
Mail orders solicited.
RAYMOND F. BLOOM.
P. O. Box 841. Phone) 21fi7-- J

CLEAN EVERYTHING
Cor. Sixth and Gold. Phone 4."3

A

FOR SALE BY
OWNER.
Several new 4 to
press
hrick, terms. AVould consider
lease by right parties.
821 W. Silver. Phone 1910-M- .

DAH LIAS
varitles

A

CLEANERS

The Jeweler,

D. O.

Osteopathic
Specialist.
Bldg. Tel. 701 J, 2033--

per

McGUINNESS

Every Kind

Expert Watch Making, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing,

February 1. Dime
(Inner. Musie. by Syncopators

Wednesday.

Teacher cf Piano,

REAL

old-tim-

TITY

Colombo Hall

LAUNDRY CO.

imll

WHO'S HERE!

LOOK

H!

The Greatest Comedian of All Time in His Latest
and Most Mirth Provoking Comedy!

DANCE

35-1-

J.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
0-0--

The Albuquerque High school second team was defeated by tho Sant
8
Fo Indian boys by a score of
Saturday night at the Capital city.
The game was closely contested in
the first half but the Duke City
lads dropped behind near tho end
of tho game.
Tho first period ended 14-- 8 In
favor of the Indians. In tho second half Albuquerque camo on
the floor in a fighting mood and
brought the score up to within one
point of the Indian school, when
Monk.'uvcicz, the big second string
guard was taken from tho game.
The Santa Fe team then started
a spurt of scoring that put them
far In the lead.
Rodgers scored 10 points while
Foraker and Hogrefe each made
four counters for the Albunjuer
quo seconds. Reyna was the highest point man for the Indians with
eight field goals to his credit.
The lineups:
A. H. S. 2nds.
S. F. Indians
F
Rodgers
Reyna
F
Hogrefo
Pajarito
C
Foraker
Leeds
(1
Romero
Hernal
G
Monnweicz
Lujan
Substitution:
Allen for Monka-weicKenfro for Allen.
Field
goals: S. F. Indians Keyna, 8;
Pajarito, 4; Lujan, 2; Hernal, 1.
A. H. S Rodgers, 3; Hogrefe, 2;
Foraker, 2. Free throws: Pajarito,
P; Reyna, 1; Rodgers, 4. Keferee:
Koch.

M.

LAST TIME TODAY

DON'T FORGET
Delicious Fried Rabbit at
BRACY'S
Mondays and Thursdays

SANTA FE INDIANS
BEAT H. S. SECONDS
AT CAPITAL CITY

MRS.

M THEATRE

i.IMi,i

Chinese. Jade Bracelet.
Good I tew aid if Found.

e,

e
Billy Glover, the
Boston
welterweight, is now boxing in- structor at West Point.

In Bulk Dcst on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE I J ME CO.
Warehouse!
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Plumes 4 and 5.

J. Andrus, D2, one of the
prominent cattlemen in the
died ;it Magdalena Friday,
an illnivs of about four
Mr. Andrus camo to New
Mexico HO years ago and at the
time of his death was associated
'in Iho cattle business with oti
Watson and Jerry Wheeler. He
was born at Hackonsack, N. J.,
and vo far as could be ascertained
his nearest surviving relative is a
second cousin living in Magdalena.
His brother and sister perished
about four years ago 'when a
yacht on which they were cruising was destroyed by fire oft the
Florida coast. Mr. Andrus was a
member of Iho local Elks and
Masonic lodges. The funeral will
i
held at 10 o'clock this fore
noon, under tho auspices of the
latter organization, and the body
will be sent to Hackonsack for
burial. C. T. I' reach will have
charge.

1L

broken rib. Ruth, aged .10, had
both arms broken, while Myrtle
was bruised. All are at the emergency hospital.
President Harding sent Brigadier General Sawyer, his personal
physician, to the hospital to make
direct inquiry about tho condition
of Mr. Shaughnessy and to inquire
about government employes caught
in the theater who are under treatment there.

,

.

Fresh Lump Lime

flUCRIMIillfilE
wii
Lima

PRINCIPAL

A
new treatise on criminal law
wincn omnrnccs aifio the United
Mates criminal cone nas been
prepared by .Tames K. Grigsby, a
member of the Albuquerque bar
The volume runs l.aOO pages and
His Work.
was published by Hurdette
J.
law book pubParents of children taught by Smith &of Company, 111.
Chicago,
the former principal at the Moun- - lishers
Tho volume consists of three
i.uu new scnooi issued me iouow-- j par,Si The first is composed of
ing signed statement Saturday, thirteen chapters devoted to the
claiming that although Kandollli discussion of general principles
Siler, deposed principal
of the of criminal law, among which are
school, was removed for ineffic- found separate chapters covering
'confessions" Rind
iency, they have always been and "contempts,"
still are satisfied with his work.
"criminal presumptions," subjects
not
1922.
found discussed in works de"January 23,
"We, the undersigned, being par- voted to the criminal law exents of children taught by .Mr. Ran- clusively.
Part two covers specific crimes
dolph Siler, wish to deny the statements that many of the parents of and treats separately each of the
the pupils have been dissatisfied common law crimes, together with
with the teaching of Mr. Siler. Mr. tho application or common lawSiler has taught in our school for principles to the laws of. the sov
more tnan two years and we nave prai states. The entire work is
never made any complaint, but on se,etionaizul
with copious notes
the contrary were and now arelan(I citation of authorities,
satisfied that he is a good teacher,
thrrB la a compilation by
rart
"J. S. BOWERS.
Mr. Grigsby cf the criminal code
nt the United States. In addition
.'lir Km
vilSjSn
10
1,10
r("lp' 11 Presents other
n vrr
.criminal laws of the United States
, J;.
,,;,' ,
and gives in full the national pro"M ANl'F.L CHAVES
act.
KERTH A SCI I l.'LM UISTETl. hibition
The volume represents a large
"Ih order to sustain our opposi- amount
of
labor by Mr. Grigsby. It
tion and objection to removal of
Mr. Rudolph Siler, former princi- required several months time to
the publishing stage
pal of the school at Mountalnview, go through
we submit the foregoing statement alone.
signed by seven of the eight parents who had children under the
instruction of Mr. Siler.
"F.. L. COF,7.
J. L. PHILLIPS
".. S. BOWERS,
"Former Mrmbcrs of School
Board, District No. 15."
GREAT ADVANCE

b.

WARD'S STORE,

uinm
rnuuuuLO iisiuim

Statement Issued By 7 of
the 8 Parents of Children
Taught By Siler Praise

b.

b.

W. J. ANDRUS DIES AT
MAGDALENA AFTER AN
ILLNESS OF 4 HOURS

LOCAL

VIEW SCHOOL

BACK

is our brag flour because we never heard of a
better kind of flour, strict ly short patent and the
price is very reasonable.
48-lsacks
sacks
$2.40
$1.25
70c
sacks
sacks
40c
Fresh Graham and White Corn Meal in this car.
Monarch sweet corn ; Monarch cheese ; Monarch
extra small sweet peas are due in a few days.
12-l-

MI?
nonnnprn

TPMITSOTIHE

January 30, 1922.

SIGN OF GOOD COAL

Save Money by Buying

SWASTIKA COAL

Sugarite Fancy Chestnut, $9.50
Swastika Lump, $11.00
Sugarite Fancy Lump, $12.00

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY.
riione 85.

